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Abstract
To achieve sustained flight at over five times the speed of sound, advances in propulsion
technology like the supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) will be required. Numerical
simulation of these devices suffers from uncertainty due to the interaction between turbulent
flow and chemical reactions, which cannot be computed precisely at full-scale and requires ap-
proximate modelling. This project considers the implications of this problem from a number
of angles, using high-fidelity numerical modelling and advanced post-processing techniques
to investigate the magnitude of this effect, the prospects for approximate modelling of it, and
its effects on high velocity combustion in general.
A review of the high-speed reacting flow literature has revealed no consensus on the best way
to model Turbulent/Chemistry Interaction (TCI). Many simulations make contradictory as-
sumptions in developing their models and some others ignore the effect completely, including
some successful studies that recreate experimental measurements to within the estimated
margins of error. These margins of error however, can still be quite large; so it is of interest
to estimate the effect of TCI on high-speed combustion, to understand when and if the effect
can be ignored.
In this project, a calculation of the magnitude of hypersonic TCI is performed using Di-
rect Numerical Simulation of a simple flow: A temporally evolving, reacting, supersonic,
hydrogen-air mixing layer at elevated temperature. These results are compared with an
Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) where TCI errors are present. The
simulations take place in a periodic, cubic domain with 2993 (DNS) and 993 (IDDES) cells,
in which the turbulence could be sustained for approximately 100µs. Comparison of the
two simulations shows a minor acceleration in the IDDES’s ignition process, of around 5 µs
in duration, and some additional differences in the subsequent development of the mixing
layer. These effects are attributed to the unmodelled turbulence/chemistry interaction that
is the main difference between the two simulations. Extrapolating this result to a full size
engine suggests the unmodelled TCI would cause an error in ignition location of perhaps
several centimeters. Though this is a minor effect, the difference may be amplified as the
combustion proceeds downstream, as it would in a more realistic, engine-like flow.
To explore the effects of turbulence/chemistry interaction in an engine-like environment,
this project also includes numerical simulations of a simplified model scramjet. The domain
was a planar, double-ramp, inlet-injected, hydrogen fuelled scramjet at Mach 7, based on
a recent experimental model. The simulation used IDDES, with detailed chemical kinet-
ics (33 reactions and 13 species), enforced thermal equilibrium, and no explicit model for
turbulence/chemistry interaction (quasi-laminar chemistry).
In spite of the simplicity of the domain shape, the combustion in the model scramjet sim-
ulations displayed a number of complex features. These included multiple ignition sources,
shock-vortex interactions at the entrance to the combustor, and a mixture of premixed and
nonpremixed flow throughout.
Analysis of the combustion regimes occurring in the flow predicted high turbulent Damkohler
and turbulent Reynolds numbers, around 104 - 105. This places the combustion in a difficult
to model section of the parameter space where the flame structure is strongly affected by the
small turbulence scales, in addition to major distortion of the overall reaction sheet by the
large scales. This is an area of (relatively) intense turbulent chemistry interaction, though
its exact magnitude cannot be estimated from the analysis itself.
Interestingly, the 1% most reactive points, those that account for 70% of the total heat
release, defy this trend. They cluster near the laminar boundary in the parameter space, with
much smaller values of both turbulent parameters. This indicates weak turbulence chemistry
interaction among this subset of points, a finding which may explain for the success of many
prior studies that have ignored TCI effects in their modelling.
Different trends in the regimes were also obtained for the premixed and nonpremixed points,
with the nonpremixed combustion tending to have higher turbulent Damkohler numbers. The
physical interpretation of this kind of nonpremixed combustion is unclear however, and more
simulation work is needed to illuminate the subgrid structure of such a flow. Application
of the same regime analysis technique to the Mixing Layer flow produced consistent results
between the DNS and IDDES, indicating that the method may be applied to quasi-laminar
simulations.
Based on these results, the most promising candidate models for hypersonic TCI are those
that can handle mixtures of premixed and nonpremixed flow, and have internal structure that
accounts for the thickening of reaction zones by the small turbulent structures. Some existing
models may be able to handle these structures, but it seems likely that much additional
development will be needed to achieve reliable predictive simulation tools for hypersonic
turbulent combustion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Space travel has always captivated the human imagination. Fiction writers have been ex-
ploring the idea for almost as long as the modern concept of outer space has existed, as early
as 1608 in the case of Somnium (The Dream), written by none other than Johannes Kepler.
The book imagined a journey to the moon, mixing fantastic storytelling and scientific detail
like the shifted positions of the stars and planets from the protagonist’s new vantage point,
painstakingly computed by hand of course, since mechanical calculating machines were still
centuries away. Today widespread literacy and book-publishing has spread science-fiction to
billions of people, and a steady stream of scientific discoveries has inspired stories that take
them further into the strangest corners of the universe. The popularity of science fiction is
proof, if it were ever needed, that human nature contains a deep fascination with exploring
the physical world, and understanding our place in the universe.
Actual progress on this goal has shallower roots in history. Konstantin Tsiolkovsky’s ‘The
Exploration of Cosmic Space by Means of Reaction Devices ’ was published in 1903 but was
mostly unheard of outside his native Russia. More widely distributed was the wonderfully
understated ‘A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes ’, published by the American physi-
cist Robert Goddard in 1919. The article, describing his pioneering experiments with solid
rockets, was sensationalized in the press and drew a number of derisive reviews, with many
critics singling out his suggestion of reaching the moon for particular ridicule Clary [2004].
But Goddard’s ideas would become the core of the space race, and barely fifty years later
they would carry three million kilograms of Saturn V out of Cape Canaveral, launching the
crew of Apollo 11 to their historic landing site in the Sea of Tranquillity, so far from Earth
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that the entire planet could be blocked out by a single white-suited thumb. Kepler’s Dream
had become a reality.
Twenty-four billion US dollars and six missions later, Apollo would return twelve men from
the Moon’s surface along with hundreds of kilograms of rocks, geological data, and arresting
photographs of a luminous blue Earth hanging unsupported and vulnerable in the blackness
of space (Chaikin [1994]). More recent accomplishments in this campaign include a per-
manent space station, occupied by up to six humans of many nations that spend their days
doing experiments far above our heads; spellbinding photos of the outer planets; tracks in the
martian dunescape left by charismatic robot explorers; and an interplanetary calling card,
a golden record with sights and sounds from Earth sent hurtling into interstellar space on
Voyager II, with a message of peace for anyone who finds it.
These developments have slowed somewhat as the easy milestones were passed and the un-
usual political arrangement of the Cold War era faded away, but the apparent change of
pace also reflects a change of tactics. Rather than solving engineering problems by going
bigger, adding more power, more people, or more money, modern space research is increas-
ingly targeting problems in more subtle and direct ways. Recent decades have seen reusable
boosters that can return to Earth after launch, radiative heat shields that don’t need to be
replaced every mission, and regenerative life support systems that purify air and water so
that astronauts do not have to bring their entire supply with them. Another example, though
far from completely developed, may be air-breathing ascent stages that harvest oxygen from
the atmosphere on their way up. This kind of launch vehicle would not have to carry an
enormous tank of liquid oxidizer on board, freeing up weight for wings, heat shields, landing
gear, and other luxuries of commercial aeroplanes that allow them to be used and reused
economically. This promise is the motivating factor at the core of this project, and under-
standing it requires a brief explanation of the physics of propulsion.
Though unknown in his lifetime, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky is remembered today for deriving
an elegant equation that bears his name, the Tsiolkovsky rocket equation:
In this formula, M is the mass of the spaceship on the launchpad, and m the mass that
one ends up with when all the fuel is exhausted. This second quantity includes the crew,
structure, equipment, and everything else that needs to be onboard to complete the mission.
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c is the velocity that the fuel was ejected at after it was burned. Conservation of momentum
relates these variables into a change in velocity ∆V - in this case the final velocity that
one ends up at assuming no other losses. This simple equation tells us that the size of the
spaceship scales exponentially with the final speed requirements.
And that is the problem. Space missions need to go fast. Really, really, fast.
In his blog what-if.xkcd.com, legendary physicist-turned-cartoonist Randall Munroe took a
week off answering his readers questions to address some common confusion about rockets
and getting into space:
The reason it’s hard to get to orbit isn’t that space is high up. It’s hard to get to orbit
because you have to go so fast. Space is about 100 kilometers away. That’s far away
- I wouldn’t want to climb a ladder to get there - but it isn’t that far away. If you’re
in Sacramento, Seattle, Canberra, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Phnom Penh, Cairo, Beijing,
central Japan, central Sri Lanka, or Portland, space is closer than the sea.
But getting to space is easy. The problem is staying there.
Gravity in low Earth orbit is almost as strong as gravity on the surface. The Space
Station hasn’t escaped Earth’s gravity at all; it’s experiencing about 90% the pull that
we feel on the surface. To avoid falling back into the atmosphere, you have to go
sideways really, really fast.
The speed you need to stay in orbit is about 8 kilometers per second. Only a fraction
of a rocket’s energy is used to lift up out of the atmosphere; the vast majority of it is
used to gain orbital (sideways) speed. This leads us to the central problem of getting
into orbit: Reaching orbital speed takes much more fuel than reaching orbital
height.
-Randall Munroe (what-if.xkcd.com/58)
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A straightforward physical explanation is that adding more fuel to run the ship’s engines
longer means that you also need extra fuel to lift that fuel, since the extra thrust is partially
offset by the increased mass. As the amount of fuel gets bigger the structure to house it
must grow as well, and in practice modern rockets are skyscrapers of fuel and oxidizer with a
tiny payload capsule squatting atop. A Saturn V for example, configured for a Trans-Lunar
trajectory, weighed just under 3 million kilograms split into 92% propellant, 6% structure,
and less 2% remaining for the actual moon mission hardware (NASASP4029 [2018]).
Regular aeroplanes face this problem as well, but with an important difference. Long haul
airliners tend to have fuel mass fractions of around 40-50%, but note that the propellant
fraction for a Saturn V was not just fuel but oxidizer - almost 67% of the total take off weight
was supercooled liquid oxygen needed for burning the LH2/Kerosene fuel. By harvesting
oxygen from the air, the turbofan engines of modern airliners consume propellant far more
economically than rockets do, and this raises an interesting point.
Although on-board oxidizer is obviously needed for generating thrust in the vacuum of space,
most of a Saturn V’s fuel was burned in the first few minutes, as the gigantic first stage roared
into the sky, pushing through an atmosphere of the very oxygen that was weighing it down.
If the first part of this process could be replaced by an air-breathing engine the savings would
be enormous - remember from the rocket equation that small changes can have outsize effects
on scaling. And since the largest component by weight in a typical space launch vehicle is
oxidizer, such a change wouldn’t even be that small either.
This is the fundamental argument for bringing high speed air-breathing propulsion into the
space-flight process, a promise of drastic weight reduction and increased performance. But
air-breathing propulsion presents problems of its own. The turbofan engines used in airliners
run the air they consume through a sophisticated battery of fans, compressors, turbines and
burners that are prone to melting and shock-induced failure if they are taken too far above the
speed of sound, or Mach 1 in aerospace parlance. Replacing them with shock compression is
enough to go a little faster, up to Mach 3.5 in the case of the SR-71 Blackbird, but the middle
stage of a space transport plane would need to go faster still, much faster, perhaps as high as
ten times the speed of sound, to the peak velocity of just over 11,000 km/h. Achieving this
kind of speed requires a supersonic combustion ramjet, a propulsion machine that captures
a stream of air and burns it without ever stopping the flow completely. The internal heating
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from such an engine is still high but not unmanageable, and their high velocity performance
is unmatched by any proposed air-breathing system.
After many decades of research the name ‘supersonic combustion ramjets’ has coalesced into
the portmanteau ‘scramjet’, (easier to pronounce and type than the original name or its
unpleasant acronym), and number of working prototypes have been built and tested in wind
tunnels, and in flight.
The most successful experiment to date was the Boeing X-51 Waverider, a hydrocarbon
fuelled military scramjet that flew for 210 seconds at Mach 5 ( 5,400 km/h) on the 1st of
May, 2013 (104467 [2018]), before a controlled descent into the Pacific Ocean at the end of
the test. The experiment was a collaboration between the United States Air Force, DARPA,
NASA, Boeing, and Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne; and although the number of zeros in the
budget of the program is unpublished, the number of A-list collaborators and the scope and
scale of the experiment tells a story.
This kind of flight test is very expensive.
Even with the resources of five aerospace giants, the 210 second record was the only com-
pletely successful test out of four flights, including one where the scramjet unstarted violently
during the ignition process and the flight computer was unable to stop the engine from spi-
ralling out of control.
On the ground scramjets can be tested in hypersonic windtunnels that are much less expen-
sive, although at ≈ AU$1000 per test this is certainly a matter of perspective. Cheapest of
all, modern supercomputers running Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) programs can
produce detailed simulations of hypersonic flow quickly and with impressive accuracy, an
accuracy that has improved greatly over the years due to intense campaigns of academic re-
search. This project continues this effort, focusing on a technical problem in Computational
Fluid Dynamics that limits the accuracy of numerical simulations, the interplay of turbulence
and chemical reactions. Along the way it will also illuminate many interesting and important
physical processes that occur in a high speed engine, with the ultimate goal of more accurate
theoretical predictions, better experimental designs, and safer flight tests.
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This project focuses on a specific technical problem buried deep inside the methodology of
CFD. In brief: The gas flow in a scramjet engine is supersonic, turbulent, and chemically
reacting. The first element means that large density changes occur throughout the flow,
which demands a high-speed gas-dynamic solver to compute the field of gas filling the engine’s
internal geometry. The second element is turbulence: Chaotic unsteady fluctuations in the
field’s values that arise naturally whenever layers of viscous flow shear past one another.
Accounting for these fluctuations requires a turbulence model, some kind of approximate
relation that has been validated against experiments. The final element is chemical reactions,
the shuﬄing of atomic nuclei between chemical species that releases heat that can be used
for propulsion. Computing chemistry accurately requires carefully validated empirical models
that transmute each species into another at a rate that depends sensitively on the surrounding
conditions; the temperature, the pressure, and the concentrations of the other species at that
point in the flow.
Many years of research into Computational Fluid Dynamics has produced a large number of
models and methodologies for chemistry and turbulence, but each considers their problem
in isolation. What happens when the physics of one part of the problem start affecting
another? More specifically, the turbulence in a gas flow is known to cause microscopic mixing
and temperature fluctuations that affect chemical reaction rates, and chemical reactions in
turn release heat that can damp out turbulent fluctuations. If a model for one of these
components is applied without considering the other, the results of the calculation will contain
unpredictable and possibly serious errors.
These errors, the result of computing chemistry by itself and then turbulence individually,
rather than coupling them together, have been labelled Turbulent/Chemistry Interaction
(TCI), and investigating them in hypersonic flow is the core scientific goal of this project.
Much of the current research in this area is concerned with subsonic flows, those found in
power station burners and traditional aircraft engines, where significant progress has been
made in predictive capability at every level of the abstraction scale from basic physics to real
burner optimization. But the application of these ideas to extremely fast hypersonic flows
is a relatively new enterprise, with much uncertainty about fundamental physical behaviour
and considerably lower performance in objective tests. This situation must be improved.
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The goals for the project may be summarized into three formal research objectives.
1. Investigate the magnitude of unmodelled Turbulent/Chemistry interaction in hyper-
sonic flow, using direct calculation and indirect estimation of the relevant scales.
2. Suggest appropriate modelling techniques to tackle the problem, using regime analyses
and a discussion of modelling frameworks assembled from the high-speed combustion
literature.
3. Apply these discoveries to realistic flows to generate insight into hypersonic flame dy-
namics and combustion behaviour.
The first part of this document lays out the theoretical foundations that are used in the
simulations; the equations, models, numerical schemes, and background information that
are needed to interpret the findings to come. The documentation is not just for the sake
of completeness but also contains a breakdown of the TCI modelling approaches used by
other researchers, including their strengths and weaknesses, and their zones of theoretical
applicability. The section is therefore part of research question number 2 identified above.
The second part of this document studies a specific hypersonic flowpath using high fidelity
numerical simulation, a special flowpath designed for fundamental combustion experiments
by another research team so that it would be easy to simulate and visualize. This simulation
provides a test bed for developing diagnostic algorithms and post-processing techniques that
will be used and reused later, contributing to research objectives 1 and 2. Of specific interest
are the regimes of turbulent combustion occurring in the engine; zones in the characteristic
parameter space where certain models can apply because their simplifying assumptions are
satisfied.
Part three studies a fundamental flow field, a high-speed reacting shear layer between two
layers of fuel and air that generates a very intense mixing zone where intense turbulence
and strong chemistry interact over similar timescales. The restricted size of the problem
allows the simulation to include extreme detail, resolving the turbulence all the way down
to its smallest scales, and this allows the magnitude of the turbulence/chemistry interaction
to be computed directly, as well as providing a check on the methodology of the previous
chapter. The simulations also contain some interesting flame dynamics, and as such this
chapter contributes in some way to all three research objectives.
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With these findings in hand the fourth part of the document produces an authoritative
calculation of the regimes in a real flow, the experimental test geometry alluded to in part
two. This result has interesting implications for the combustion dynamics that are found in
the simulated domain, which are explored as well.
Finally the simulation techniques are applied to a more practical problem, the ignition of cold
hypersonic flow using a laser-induced plasma. A set of experiments performed by another
researcher is simulated and the ignition and subsequent extinction are analyzed in great detail.
This final part serves to anchor the project to a real problem at the top of the abstractness
chain, finishing the conceptual march from the lowest levels that began with regimes and
theoretical considerations. The trajectory is a fitting theme for the project, sitting as it does
somewhere between theory and application, at a time when hypersonic research is branching
in ever more ambitious directions.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Review
2.1 High-Speed Aerothermodynamics Equations
Fluid flow in aerospace engineering is typically governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.
These are a set of non-linear partial differential equations that describe conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy in a compressible fluid, at length scales large enough that the fluid
may be described as a continuous medium. To study chemically reacting flow, mass conser-
vation of each chemical species is added to the set of equations with a source term to keep
track of destruction/production via chemical reactions. Using the notation of Martin and
Candler [1999], these species mass-conservation equations are:
∂ρs
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρsuj) +
∂
∂xj
(vsj) = ω˙s (2.1)
Where s runs over the number of different chemical species considered in the calculation
and i, j, or k is summed over the three dimensions of space whenever repeated indices are
encountered in a single term (in accordance with Cartesian Tensor notation, see Appendix
2). ρs represents the partial density of species s defined as ρs = ρYs, where Ys is the mass
fraction of species s. The production/destruction source term ω˙s will be modelled in this work
using finite rate chemistry, with equations that will be introduced in their own subsection.
Additionally, ui is the bulk velocity of the fluid in the i-direction and vsi is the diffusion flux
of species s in the i-direction.
Conservation of momentum is unaffected by the presence of chemical reactions and is governed
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by an equation for each direction of 3D space:
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujui) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂tji
∂xj
(2.2)
This includes tji, the viscous stress tensor, which controls the rate of momentum diffusion
between layers of gas with different velocities.
The last component of the traditional equations for compressible flow is an energy equation,
governing the transport of total energy per unit volume E. Like the others this has a viscous
component, the heat conduction vector qj, that results from the en masse collision and
diffusion of individual molecules.
∂
∂t
(E) +
∂
∂xj
[(E + p)uj] =
∂
∂xj
(uitij)− ∂qj
∂xj
(2.3)
This completes the set of transport equations that fluid motion. The numerical method for
discretising and solving them is presented in a subsequent section. The next two subsec-
tions introduce some additional equations needed to fill in the gaps and constants in these
expressions.
2.1.1 Transport Properties
Each transport equation has a viscous transport term that affects the flow in important ways,
causing a slow diffusion of energy or matter distinct from the actual bulk convection of the
fluid. These terms depend on second order spatial derivatives and have similar mathematical
and physical properties, so they are introduced here in a separate subsection.
The viscous stress tensor tij may be modelled by assuming Newtonian stress-strain behaviour
and Stokes’s hypothesis:
tij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δij
)
(2.4)
This expression contains the flow viscosity µ. This quantity is important in computing
laminar boundary layers accurately, and varies strongly with temperature and composition.
All simulations in this project using empirical curve-fits computed by NASA CEA [Gordon
and McBride, 1994] for the viscosity of an individual species at a given temperature, combined
using the mixing rule of Wilke [1950] to get the mixture viscosity:
µ =
∑
s
µsXs
φs
φs =
∑
m
Xm
(
1 +
√
µs/µm
√
Mm/Ms
)2
√
8(1 +Ms/Mm)
(2.5)
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The heat conduction tensor is modelled using Fourier’s law, with the thermal conductivity
κ assembled again using the Wilke mixing rule:
qj = −κ ∂T
∂xj
κ =
∑
s
µsXs
φs
(cvs + 2.25Rs) (2.6)
The species diffusion velocity is modelled using a Fickian law, with the diffusion rate com-
puted from the thermal conductivity assuming constant Lewis number of 1.4:
vsj = −Ds∂Ys
∂xj
Ds =
Le κ
cp
(2.7)
2.1.2 Equations of State
To close the system of field equations presented above, some extra non-field equations are
needed. These allow the conserved variables (such as density and momentum) to be un-
packed into primitive variables such as temperature and pressure. The temperature part is
accomplished using a total energy expression, which gathers the various physical components
of the flow energy into a single expression with distinct parts. The simplest of these, (the
ideal gas mixture energy equation) is:1
E = ρ(uiui)/2 + ρscvsT + ρsh
f
s (2.8)
These components are, from left-to-right order: The kinetic energy of the flow itself (green),
the internal energy stored in the molecules (red), and the potential energy stored in the
chemical bonds inside the molecules (magenta). This expression is linear in temperature and
it is a simple matter to perform some algebra and to get a formula for T from E, but its
assumptions are only valid between temperatures of around 5K to 600K (Anderson [1989]).
This is because the red term, the internal energy of the gas, considers only the random
translational and rotational motion of the gas molecules, which are fully excited and linear
in T . But at higher temperatures the collisions between molecules become more intense,
and other internal energy modes become excited. For instance, at high temperatures non-
monatomic molecules start to vibrate like masses on a spring, and the energy that they soak
up adds a new and more complex term to the equations (blue), with a new species dependant
1In this section, I will follow many CFD references and use the term “energy” as a shorthand for “energy
density”, the energy per unit volume. This saves a considerable amount of repetition, and is usually not
confusing because the true energy, the extrinsic quantity measured in Joules, is almost never needed in CFD.
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constant, the characteristic vibrational temperature Θs:
E = ρ(uiui)/2 + ρscvsT + ρsRs
Θs
eΘs/T − 1 + ρsh
f
s (2.9)
This development has complicated the problem. Computing the energy from the temperature
is still easy, but temperature from energy is now hard, since there is no explicit rearrange-
ment of the equation that gives this answer algebraically. The solution needs to be iterated
numerically, at every cell at every timestep, and this adds expense and complexity to the
solution process.
The picture becomes more complex still when one considers that the molecules can be vi-
brating at a different temperature to the translation and rotational modes. This can happen
when a rapid compression increases the molecules translational speed instantly but has no
effect on the vibrational frequencies, which must catch up slowly as collisions transfer the
newly acquired motion into the vibrational mode. Many hypersonic flows contain strong
shock waves that produce exactly this effect, leading to large regions of gas in a strange
state where the energy/temperature dependence is changing in time as the distribution of
vibrational states relaxes toward the temperature defined by the faster thermal modes. This
behaviour has historically been handled by an approximation given in Anderson [1989] that
introduces a separate transport equation for the blue term ( the vibrational energy per unit
mass ev), and a separate vibrational temperature Tv:
ev =
ρsRs
Θs
eΘs/Tv−1
ρ
(2.10)
∂ρev
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρujev) =
ρev − ρsRs ΘseΘs/T−1
ρτv
(2.11)
Simulations in this thesis that include thermal non-equilibrium (a different temperature for
the vibrational mode) add this equation to the set of transport equations used by the solver.
The source term is based on empirical modelling collected in Park [1990], supplemented by
experimentally measured values for the relaxation time τv, taken from Millikan and White
[1963] and Gehre et al. [2012a].
At higher temperatures (2,000K or above depending on the gas) strange things begin to hap-
pen to the internal energy of atoms and molecules. The molecular vibrations may exhibit
non-harmonic behaviour that causes the formulas introduced above to be invalid. The colli-
sions between molecules may become so intense that they begin to affect the electrons bound
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to the atomic nuclei, sending them briefly into higher orbits or ejecting them from their
bonds completely. Rather than introduce more thermal modes and a large dose of additional
complexity, a direct way of extending the approach so far is to replace the internal energy
term with a single, temperature dependant function es(T ) for each species.
E = ρ(uiui)/2 + ρses(T ) + ρsh
f
s (2.12)
This ‘internal energy’ es contains all of the relevant modes at a given temperature, computed
using curve-fits to experimental data taken from the NASA Glenn Thermodynamic Database
(McBride et al. [2002]). Note that the expression is still implicit in T, and so computing T
from E requires iteration at each step, slowing the computation compared to the ideal case.
A number of simulations in this project use this formula for the energy dependence, which I
will call the ‘thermal equilibrium energy equation’, due to the inherent assumption it makes
that all of the modes in the case are at the same temperature.
With the temperature known the pressure is easily computed using the mixture version of
the Ideal Gas Law.
p =
∑
s
ρsRsT (2.13)
This expression assumes that the intermolecular forces between gas particles are negligible,
what Anderson [1989] calls a ‘perfect gas’. Chapter 10.1 of this reference discusses conditions
under which this assumption breaks down, typically when the molecules are tightly packed
together or slow moving, such as at very high pressure or very low temperature. The stated
limits are above 100 MPa pressure, or below 30 K of temperature. All of the flows in this
project have much lower pressures than this, and so the perfect gas assumption is used
throughout.
2.1.3 Chemical Kinetics Equations
The chemical source terms in the species continuity equations require some special handling.
Although there are many methods for coupling fluid dynamics and chemistry, finite-rate
chemical kinetics are preferred for hypersonics, because they do not make assumptions con-
cerning the time-scale or level of premixing of the reactants.
Chemical kinetics systems start with a set of elementary reactions, for example, Park [1990]
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describes a 5 species air scheme as follows:
N2 +M ⇀↽ 2N +M
O2 +M ⇀↽ 2O +M
NO +M ⇀↽ N +O +M
N2 +O ⇀↽ NO +N (2.14)
NO +O ⇀↽ O2 +N
The reaction in equation 2.14 then contributes the following term to the production rate of
NO, where square brackets imply units of molar concentration (mol/m3):
d[NO]
dt
= (1− 0)k+4 [N2][O]− (1− 0)k−4 [NO][N ]
Where k+ and k− are empirically derived forward and backward rate coefficients that depend
on temperature and vary for each reaction in the scheme. The one and zeros appear because
NO appears once on one side of the reaction and zero times on the other. Reactions that
produce two moles, such as the 2N in reaction one, would have different numbers in front of
the rate coefficients.
This approach can be generalized into an abstract format that is useful for explanatory
purposes. If we consider a set of reactions r having the general form:
Σsν
+
rsXs ⇀↽ Σsν
−
rsXs
Nominally the summation is over every species in the scheme, although in a typical reaction
most of the stoichiometric coefficients (elements in the ν+rs and ν
−
rs matrices) are set to zero,
and a suitably optimised code will skip these elements automatically. Each reaction then
will have its own set of stoichiometric coefficients, a ν+rs vector for the forward side and ν
−
rs
for the backward side, forming two ns by nr matrices for the whole scheme, where ns is the
number of species in the scheme and nr is the number of reactions. The total production
rate of a species i then, can be computed by summing over all of the reactions r, each of
which involves a product of the species s:
d[Xs]
dt
=
∑
r
(ν−rs − ν+rs)
(
k+r Πn[Xn]
ν+rn − k−r Πn[Xn]ν
−
rn
)
(2.15)
The molar concentration rate of change can then be easily converted to the density rate ωs
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using the molar mass of the sth species:2
ω˙s = Ms
d[Xs]
dt
(2.16)
The forward rate coefficients are typically calculated using the Arrhenius rate equation which,
continuing to use the notation of Anderson [1989], is given by:
k+ = cTα eε0/T (2.17)
The coefficients c, α, and ε0 are numbers that vary for each reaction, and are typically fit from
experimental data and packaged together into a self-consistent reaction scheme. Backward
rate coefficients may be calculated from forward ones using results from kinetic theory that
predict the equilibrium point of each reaction, or may be given as a separate curve fit in the
reaction scheme. The reaction scheme used for each simulation to come is documented in a
table of parameters for that simulation.
2.2 Turbulent Flow
The equations presented in section 2.1 form a set of coupled non-linear equations that are
amenable to numerical approximation in a high speed digital computer, and an enormous
variety of techniques for doing so forms several decades of research into Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). With some interesting exceptions, most of these methods start by dis-
cretising a domain of interest into a large number of points forming a grid or wireframe in 3D
space. If these points are placed close together, the differential terms in the Navier Stokes
equations can be replaced with approximations that calculate a slope or derivative based on
the difference between two nearby values.
Discretising the domain is made considerably more difficult by the onset of turbulence. Tur-
bulent flow develops into an unsteady fractal of nested swirling motion that causes chaotic
changes in the flow properties and significant physical complexity. In air, which is consid-
erably less viscous than water, turbulent flow occurs over any reasonably sized object an
engineer might wish to study, and this is a serious hindrance to accurate prediction of fluid
flow. Figure 2.1 shows turbulent breakdown in a free jet, in which the initially straight
streamlines in the laminar region are contorted into progressively more complex shapes, be-
2Note the unbalanced s in this equation indicates that no summation is to be applied.
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coming progressively more turbulent as the jet flows downstream. Similar behaviour occurs
in the boundary layer surrounding an aircraft, and near fuel jets and separations and other
sources of shearing motion.
Figure 2.1: Vortex formation in free jet caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability by B. Ander-
son and M. Jensen Tech. Uni. of Denmark (licensed under CCA2.5).
To numerically simulate turbulence, with its vast range of scales and tiny regions of very
large gradients, a difference approximation must use very closely spaced points. But since
there must also be enough points to fill out the entire domain (usually very large compared
to the spacing between points) this leads to a impractical number of points, and subse-
quently to absurdly long computation times to simulate a reasonable length of ‘real’ time.
3 To understand the standard solution to this problem, consider the turbulent in figure 2.1
again. Notice that, although there are many little turbulent vortices, the flow has a simple
macroscopic shape. A long-exposure photograph would reveal a trunk of higher velocity fluid
piercing the surroundings with some characteristic flowrate and spreading speed. It is bulk
flow properties such as these, and not the time-resolved details of every tiny eddy, that an
engineer is typically interested in.
A pragmatic strategy for solving turbulent fluid flow then, is to perform a simulation mathe-
matically equivalent to a long exposure photograph, by solving the time-average of the Navier-
Stokes equations. This approach is typically referred to as Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes
(RANS) modelling, and it avoids the enormous computation costs of a direct numerical ap-
proach by only requiring enough points on a grid to capture non-turbulent features, and
treating the turbulence via time-averaging.
3Completely resolving turbulence is known as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), and the technique is
occasionally used to study simple fundamental flows.
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Time averaging solves the problem of grid resolution, but introduces unclosed terms into the
equations that describe the effects of the missing details on the bulk flow structure. For
example, the turbulent flow introduces stresses in the time averaged region that behave in
an extremely complex manner which cannot be predicted rigorously from the resolved flow
alone. Unclosed terms require empirical models and lack a strong theoretical foundation,
which makes them a large contributor to the uncertainty in matching a CFD calculation to
a real life problem. Still impressive progress in this field has been made.
The core of most modern turbulent modelling efforts is the Boussinesq approximation, in
which the momentum transfer (stress) caused by unmodelled turbulent structures τij can be
related to the strain rate Sij = 1/2(∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi).
τij = 2µtSij − 2
3
ρktδij (2.18)
This introduces the eddy viscosity µt and the turbulent kinetic energy kt, and a plethora
of different models exist for determining these properties from the current solution timestep.
RANS may be unsatisfactory in some cases. Wilcox [2002] considers situations where the axes
of the Reynolds-Stress tensor are not aligned with the axes of the strain-rate tensor, which is
the central assumption of the Boussinesq approximation. For example, in rapidly distorted
turbulent flow the axes may slowly relax toward one another following disruption by an ob-
stacle. Strongly separated or three-dimensional flows, such as jets or stalled aerofoils, display
complex behaviour which cannot easily be captured with a single set of model coefficients.
But the biggest issue for time averaging is unsteady flows, think for example of a hypersonic
wind tunnel driving a powerful shock wave along a tube to compress a test gas. Clearly it
does not make sense to compute the time-average of this process, as if attempting to smear
the shock wave out over the entire length of the tube, although time averaging over short
time scales may be sufficient to remove the turbulence. In certain problems like jet start-up
and unstable combustion the timescale of the turbulence and the flow are similar and each af-
fects the other in a manner that cannot be satisfactorily resolved using RANS time averaging.
To try and address these issues, a modern approach called Large Eddy Simulation (LES) has
been developed to tame the problem of turbulence using spatial filtering rather than time
averaging. This alternative to RANS was inspired by the theory of isotropic turbulence, and
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the idea of the turbulence energy cascade.
Turbulence begins when a fluid flow encounters an obstacle of some kind, creating a large
scale eddy or vortex which breaks up chaotically into smaller and smaller structures, each
breaking up in turn until the tiniest structures are dissipated by viscous forces. This idea
of energy ‘cascading’ from large scales can be formalized using a Fourier transform of the
flow, which decomposes the fractal of eddies into a sum of waves with different wavelengths.
An idealized cartoon of the energy contained in a turbulent spectrum is shown in Figure
2.2. The largest scale waves are on the left, this is referred to as the integral scale. In the
middle of the graph is an interesting region with constant gradient, referred to as the inertial
sub-range. This range ends where viscous forces start to become significant, as the viscous
or Kolmogorov scale is approached. The central insight of LES is that these small scales
are what causes the extreme resource requirements of fully resolved turbulent flow, but that
they also contain little energy compared to the large scales. Additionally the large scales
are much more unpredictable and situation specific compared to the small scales, where the
turbulence has broken down the details of the flow domain into a statistically universal tangle
of wavelets.
The insight suggests a modelling strategy first attributed to Leonard [1974]. Filter out the
small scales of the flow and replace them with an approximate model, leaving the large
scales intact. This would result in a simulation with unsteady turbulent-like fluctuations
developing on the actual grid, and a small effect from an approximate model that merely
dissipates energy from the turbulent cascade at approximately the correct rate. One would
not even have to explicitly filter the flow, since the presence of a computational grid effectively
filters out everything below the cell side lengths, leaving only the larger swirling motions.
This is Large Eddy Simulation, or LES.
LES cuts down resource requirements drastically but keeps the large scale turbulence intact,
allowing it to be treated rigorously with the Navier-Stokes equations rather than with em-
pirical models. Not only do the largest scales contain the most energy, they are also more
important in their effects on the bulk flow properties. Additionally the smallest scales of
motion are more isotropic and homogeneous than the large scales, which renders them more
amenable to modelling since their spectra and other features are expected to be more similar
across a wide range of flow situations. As mentioned, Filtering the Navier-Stokes equations
in LES does produce unclosed terms similar to RANS methods, but in comparison they
are smaller in magnitude. The difference is enough to warrant different terminology: The
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Δ
Figure 2.2: Example energy spectrum for homogeneous isotropic turbulence in wave space
(solid red line). Green line demonstrates filtering in the inertial subrange, and the blue line
shows the fraction of total TKE between wave number zero and κ. From Gehre [2014] Figure
7.9, pp. 149
modelling effects are referred to as ‘subgrid’, ‘subgrid-scale’, or SGS terms to emphasize the
difference.
2.3 Historical Origin of Large Eddy Simulation
Credit for the idea of LES is typically given to Reynolds [1895], although it took until the late
1960’s for actual implementations, as well as computers capable of running them, to appear.
Starting with papers such as Smagorinsky et al. [1965], some atmospheric scientists began
using subgrid models to study turbulent weather systems, using a layered stack of 2D models
to predict global heat convection trends and the behaviour of disturbances with some success.
The beginning of modern LES is typically cited as the paper of Deardorff [1970], who proposed
that some aspects of engineering flows (such as a high velocity incompressible channel flow)
could be studied by the same methods. Deardorff used NCAR’s CDC 6600 computer and as
many points as he could fit into the machine’s high-speed memory (only 6720), but even so
managed to produce numerical turbulence in his channel and even deduced several interesting
trends and patterns of behaviour that could not be measured with the laboratory equipment
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of his day. Following theoretical refinements by Leonard [1974], Bardina et al. [1980], Lilly
[1992], and Germano [1992], developing in parallel with an enormous number of different
subgrid models, modern LES of incompressible flow is well developed and is occasionally
used in engineering applications as reported in Fureby [2008].
2.4 Supersonic LES
Starting with the publication of Erlebacher et al. [1990], serious efforts to apply LES to the
problems of high speed aeronautics began, under the support of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and the Institute for Computer Applications in Science
and Engineering (ICASE). The LES equations are developed by considering a flow variable
F (x) and applying a filter as follows, using the filter function G:
F (x) =
ˆ
D
G(x− z,∆)F (z)d3z (2.19)
Formally this is a convolution of the function F over the kernel G, so some authors refer to G
as a filter kernel. The abstract definition of a filter function includes the mesh size ( or filter
width ∆), and requires some properties, such as ensuring that the function be normalized:
1 =
ˆ
D
G(x− z,∆)d3z (2.20)
And that it reproduces the correct limiting behaviour as the grid size becomes infinitely fine,
i.e. that the filter function becomes a Dirac delta function:
lim ∆→ 0
ˆ
D
G(x− z,∆)F (z)d3z =
ˆ
D
δ(x− z)F (z)d3z = F (x) (2.21)
With appropriate choice of G, this operation can be used to damp out small-scale fluctuations
in F. Alternatively, if F is thought of as being composed of waves in Fourier space, G is a
filter which reduces the amplitude of the high-frequency spatial components. Erlebacher
et al. [1990] then deduce that filtering and differentiation commute, just like in the Reynolds
averaged case:
∂F
∂xj
=
∂F
∂xj
(2.22)
This particular equation requires some qualification, since Ghosal and Moin [1995] have
shown that it is only strictly correct when considering a spatially homogeneous filter. When
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a computational mesh is being used as a filter, this assumption can break down in regions of
rapidly changing cell sizes, and the subgrid terms may exhibit undefined behaviour in these
regions.
Next, turbulent fields are decomposed into a filtered and fluctuating component based on
Favre filtering (denoted by a tilde: F˜ ).
F = F˜ + F ′ : F˜ =
ρF
ρ
(2.23)
Applying the filter to the species conservation equations yields the following, where unclosed
terms that appear are written in red:
∂ρs
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρY˜su˜j + ρv˜sj + Vsj) = ω˙s (2.24)
Using the Favre filtered mass fraction Y˜s = ρs/ρ. In this case the nonlinear species convection
term causes an unclosed term to appear Vsi, representing the subgrid turbulent diffusion due
to small scale convective motion that is not resolved on the grid. The momentum equations
may be filtered to give:
∂
∂t
(ρu˜i) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜ju˜i) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂tji
∂xj
+
∂τij
∂xj
(2.25)
τij is the subgrid stress, similar to the Reynolds stress from RANS models.
The energy equation may also be filtered as follows, this time using a result from Martin
et al. [2000]:
∂
∂t
(
ρE˜
)
+
∂
∂xj
[
(ρE˜ + p)u˜j
]
=
∂
∂xj
(u˜it˜ij)− ∂q˜j
∂xj
− γ ∂Qj
∂xj
− 1
2
∂Jj
∂xj
+
∂Dj
∂xj
(2.26)
This equation contains three subgrid terms, the SGS heat flux (Qj), SGS turbulent kinetic
energy diffusion (Jj) and SGS viscous energy diffusion (Dj). Each term is unclosed, as can
be verified by looking at the actual contents written out in full:
Vsi = ρ(c˜sui − c˜su˜i) (2.27)
τij = ρ(u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j) (2.28)
Qj = ρ (u˜je− u˜j e˜) (2.29)
Jj = ρ ( ˜ujukuk − u˜ju˜kuk) (2.30)
Dj = tijui − t˜iju˜i (2.31)
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In this work we adopt the formulation of LES presented in Shur et al. [2008]. The subgrid
terms are evaluated using the Large Eddy version of the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence
modelling framework by solving a transport equation for the SA working variable νˆ.4 The
new variable has its own transport equation, in this case the compressible version taken from
Allmaras et al. [2012], equation (9):
∂ρνˆ
∂t
+
∂ρνˆu˜j
∂xj
= ρcb1(1− ft2)Sˆνˆ − ρ
[
cw1fw − cb1
κ2
ft2
]( νˆ
d
)2
+
1
σ
∂
∂xj
(
ρ(ν + νˆ)
∂νˆ
∂xj
)
+
cb2
σ
ρ
∂νˆ
∂xi
∂νˆ
∂xi
(2.32)
Where the RHS terms can be classified according to their physical analogues: Turbulent pro-
duction (blue), destruction (red), diffusion (green), and compressible dissipation (magenta).
In Spalart and Allmaras’ original paper (Spalart and Allmaras [1992]), they describe first
the derivation of the production term, noting that it should be proportional to some scalar
measure of the local velocity gradient Sˆ. Their chosen quantity is Ω, the magnitude of the
vorticity tensor, but an additional component is added to it:
Sˆ = Ω +
νˆ
κ2d2
fv2 (2.33)
Ω =
√
2WijWij Wij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi
)
(2.34)
The second term in Equation 2.33 ensures that Sˆ exhibits the correct log-layer behaviour
(Sˆ = uT/(κy)) all the way to the wall. The paper states: “Note that there is a range of
[the eddy viscosity] in which Sˆ is less than Ω and may become negative. This should not
upset the numerical solvers.” This conclusion was based on their belief that the actual flow
conditions where this could occur were unphysical, but upset solvers there soon were.
In a follow up, Allmaras et al. [2012] present a correction to the original formula to prevent
Sˆ from becoming negative. Although they state that this should not occur in “physically
relevant situations”, the negative Sˆ seems to play havoc with the other correlational formulas
in the model, and it is desirable to prevent any isolated pockets of bad Sˆ from causing the
entire simulation to collapse. They first define S, the second term in the original modified
vorticity:
S =
νˆ
κ2d2
fv2 (2.35)
4Traditionally this variable is denoted with a tilde, like ν˜, which could be confused with the filtered
viscosity. Because of this I have adopted the notation of NASA Langley’s Turbulence Modelling Research
website, which uses νˆ for the SA variable. The filtered viscosity is assumed to be the same as the unfiltered
one, and is always denoted with ν.
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Then introduce a conditional definition of Sˆ with some new model parameters:
Sˆ =
Ω + S : S ≥ −cv2ΩΩ + S(c2v2Ω+cv3S)
(cv3−2cv2)S−S : S < −cv2Ω
(2.36)
The top line of this statement is the same as the baseline model, and the bottom line switches
on in the difficult cases, keeping Sˆ positive and continuous. The simulations in this project
use this modified-modified-vorticity. The rest of the model consists of various formulas and
constants:
fv2 = 1− χ
1 + χfv1
(2.37)
fv1 =
χ3
χ3 + c3v1
(2.38)
χ =
νˆ
ν
(2.39)
fw = g
[
1 + c6w3
g6 + c6w3
]1/6
(2.40)
g = r + cw2(r
6 − r) (2.41)
r = min
(
νˆ
Sˆκ2d2
, 10
)
(2.42)
ft2 = ct3 exp(−ct4χ2) (2.43)
SA Model Constants
σ 2/3
cb1 0.1355
cb2 0.622
κ 0.41
cw1 cb1/κ
2 + (1 + cb1)/σ
cw2 0.3
cw3 2.0
cv1 7.1
cv2 0.7
cv3 0.9
ct1 1.0
ct2 2.0
ct3 1.2
ct4 0.5
From νˆ, the eddy viscosity µt can be calculated using:
µt = ρνˆ
(νˆ/ν)3
(νˆ/ν)3 + c3v1
(2.44)
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Then assuming that the eddy viscosity behaves similarly to the laminar viscosity, the Reynolds
stress is then computed using the Boussinesq approximation:
τij = 2µt
(
Sij − 1
3
∂u˜k
∂xk
δij
)
(2.45)
Once the eddy viscosity is known, the SGS species flux and heat flux may be calculated using
their respective gradient diffusion hypotheses, and appropriate selection of turbulent Prandtl
and Schmidt numbers. All of the simulations in this simulation use Sct = 0.5 and Prt = 0.9,
standard assumptions for compressible mixing flows.
Vsi ≈ −µt/Sct∂Y˜s
∂xi
(2.46)
Qj ≈ −µt/Prt ∂e˜
∂xi
(2.47)
A sharp eyed reader may have noticed that a single constant remains undefined in this
formulation, the length scale d. In the standard RANS formulation this is simply the distance
to the nearest wall dw, but in Spalart et al. [1997], Philippe Spalart and his collaborators
noted that the SA equations could be transformed into an LES model by associating the
length scale d with the filter width ∆ instead. Taking this idea further, one could have a d
that switches smoothly between the two scales in different parts of the flow — a hybrid model
that combines the good features of both approaches. The motivation for this proposal was an
observation about simulating commercial aeroplanes, specifically the resolution requirements
in the boundary layer of a large object. Using estimates of the length scales in a typical
turbulent boundary layer, they calculate that even the largest eddies in the boundary layer
are still quite small compared to the characteristic size of an entire aeroplane. This means
that when trying to simulate such a flow, an LES is not much of an improvement over a DNS,
since both will require an extremely fine mesh in the boundary layer, leading to impractical
needs for memory and execution time. But this is a frustrating development, since turbulent
boundary layers are something that RANS models are actually rather good at and LES is
not really needed in these areas.
The main proposal of Spalart et al. [1997] was to formulate a hybrid method that treats at-
tached boundary layers with RANS but transitions automatically to LES in areas of separated
flow. Their proposal was remarkably simple, re-defining d as follows:
d = min(dw, CDES∆) (2.48)
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Where CDES is a model constant, and the filter width can be estimated as the largest cell
side length ∆ = max(∆x,∆y,∆z). Each cell thus compares the distance to the nearest
wall with its side length and uses the smaller value as its length scale, ensuring that the
near walls cells are using the wall distance (RANS) and the ones far from the wall are using
the cell size (LES). In reference to the flow separation that was intended to trigger the
switch, the formulation was named Detached Eddy Simulation (DES97), and it became a
popular framework of the more general class of Hybrid RANS/LES techniques. The modern
implementation of DES97 is slightly different from its original specification:
d = min(dw, CDES Ψ∆) : CDES = 0.65 (2.49)
It includes the low Reynolds number correction Ψ, derived by Spalart et al. [2006]:
Ψ2 = min
[
102,
1− cb1
cw1κ2f∗w
[ft2 + (1− ft2)fv2]
fv1max(10−10, 1− ft2)
]
: f ∗w = 0.424 (2.50)
For two main reasons, the original formulation of DES was found to be generally inadequate.
The first problem, identified and fixed in Spalart et al. [2006] was called grid induced sepa-
ration, and was a result of the simplistic length-scale switching method. In short, the switch
would occasionally trip inside the boundary layer close to a wall, when the grid spacing in the
parallel direction became smaller than the size of the boundary layer. This was an issue since
this grid spacing is typically too coarse to resolve near-wall eddies. Since an LES has most
of the turbulent momentum transfer accomplished through real convection in actual grid
cells, switching to LES in a boundary layer without these real eddies causes a drastic drop
in momentum transport, lowering the effective viscosity and causing unphysical separation.
The grid-induced separation problem was solved by including some information from the
flow solution itself in the definition of d. The updated formulation was named Delayed
Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES), referencing the delay in the onset of LES transition that
it implemented. Subsequent work in Spalart [2009] reviewed a number of successful uses
of DDES, but a second problem remained, an issue called log-layer mismatch that required
another update of the technique.
To explain this better, it is necessary to introduce some new terminology. As originally con-
ceived, DES97 and DDES are Hybrid RANS/LES models in the sense that they assume the
entire boundary layer is handled with RANS, and any LES structures occur away from the
wall with the two areas cleanly separated. In practice the turbulence associated with a sepa-
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ration often interacts directly with the boundary layer below it, and it is helpful to consider
a different hybrid approach, where the upper region of the boundary is treated with LES and
only deepest, closest, most wall-adjacent sublayer is treated with RANS. This approach also
avoids the cost of all-the-way-to-the-wall LES, while more naturally handling messy scenar-
ios where separations interact directly with the boundary layer. Log layer mismatch occurs
when attempting to use DES97 or DDES in this manner, where the upper boundary layer
is unsteady and turbulent, and the lower part is steady, incongruously gluing the two turbu-
lence models together in a manner they were not designed for. The jump between the two
models lead to incorrect predictions of turbulent wall parameters, and Shur et al. [2008] intro-
duced an updated formulation called Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES)
designed to correct this. IDDES has the hybrid length scale defined as:
d = fh(1 + fe)dRANS + (1− fh)CDESΨdLES (2.51)
Where dRANS is the wall distance and dLES is computed from the cell dimensions as follows:
dLES = min(max[Cwdw, Cw∆max,∆min],∆max) Cw = 0.15 (2.52)
∆min = min(∆x,∆y,∆z) ∆max = max(∆x,∆y,∆z) (2.53)
The blending function fh branches between DDES and WMLES behaviour depending on the
amount of unsteady fluctuations in the flow. It is defined as:
fh = max(1− fd, fB) (2.54)
fB is a blending function that implements the WMLES branch, designed to switch rapidly
from RANS to LES as the wall distance becomes smaller than the maximum filter width
∆max.
fB = min(2exp(−9α2), 1.0) α = 0.25− dw/∆max (2.55)
The fd quantity is a hyperbolic tangent function that implements the DDES-like behaviour,
where the entire boundary layer is stabilized using RANS. It is defined as:
fd = 1− tanh[(8rdt)3] (2.56)
This function uses rdt, a non-dimensional quantity representing the ratio between the mixing
length and the von Karman scaled wall distance, squared. The main SA transport equation
actually contains a similar quantity defined in terms of νˆ, but IDDES introduces has two
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slightly different r values that use the laminar ν and turbulent νt viscosities.
rdt =
νt
κ2d2w max(
√
(∂ui/∂xj∂ui/∂xj), 10−10)
(2.57)
rdl =
ν
κ2d2w max(
√
(∂ui/∂xj∂ui/∂xj), 10−10)
(2.58)
The function fe is active in the WMLES branch, and is primarily responsible for suppressing
the log-layer mismatch. It is defined as:
fe = max(fe1 − 1, 0)Ψfe2 (2.59)
fe1 is a grid dependant ‘elevating’ function, that controls how much of the boundary layer is
modelled by RANS. fe2 is different elevating function that depends more on the current flow
solution, and this definition can let either of them control the blending.
fe1 =
2 exp(−11.09α
2) : α ≥ 0
2 exp(−9.0α2) : α < 0
(2.60)
fe2 = 1.0−max(ft, fl) (2.61)
ft = tanh[(c
2
t rdt)
3] ct = 1.63 (2.62)
fl = tanh[(c
2
l rdl)
10] cl = 3.55 (2.63)
All of the simulations presented in this work use the IDDES equations and model constants
defined above in this section, since this formulation completely supersedes the earlier ones.
2.5 Numerical Method
All of the simulations in this project use the computer code Unstructured 3D (US3D), a hy-
brid structured/unstructured finite-volume compressible flow code for aerospace applications,
developed at the University of Minnesota Candler et al. [2015]. US3D is equipped for complex
thermochemical non-equilibrium including finite-rate chemical kinetics and two-temperature
gas modelling, as well as the presence of turbulence through both RANS and Wall-Modelled
Large Eddy simulations. Papers such as Nompelis et al. [2004], Wright et al. [1996], Steger
and Warming [1981], and Peterson [2011] may be consulted for published information on the
solver’s details, though each is limited in scope and depth. This section aims to document
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these details in comprehensive detail. Each method is used at some point in the simulations
in this thesis, and although all of them are standard US3D routines, no currently existing
source is available that ties them all together.
To begin with, the entire supersonic reacting flow equation set can be abstracted as follows,
using vectors of quantities to collapse the entire set into a single expression:
∂U
∂t
+
∂Fj
∂xj
− ∂Vj
∂xj
= W (2.64)
This section uses bold font to indicate vectorhood instead of an index like s, since other
indices are used to indicate specific instances of that variable in space or time and the number
of subscripts would otherwise become unreasonable. U is the vector of conserved quantities,
F is the inviscid flux vector, and V are the viscous terms, which behave differently to the
inviscid ones due to V’s additional dependence on derivatives of U. Both of the flux terms are
indexed with a j to indicate that there are effectively three of them, one for each dimension
of space. Finally W contains source terms for each equation, the chemistry for the species
equations, zero for the momentum and energy density, and then the source and destruction
terms for the turbulence equation at the end. These bold vectors run over the set of trans-
port equations, one for each quantity: Typically these are the densities of each species in
the reaction scheme, momentum densities in the x, y, and z directions, energy density, and
possibly some extra equations for the turbulence or vibration models.
US3D uses a finite volume formulation, where the flowfield is discretized into a mesh of small
boxes, and the flow solution consists of a single value for each conserved quantity representing
the average state of the gas in each box. For each cell the partial derivatives can be converted
using Gauss’s theorem into the face and cell averaged quantities:
∂U
∂t
= − 1V
∑
f
[(Ffj −Vfj)nfjSf ] + W (2.65)
Where the index f sums over the faces of a small polyhedron, assumed to be small relative
to the gradients of the flowfield. Inside the square brackets the space index j is summed over
automatically, forming the dot product of the flux vectors with nfj, the normal vector of face
f. V is the volume of the cell, and Sf the surface area of face f.
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Initially the code was designed for computing steady flows, in which an initial configuration
is advanced rapidly to steady state using timesteps much larger than the explicit stability
limit. These large timesteps mean that the intermediate state behaviour is not time accurate,
but this does not matter if only the final configuration is required for the problem of interest.
The large timesteps are supported using an implicit time-advancement technique that is
unconditionally stable in the strict sense of a formal stability analysis. LES simulations are
required to be time accurate, but the implicit time advancement is still useful for two reasons.
1. Implicit timestepping allows the use of intermediate timestep sizes, larger than the
explicit stability limit in the boundary layer, smaller than the limit everywhere else.
Ordinarily using a too-large timestep would adulterate the time accuracy of the simula-
tion in the areas where CFL5 > 1.0, but in a WMLES, the boundary layer is modelled
with RANS and is steady in time, so the accuracy of its time rate of change is a non-
issue. In an explicit timestepping mode the boundary layer calculation would result in
greatly reduced timestep sizes and a much slower calculation.
2. The simulations in this project include chemical reactions, which can exhibit numerical
stiffness, in which the timestep required for explicit stability is much smaller than that
required for time accurate behaviour. A fully implicit update of the flowfield ensures
that the chemistry terms do not unnecessarily throttle the overall timestep if this does
occur.
The starting point of the implicit numerical method is to discretize the partial differential
equations using the finite volume method, where the index n indicates the current (known)
time and n+1 to mean the next time’s solution.6
Un+1 −Un
∆t
+
1
VF
n+1
fj nfjSf −
1
VV
n+1
fj nfjSf −Wn+1 = 0 (2.66)
The unknown time level quantities are linearized about the current timestep as follows, using
5The CFL is a non-dimensional representation of the timestep introduced by Courant, Friedrichs, and
Lewy in their 1928 analysis of methods for solving hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations. To compute it
in a particular cell, one estimates the minimum time taken for a signal to cross the cell using the fluid velocity
and the sound speed. The ratio between the timestep and this signal time gives the CFL number for that cell.
A typical requirement for an explicit time advancement scheme to be stable is that this number is everywhere
below 1, so often the cell with the smallest number is picked out and its CFL used to characterize the entire
simulation. Implicit methods, by contrast, use clever mathematical trickery to evade these problems and can
use very large timesteps at the cost of a more complicated and expensive algorithm.
6The discretisation in this section assumes Backward Euler time advancement, since it is used for all
of the simulations in this project. A very similar derivation with slightly different time-indexing produces
Crank-Nicholson timestepping, which is also supported.
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a Taylor series expansion to the first order:
Un+1 = Un + δU (2.67)
Fn+1fj = F
n
fj + δFfj (2.68)
Vn+1fj = V
n
fj + δVfj (2.69)
Wn+1 = Wn + δW (2.70)
Substituting back into equation 2.66:
δU +
∆t
V δFfjnfjSf −
∆t
V δVfjnfjSf − δW
= − ∆tV F
n
fjnfjSf +
∆t
V V
n
fjnfjSf + ∆tW
n
(2.71)
At this point the left hand side of the equation contains the unknown terms that depend
on the next time level, and the right-hand-side has the known values from the fluxes. The
method for computing each one is presented as follows.
2.5.1 The Inviscid Fluxes
A fundamental issue with using numerical methods to solve field equations is deciding how
to compute a derivative from a sequence of points in the flow. A simple method would
be to choose a nearby point and compute the difference of each variable between the two
locations, then use this difference to compute a slope based on the distance between the
two points. A subtle issue with this method is that it turns out the choice of the ‘other
point’ requires some care, since one has the choice of a point upstream or downstream of
the flow, and the downstream option turns out to produce erroneous (or even catastrophic)
results. The reason for this is that in supersonic flow there is an inherent directional bias in
the flow of information, always from the upstream points to the downstream. A numerical
method that computes derivatives using downstream information is fundamentally incapable
of simulating this behaviour and will collapse quickly into absurdity. Subsonic (but still
compressible) flow is even worse, since one-sided differencing in either direction will always
be cutting out part of the information propagation. Modern CFD algorithms blend infor-
mation from multiple directions with a bias toward the upstream flow to deal with these
issues, called upwinding schemes. And those that use large stencils of points to increase the
spatial accuracy of the resulting derivatives are called high resolution schemes. This section
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introduces the techniques used in US3D to accomplish upwinding and high spatial resolution.
Figure 2.3 shows the nomenclature used in this section. Four cells are used in the calculation
to affect second order accuracy in space. The extra ones are labelled ++ and −− in turn.
The method of Steger and Warming [1981] is used to decompose the fluxes into left and
-
f
+
F+f F
−
f
++ - -
Figure 2.3: Sketch of upwinding behaviour for cell i, face f.
right running components, although with a set of modifications explained here. They begin
by introducing the inviscid Jacobians A, a set of three neq × neq matrices representing the
partial derivative of the inviscid flux vector with respect to the conserved variables:
Aj =
∂Fj
∂U
(2.72)
Since the inviscid fluxes F are homogeneous in U, they have the interesting property that:
Fj = AjU (2.73)
And thus the fluxes can be represented using the Jacobians as follows:
Ff = Ffjnfj = AfxnfxUf + AfynfyUf + AfznfzUf (2.74)
One additional complication is that the three flux components cannot be upwinded separately,
each split in its coordinate direction. The physically relevant information propagation occurs
normal to the face, and so the fluxes needed to be upwinded using the face normal velocity.
Defining the face normal Jacobian as:
Af = Afxnfx + Afynfy + Afznfz (2.75)
The face flux is therefore:
Ff = AfUf (2.76)
And the Steger-Warming procedure can then be applied to Af , beginning with computing
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its eigenvalues:
λ1 = un λ2 = un − c λ3 = un + c (2.77)
Where un is the face normal velocity un = nxu + nyv + nzw, and c the sound speed.
Although A is an neq×neq matrix, its structure is such that there are only ever three distinct
eigenvalues, with λ1 repeated so that their are neq in total. Next the Jacobian matrix is
diagonalised using an eigendecomposition:
Af = QΛQ−1 (2.78)
Q is a matrix where each column is an eigenvector of Af , and Λ is a diagonal matrix with
an eigenvalue at each spot on the diagonal.
The physical significance of the eigenvalues is that they determine the directionality of the
information propagation in the simulation. If all three are positive the flow is supersonic in
the normal vector’s direction. If all three are negative the flow is supersonic in the opposite
direction. The other two states, two negative and two positive, are more complicated physical
situations in which information is flowing in both directions but at different speeds. The
upwinding method begins by splitting the Λ matrix in two:
Λ = Λ+ + Λ− (2.79)
Where Λ+ contains the positive eigenvalues and Λ− the negative ones. US3D does not actually
test the signs of the numbers, but instead computes:
λ+1 =
1
2
(λ1 + |λ1|) λ−1 =
1
2
(λ1 − |λ1|) (2.80)
λ+2 =
1
2
(λ2 + |λ2|) λ−2 =
1
2
(λ2 − |λ2|) (2.81)
λ+3 =
1
2
(λ3 + |λ3|) λ−3 =
1
2
(λ3 − |λ3|) (2.82)
Which automatically sets the correct side to be zero if needed:
Λ+ =

λ+1 0 . . . 0 0
0 λ+1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . λ+2 0
0 0 . . . 0 λ+2

Λ− =

λ−1 0 . . . 0 0
0 λ−1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . λ−2 0
0 0 . . . 0 λ−2

(2.83)
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The decomposed expression can then become:
Af = QΛ+Q−1 + QΛ−Q−1 (2.84)
Ff = AfUf = (QΛ+Q−1 + QΛ−Q−1)Uf (2.85)
Ff = QΛ
+Q−1Uf + QΛ−Q−1Uf (2.86)
The left term in this equation represents the positive direction flux F+f and the right term
represents the negative direction flux F−f . In the original Steger Warming method, the Q and
U in the first term would be computed with the information from one cell, and the second
with the cell on the other side of the interface. This produces a first order accurate method
that completely upwinds the fluxes, resulting in a large amount of numerical dissipation and
slow convergence of the solution with grid refinement. To remedy this, a more complex
blending of the two cells in invoked. First define each term as a + and − flux respectively:
Ff = A+U+f +A−U−f (2.87)
The positive and negative side face values of Uf are computed using a second order MUSCL
interpolation based on the primitive variables and the pressure.
ρ+sf = ρ
+
s + βφ(ρ
+
s − ρ++s , ρ−s − ρ−s ) (2.88)
u+f = u
+ + βφ(u+ − u++, u− − u−) (2.89)
v+f = v
+ + βφ(v+ − v++, v− − v−) (2.90)
w+f = w
+ + βφ(w+ − w++, w− − w−) (2.91)
p+f = p
+ + βφ(p+ − p++, p− − p−) (2.92)
νˆ+f = νˆ
+ + βφ(νˆ+ − νˆ++, νˆ− − νˆ−) (2.93)
t+f = p
+
f /(
∑
s
ρ+sfRs) (2.94)
ρ+f =
∑
s
ρ+sf (2.95)
Where:
β =
1/2
1 + α4
(2.96)
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α =
|pmax − pmin|
pmin
pmax = max(p
+, p−, p++) pmin = min(p+, p−, p++) (2.97)
And φ is a flux limiter, in this case the minmod formula:
φ(a, b) = sign(a)×max(0,min(|a|, sign(a)× b) (2.98)
The conserved variables at the face are then reconstructed as:
U+f =

ρ+1f
ρ+2f
...
ρ+f u
+
f
ρ+f v
+
f
ρ+f w
+
f
ρ+f cvst
+
f +
1
2
ρ+f (u
+
f
2
+ v+f
2
+ w+f
2
) +
∑
s ρ
+
sfhs
ρ+f νˆ
+
f

(2.99)
The minus side is computed using the mirror reversed procedure:
ρ−sf = ρ
−
s + βφ(ρ
−
s − ρ−−s , ρ+s − ρ−s ) (2.100)
u−f = u
− + βφ(u− − u−−, u+ − u−) (2.101)
v−f = v
− + βφ(v− − v−−, v+ − v−) (2.102)
w−f = w
− + βφ(w− − w−−, w+ − w−) (2.103)
p−f = p
− + βφ(p− − p−−, p+ − p−) (2.104)
νˆ−f = νˆ
− + βφ(νˆ− − νˆ−−, νˆ+ − νˆ−) (2.105)
t−f = p
−
f /(
∑
s
ρ−sfRs) (2.106)
ρ−f =
∑
s
ρ−sf (2.107)
β =
1/2
1 + α4
(2.108)
α =
|pmax − pmin|
pmin
pmax = max(p
+, p−, p++) pmin = min(p+, p−, p++) (2.109)
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U−f =

ρ−1f
ρ−2f
...
ρ−f u
−
f
ρ−f v
−
f
ρ−f w
−
f
ρ−f cvst
−
f +
1
2
ρ−f (u
−
f
2
+ v−f
2
+ w−f
2
) +
∑
s ρ
−
sfhs]
ρ−f νˆ
−
f

(2.110)
It remains to compute the face Jacobians A+ and A−. To recap these are derived from the
eigenvalue analysis as follows.
A+ = QΛ+Q−1 A− = QΛ−Q−1 (2.111)
The Q and Λ+ matrices are simply functions of the conserved variables, and the only re-
maining problem is which cells values should be used to compute them. A simple method
would be to use the + side to compute the ones in A+ and the − side cell to compute A−,
but this turns out to be too dissipative. Instead, US3D uses a pressure limited interpolation
between the two cells to preserve some information from both sides as follows:
ψ = 1.0− 1
2
[
1
(5.72 p
−−p+
min(p+,p−))
2 + 1
]
(2.112)
The weighted face quantities for some variable x are then:
x+a = ψx
+ + (1− ψ)x− (2.113)
x−a = ψx
− + (1− ψ)x+ (2.114)
The actual eigenvalue matrix and its inverse are complex and would take much space to print,
however, the full product QΛ+Q−1 has a structure that can be summarized using an outer
product:
A+ij = ZiXj + CiRj + δijλ+1 (2.115)
Defining two functions of the eigenvalues ζ = λ+2 −λ+3 , χ = λ+3 +λ+2 −2λ+1 , the split Jacobian
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vectors are computed from the ψ weighted face variables:
Z =

ρ1χ
4c2
ρ2χ
4c2
...
uχ
4c2
+ nxζ
4c
vχ
4c2
+ nyζ
4c
wχ
4c2
+ nzζ
4c
1
2
(u2+v2+w2)
∑
s ρs(cpsT+hs)χ
4c2
+ unζ
4c
νˆχ
4c2

(2.116)
X =

R1T +
R
cv
(0.5(u2 + v2 + w2)− cv1T − h1)
R2T +
R
cv
(0.5(u2 + v2 + w2)− cv2T − h2)
...
−u R
cv
−v R
cv
−w R
cv
R
cv
0

(2.117)
C =

ρ1ζ
4c
ρ2ζ
4c
...
uζ
4c
+ nxχ
vζ
4c
+ nyχ
wζ
4c
+ nzχ
0.5(u2+v2+w2)
∑
s ρs(cpsT+hs)ζ
4c
+ unχ
νˆζ
4c

(2.118)
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R =

−un
−un
...
nx
ny
nz
0
0

(2.119)
The A−ij matrix is computed using exactly the same formula, but with ζ and χ computed
using λ−1 , λ
−
2 , λ
−
3 :
A−ij = ZiXj + CiRj + δijλ−1 (2.120)
And then the inviscid fluxes at each face are complete:
Ff = A+U+f +A−U−f (2.121)
2.5.2 Low Dissipation Fluxes
The LES simulations in this work use a more complex method of estimating Ff than that
presented in the previous section, as the unsteadiness in the simulations is too easily damped
out by the Modified Steger-Warming method. This section presents an alternative algorithm
that has lower dissipation and higher spatial accuracy that are important for LES but would
be burdensome and unnecessary in the RANS simulations that US3D is typically used for.
The implementation is due to Peterson [2011], and is verified in a number of subsequent
investigations including Peterson et al. [2006b] and Peterson et al. [2014].
The essential idea is to compute two components of the flux, a symmetric term that is
extremely low in dissipation but stable only in smooth regions of the flow, and an asymmetric
dissipative term that is active in non-smooth regions to capture shock waves and other such
discontinuities without triggering numerical oscillations. The asymmetric term is multiplied
by a switch function that depends on the local flow properties as follows:
Ff = Fsym + αdissFdiss (2.122)
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The symmetric fluxes are computed by extrapolating each of the primitive variables from
either side of the face in question, using the gradients in those cells and those nearby. Using
xf as the position vector of the face centroid and x+ as the position vector of the + cell
centroid, the required variables are computed as:
φr = φ+ + A ∇φ · (xf − x+) +B ∇φ · (xf − x++) (2.123)
φl = φ− + A ∇φ · (xf − x−) +B ∇φ · (xf − x−−) (2.124)
Where ∇φ are the gradients of each variable, computed for the viscous fluxes using the
weighted least squares technique covered in the next subsection. A and B are parameters
that can be set to switch the spatial accuracy of the method from either 4th or 6th order
accurate. Their values are as follows:
A B
4th Order Accurate 2
3
0
6th Order Accurate 16
15
− 2
45
In theory the sixth order method is preferable, since it will generate a greater range of
turbulent scales on the same grid, but in practice it can be difficult to work with: Less
tolerant of grid non-uniformity, more likely to crash, and more expensive to compute. The
simulations presented in this thesis use both methods depending on these vicissitudes, and
the flux order is documented specifically in each one’s table of parameters.
The extrapolated variables are then averaged and the inviscid fluxes computed in a simple
manner from these averaged quantities. Using nˆ as the face normal vector, and φf = (φl +
φr)/2 as a face averaged quantity, and ufn = nˆxu
f + nˆyv
f + nˆzw
f :
Fsym =

ρf1u
f
n
ρf2u
f
n
...
ρfnsu
f
n
ρfufnu
f + pf nˆx
ρfufnv
f + pf nˆy
ρfufnw
f + pf nˆz
1
2
ρf (uf
2
+ vf
2
+ wf
2
) +
∑
s ρ
f
s (cvst
f + hs)
ρfufnνˆ
f

(2.125)
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The dissipative fluxes are computed from some of the components derived in the previous
section, although with one minor difference. Removal of the symmetric terms changes the
eigenvalues as follows:
λ+1 =
1
2
|λ1| λ−1 = −
1
2
|λ1| (2.126)
λ+2 =
1
2
|λ2| λ−2 = −
1
2
|λ2| (2.127)
λ+3 =
1
2
|λ3| λ−3 = −
1
2
|λ3| (2.128)
Computing the Z,X , C,R component vectors using these new eigenvalues, and reusing the
face reconstructed conserved variables from the MUSCL scheme in the previous section, the
dissipative fluxes at the face in question can be computed using:
Fdiss = (X+ ·U+f )Z+ + (R+ ·U+f )C+ + λ+1 U+f
+(X− ·U−f )Z− + (R− ·U−f )C− + λ−1 U−f
(2.129)
The switch is calculated using the method of Ducros et al. [1999], which uses the vorticity
magnitude |ω| and the divergence of the velocity field ∇ · u to determine areas of the flow
where the extra dissipation is required. As before, the WLS gradients from the viscous flux
calculator are used:
∇ · u = ∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
(2.130)
ωx =
∂w
∂y
− ∂v
∂z
ωy =
∂u
∂z
− ∂w
∂x
ωz =
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
(2.131)
s =
(∇ · u)2
(∇ · u)2 + (|ω|)2 +   = 1× 10
−12 (2.132)
α+ = min(|s
+
T
|, 1) α− = min(|s
−
T
|, 1) T = 0.75 (2.133)
α = max(α+, α−) (2.134)
At faces where a supersonic cell sits adjacent to a subsonic one, a mach based switch used
instead to deal with strong shock waves. Defining ∆M = |M− −M+|:
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α =

(∆M2 + d2)(1− exp(κ(M++M−)
2
))/(2d) : ∆M ≤ d
∆M : d < ∆M < 1
1 : 1 < ∆M
(2.135)
Where all simulations use the adjustable parameters d = 0.5, and κ = 10.0.
2.5.3 Implicit Inviscid Terms
To recap, the full matrix equation for the time update is presented again.
δU +
∆t
V δFfjnfjSf −
∆t
V δVfjnfjSf −∆tδW
=
∆t
V F
n
fjnfjSf −
∆t
V V
n
fjnfjSf − ∆tWn
(2.136)
So far only the inviscid flux term on the right hand side Fnf is accounted for. This section
concerns itself with the procedure for determining δFfj, the change in flux between timesteps,
which is unknown due to the implicit nature of the procedure. First the change in F is replaced
by the change in U:
Fn+1fj = F
n
fj +
∂Ffj
∂t
∆t
Fn+1fj − Fnfj =
∂Ffj
∂t
∆t
Fn+1fj − Fnfj = δFfj =
∂Ffj
∂t
∆t
δFfj =
∂Ffj
∂t
∆t
δFfj =
∂Ffj
∂Uf
∂Uf
∂t
∆t
δFfj =
∂Ffj
∂Uf
(Un+1f −Unf )
δFfj =
∂Ffj
∂Uf
(δUf ) (2.137)
Where δUf is the change in solution at time level n, at face f of the cell in question.
The unknowns in the final set of equations must be in terms of U, so this is a start, but
they also must be in terms of U at the cell centers, not at the faces as in the expression
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above. The procedure for replacing the face values with the cell center ones reuses much of
the paraphernalia from the inviscid fluxes, and shares the same physical rationale. First the
sum over the directions of the normal vector is replaced with the face Jacobian like in the
inviscid fluxes:
δFfjnfj =
∂Ffj
∂Uf
δUfnfj = AfδUf (2.138)
Then split the face Jacobian in the same manner as before:
AfδUf = A+δU+ +A−δU− (2.139)
The plus and minus side Jacobians are exactly the same as the ones used in the inviscid
fluxes, computed from the blended values from each side, but the δU terms are conceptually
different. If they were known, they would be the change in the conserved variables in the cell
on that side of the face, with no blending or interpolation required. Since they are unknowns,
the A+ and A− go into the main block matrix at positions determined by the two cells global
indices, as determined from f using the connectivity information of the grid as a whole.
2.5.4 Viscous Fluxes
The V terms in the equation represent any physical effect that depends on second order
gradients, such as the viscous forces and thermal and species diffusion. The second order
dependence makes the numerical behaviour of these terms less problematic than the inviscid
ones, as there is no upwinding or information directionality to be concerned with. The V
vector for reacting turbulent flow is:
Vj =

(D1 + µt/Sct)
∂Y1
∂xj
(D2 + µt/Sct)
∂Y2
∂xj
...
(Dns + µt/Sct)
∂Yns
∂xj
(µ+ µt)
(
∂u
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂x
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δxj
)
(µ+ µt)
(
∂v
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂y
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δyj
)
(µ+ µt)
(
∂w
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂z
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δzj
)
(κ+ µt/Prt)
∂T
∂xj
+
∑
s(Ds + µt/Sct)(cpsT + h
f
s )
∂Ys
∂xj
1
σ
(
ρ(ν + νˆ) ∂νˆ
∂xj
)

(2.140)
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The first ingredient needed are the gradients of the primitive variables that appear in the
expression above, which must be computed at each of the faces in the grid. US3D uses a two
step procedure to accomplish this, beginning by computing the gradients at the cell centers,
and then transforming them to get the face values. To compute the cell center gradients, the
simulations in this work use a weighted least squares (WLS) method that combines informa-
tion from each nearby cell to compute a defensible estimate of the gradient of each variables
inside the cell in the center. Since this process has superseded the method originally pre-
sented in Nompelis et al. [2004], it is described briefly here.
The gradient of some quantity φ is a three dimensional vector ∇φj, where the index j runs
over the three dimensions of space. For a hexahedral cell with six neighbours, one can define
an index i that runs over each nearby cell, and the distance from the central cell to the
nearby one is a collection of six three-dimensional vectors dxij. A least squares minimization
procedure can be applied to produce a set of three linear equations for the gradient of each
variable, where the contributions of each nearby cell are weighted by the inverse of square of
their distance away, so that cells that are farther away count for less. The weight applied to
cell i is wi = dx
2
ix + dx
2
iy + dx
2
iz, and the set of equations in matrix form is:
∑
i
dxixdxix
wi
∑
i
dxixdxiy
wi
∑
i
dxixdxiz
wi∑
i
dxiydxix
wi
∑
i
dxiydxiy
wi
∑
i
dxiydxiz
wi∑
i
dxizdxix
wi
∑
i
dxizdxiy
wi
∑
i
dxizdxiz
wi


∇φx
∇φy
∇φz
 =

∑
i
dxix(φi−φ)
wi∑
i
dxiy(φi−φ)
wi∑
i
dxiz(φi−φ)
wi
 (2.141)
Note that the coefficient matrix on the left side is completely a function of geometry, and
has no φ terms in it at all. This means that its inverse must be computed only once at
startup and ∇φ can then be computed quickly from the inverse and the right hand side at
each timestep.
This procedure gives the gradients at the center of each cell, where the equations require
them computed at each face. A simple method of transforming the computed ones to the
face values might be a length weighted average of the cell values on each side of the face:
∇φfj =
d+∇φ+ + d−∇φ−
d+ + d−
(2.142)
d+ =
√
(x+j − xfj )(x+j − xfj ) d− =
√
(x−j − xfj )(x−j − xfj ) (2.143)
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Where x+j is the coordinates of the cell center of the + side cell. The accuracy of this approx-
imation depends on the regularity of the grid, and it must be supplemented by additional
corrections to get good behaviour in skewed or stretched grids, a common occurrence in real
flowpaths with complex geometries. Consider the diagram in figure 2.4, in which the gradient
is decomposed into two components, a vector normal to the face, and the remainder needed
to add to the true gradient.
Figure 2.4: Sketch of gradient decomposition for viscous terms.
Where eˆ is a unit vector pointing from one cell centroid to the other, and nˆ is a unit vector
normal to the face.
∇φf = (∇φf · nˆ)nˆ+∇φf − (∇φf · nˆ)nˆ (2.144)
The red vector can be computed fairly accurately using the cell centered values:
(∇φf · nˆ)nˆ = φ
+ − φ−
|eˆ| eˆ · nˆ (2.145)
And the blue vector can be computed from the averaged cell gradients (equation 2.142):
∇φf − (∇φf · nˆ)nˆ = ∇φfj − (∇φfj · nˆ)nˆ (2.146)
The sum of the two then gives a corrected gradient that can be used to compute the gradient
of any variables needed for Vf .
The non-gradient scalar quantities in the V expression are estimated at the faces by simple
averaging between the cells on either side. This includes the transport coefficients Ds, κ, µ,
µt and also the ρ and T that appear the in the conduction and turbulent diffusion terms.
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2.5.5 Viscous Implicit Terms
The next unknown component of the main set of transport equations is the viscous contri-
bution to the left hand side δVfj:
δU +
∆t
V δFfjnfjSf −
∆t
V δVfjnfjSf −∆tδW
=
∆t
V F
n
fjnfjSf −
∆t
V V
n
fjnfjSf − ∆tWn
(2.147)
The implicit operator δV is constructed in US3D using a number of assumptions. Only the
diffusion terms in the momentum equations are kept, since they tend to dominate over the
species and energy diffusion terms.
Vj ≈

0
0
...
0
(µ+ µt)
(
∂u
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂x
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δxj
)
(µ+ µt)
(
∂v
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂y
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δyj
)
(µ+ µt)
(
∂w
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂z
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δzj
)
0
0

(2.148)
The three components of Vj are then reduced to one using a transformation matrix R that
reorientates the velocity vector as if one of the dimensions were orientated normal to the face
in question. Only the gradients in this direction, described by the face aligned coordinate η
are kept, so that the gradients in V can be differenced as follows:
Vj · nj = R−1V′i · n′i = R−1V′η (2.149)
The approximate V′η can then be decomposed into a set of gradients, using a vector of
primitive variables that go into the derivatives P, and an operator M , a matrix that picks
out the correct component of the gradient vector for each term in V:
Vj · nj = R−1M ∂
∂η
(P′) (2.150)
Since P′ is the gradients of the rotated velocity vector, an application of R is required to
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transform it back into the same direction as the velocities on the right hand side of the main
equation:
Vj · nj = R−1MR ∂
∂η
(P) (2.151)
Since the rotation matrix and M are constant throughout the timestep, this expression can
be used to compute the change in V during the timestep:
δVj · nj = R−1MR ∂
∂η
(δP) (2.152)
P is then linearized and replaced by U, defining N = ∂P/∂U:
δVj · nj = R−1MR ∂
∂η
(NδU) (2.153)
Recall that the expression above occurs at each face, and that the direction η is directly
normal to the face, from one cell center to another. If N varies weakly across this gap, it can
be computed using face averaged quantities and the expression is reduced to its final form,
matching the result in Nompelis et al. [2004]:
δVj · nj = R
−1MRN
dη
(δU+ − δU−) (2.154)
This expression can be used to compute the δVfj in the main equation set, using face f’s
normal vector and N from its quantities, and the connectivity information about cell + and
cell - to add the R−1MRN matrix into the equation set alongside the inviscid Jacobians for
the cells in question.
2.5.6 Source Terms
The source term W in the finite volume equation collects the remaining terms from section 1,
including the chemical kinetics source/sinks and the SA variable production/destruction in
the turbulence equation. The turbulent entry also contains the Catris-Aupoix compressible
dissipation term, since the divergence of the νˆ variable is a scalar quantity computed at cell
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centers and this belongs in the source term vector.
W =

ω˙1
ω˙2
...
ω˙ns
0
0
0
0
ρcb1(1− ft2)Sˆνˆ − ρ
[
cw1fw − cb1κ2 ft2
] (
νˆ
d
)2
+ cb2
σ
ρ ∂νˆ
∂xi
∂νˆ
∂xi

(2.155)
The implicit operator for W is computed by a straightforward differencing in time using the
Jacobian:
δW =
∂W
∂t
∆t (2.156)
δW =
∂W
∂U
∂U
∂t
∆t (2.157)
δW =
∂W
∂U
(Un+1 −Un) (2.158)
δW =
∂W
∂U
δU (2.159)
The computation of the derivatives in the Jacobian ∂W/∂U is done analytically for each
term in W, a tedious but straightforward task that is not repeated here for reasons of brevity.
2.5.7 Time Advancement
Putting these components into the finite volume expression produces a set of equations for
each cell in the flow domain, in terms of the unknowns δU at each cell. Each set of equations
has unknown dependencies on the cells attached to each face of the target cell, so putting
them all together produces a gigantic sparse block-matrix (a matrix of matrices) which has
to be solved to advance the simulation in time.
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Direct solution of such a matrix is completely out of the question for a number of reasons.
If fully constructed it would contain n2cells matrices of n
2
eq elements each, 13 billion gigabytes
for the largest simulation in this thesis, more than the entire storage capability of Google’s
datacenter infrastructure as estimated by Munroe in 2016.7
The first step in dealing with this problem is to realize that most of the matrix is composed
of zeros. In each row of the block matrix, only 7 entries (for hexahedral cells) out of the mil-
lions of slots are not zero, one from cell i on the diagonal, and up to six neighbours attached
to each face. In one dimensional flow, the two adjacent cells are placed right next to the
diagonal block, forming a tridiagonal block matrix that is amenable to fast solution using a
sparse solution method that is constructed to ignore the off tridiagonal entries. But in 2D
or 3D this is impossible, since the non-zero entries are scattered at random throughout the
block-matrix, and may not even be in the memory space of a single processor if the simulation
is using parallel computation.
The time advancement scheme used in this project to deal with these problems is the Full-
Matrix Point-Relaxation method (FMPR) described in Wright et al. [1996]. (This paper
refers to it as Full-Matrix Data Parallel-Lower Upper Relaxation, after the LUSGS method
that preceded it, but later authors shortened this to FMPR.)
Each cell i in the domain contributes an entry to the block matrix equation, looping over the
faces f attached to cell i, the expanded form of equation 2.71 is:
δUi +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+δUi + A
−δUo − (R−1MR)N(δUo − δUi)
]
f
Sj −∆t∂W
∂U
δUi
= ∆Ui
(2.160)
In this expression, the index o attached to δU indicates the unknown change in conserved
quantities of the cell on the other side of the face f, and ∆Ui is the sum of the known flux
terms on the right-hand-side of equation 2.71. The terms multiplied by δUi are added to the
diagonal of the block matrix, and the δUo terms would go elsewhere in the block-row if the
entire matrix were to be constructed.
The FMPR method approaches the solution of the matrix equations using a sequence of
iterations indexed by the variable k. First the equations are manipulated by putting the off
7https://what-if.xkcd.com/63/
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diagonal terms on the right hand side:
δUi +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+ + (R−1MR)N
]
f
δUiSj −∆t∂W
∂U
δUi
= ∆Ui − ∆tVi
∑
f
[
(A− − (R−1MR)N)δUo
]
f
Sj
(2.161)
Although these off diagonal terms are ‘unknowns’ in a broad sense, one might consider using
the previous iteration (not the previous time iteration, but the previous subiteration k − 1
within the FMPR time advancement step), to compute them:
δUki +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+ + (R−1MR)N
]
f
δUki Sj −∆t
∂W
∂U
δUki
= ∆Ui − ∆tVi
∑
f
[
(A− − (R−1MR)N)δUk−1o
]
f
Sj
(2.162)
This insight drastically changes the nature of the problem. With the off diagonal terms
moved to the right hand side and known from the previous iteration, the next iteration of
δUki has no long distance dependencies outside of the cell itself, and can be computed using
a single matrix inversion as follows:
[
I +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+ + (R−1MR)N
]
f
Sj −∆t∂W
∂U
]
δUki
= ∆Ui − ∆tVi
∑
f
[
(A− − (R−1MR)N)δUk−1o
]
f
Sj
(2.163)
δUki =[
I +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+ + (R−1MR)N
]
f
Sj −∆t∂W
∂U
]−1 [
∆Ui − ∆tVi
∑
f
[
(A− − (R−1MR)N)δUk−1o
]
f
Sj
]
(2.164)
In this way, the next iteration at cell i is computed using the δU’s at the other cells computed
in the previous iteration, by computing the inverse of the matrix made from the red bracket
and multiplying it by the vector made from the blue one. Since the red matrix does not
depend on δU at all, it only needs to be inverted once at the start of the timestep, an
O(n2eq) operation for each point in the flow which a perfectly reasonable expense. In between
iterations a network exchange is performed to update the δU’s that are being computed in
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other processors, which allows the method to be applied to parallel distributed processing
where the simulation is fragmented into many separate processes. The only remaining detail
is how to get the process started, since the off diagonal terms are completely unknown at
step zero. A simple and effective technique is to throw them away completely, just using the
change in δUi predicted by the explicit fluxes:
δU0i =[
I +
∆t
Vi
∑
f
[
A+ + (R−1MR)N
]
f
Sj −∆t∂W
∂U
]−1
[∆Ui]
(2.165)
Testing of the method in Wright et al. [1996] determined that four iterations of equation
2.164 was sufficient to converge the method to the correct timestep. All of the simulations in
this thesis use kmax = 4, although the parameter can be easily varied within the simulation
options if required.
Second order time accuracy can be affected in either of two ways. Crank-Nicholson style
timestepping is invoked by adding multipliers to the left and right hand side of the matrix
equation, effectively evaluating the timestep in the middle of the n and n+1 steps. Alterna-
tively, a second-order backward Euler method can be used, where the RHS from the previous
step is kept and averaged with the one computed from the current solution.
The Backward Euler option is the more stable method and is recommended for difficult flows,
but it also has a larger memory footprint and reverts to 1st order accuracy on the first step
of any run, when the old information is unavailable. The exact solution method for each
simulation in this project is documented in the table of parameters for that simulation.
2.6 Turbulent Chemistry
The discussion of the filtered Navier-Stokes equations in the previous section has glossed over
an important complication: The presence of chemical reactions. These can occur even in pure
air in hypersonic flow due to shock waves or stagnation, but the coupling of chemistry and
fluid dynamics is even more important when considering aircraft engines, where the whole
flow is shaped by powerful chain reactions between fuel and oxidiser.
Real scramjets will have both complex turbulence and strong chemical reactions, and this is
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a difficult problem to model in CFD, as noted in the introduction. Reliable predictive com-
puter models will require some kind of turbulent combustion model, a method of computing
reaction rates that accounts for the unresolved turbulent structures without knowledge of
their exact warp and weft. This section explains this problem in more detail and discusses a
number of solutions drawn from the literature.
To understand why turbulent combustion has resisted decades of research effort without
complete solution, and why it is so important that the problem be addressed, it is helpful
to consider a cartoon of the problem, presented in figure 2.5. This depicts a physical repre-
sentation of a nonpremixed turbulent flow, in which streams of fuel (red) and oxidizer (blue)
are distorted by contact with turbulent eddies. Notice how, at the boundaries between pure
regions, molecular diffusion has acted to mix the two species together into a combustible mix-
ture (purple). Another important feature of the cartoon is the grid overlay, which represents
a computational grid that is too coarse to resolve the microscopic details of the turbulent
flow, as it would be in a real LES.
Figure 2.5: Stylized mixing of fuel and air by a Kolmogorov scale vortex. Fuel: ( ) Air: ( )
The goal of a turbulent combustion model is to compute the reaction rates in the reactants
from the information available in the simulation, recalling that most of the small scale detail
is missing. Available only are average values in each box, say 100% fuel for a cell at the
bottom, 100% air for one in the top right corner, and 50% fuel, 40% air, 10% product species
for one in the middle. But how much of that fuel is pure and how much is mixed? How thick
is the zone of purple gas and how much surface area does it have? What is the temperature of
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the reactable mixture? These questions cannot be answered exactly because the information
about the actual shapes that would be present in each box is not available, but a workable
answer may be found by considering the statistics of the problem.
Although the exact reaction rate changes continuously due to the frenzied thrashing of the
micro eddies in the fuel-air mixing layer, over a long span of time the rate will fluctuate
around a well defined mean value.
This mean or average reaction rate is what truly matters to the designer of an engine, and if
the statistics of the micro-eddies behaviour could be described mathematically the problem
would become tractable.
Researchers are a long way from such a complete description. Turbulence is chaotic in the
technical sense; sensitive to initial conditions, deterministic but unpredictable, and infused
with mysterious patterns that are difficult to generalize. For all this, some workable approxi-
mations do exist. They are the proud achievement of many years of combustion science, and
here we will explore some of the ones relevant to scramjet combustion.
How to begin? The field of turbulent combustion is vast and has deep roots in twentieth
century science. To review it all would either be unhelpfully brief or onerously long. We
will begin at the end, by starting with the contemporary research most relevant to this
project, Large Eddy Simulations of supersonic reacting flow, and tracing the most common
models back to their original sources. In Appendix 1 of this document is a database of
published simulations of compressible, reacting, turbulent flow, focusing on hypersonic vehicle
applications. This database consists of 61 simulations from 53 publications since 1995, a
reasonably comprehensive sample of the formal research efforts of the topic. The field is
relatively young. Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of publication years from the database,
most of them concentrated in the second decade of the new millennium, 40% of them actually
published after this project began in 2014. The timing is mostly a result of the recent arrival
of the large supercomputer clusters needed to perform such research.
Each simulation can be dissected into components which are listed in the Appendix 1. The
two most important ones for this discussion are:
1. Chemical Reaction Rates Model: A method for computing the change in species from
the current conditions.
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Figure 2.6: Publications per year containing reacting hypersonic Large Eddy Simulations
since 1990
2. Turbulent Chemistry Interaction Model: A method for altering these reaction rates to
account for turbulence that may be present.
The first item simply considers the problem of chemistry on its own: How to take a laminar
flow with some reactants in it and compute the reaction rates. Hypersonic LES simulations
tend to use one of two broad classes of model for this: Kinetic methods or Flamelet methods.
Chemical kinetics is fundamental to time accurate combustion modelling. Reactions take
time to complete, and complete faster if the flow is hotter or at higher pressure. Section 1 of
this chapter introduced the standard Arrhenius form of the kinetics (equations 2.15-2.17 ),
which quantifies the rate of change of each species without any consideration of geometry —
imagine a box of perfectly mixed gas that is all reacting together. The mixture inside such a
box in then advanced in time using the rates computed by an empirically determined scheme
of reactions. This situation is sketched in the left side of figure 2.6, where the purple (well
mixed) gas turns slowly to white (product) as the reactions complete.
Flamelet methods are conceptually different. In traditional combustion research it was
quickly noticed that the actual combustion in a reactor tends to happen in thin zones that
separate two distinct gas states. This observation suggests two simplified representations of
combustion, a premixed one (the middle of figure 2.6) where the two reactants exist together
in a cold inflow and are consumed by a reaction front that propagates slowly through the
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Kinetics Flamelet (Premixed) Flamelet (Nonpremixed)
Figure 2.7: Stylised depiction of combustion models
domain, and a nonpremixed state (right side of figure 2.6) where the reactants are separate
and burn in a thin zone controlled by diffusion. These two representations are simple enough
to be simulated in great detail, using complicated chemical kinetic and diffusion schemes to
determine the rate at which the reactants are consumed at many combinations of tempera-
ture, pressure, and composition. Then the results can be packed into a table of precomputed
reaction rates, and the flamelet model in the LES code can simply look up the reaction rates
in the table, as if there were a tiny instance of each representation happening inside of each
cell in the flow domain.
The two methods have different strengths and weaknesses.
Flamelet methods are computationally cheaper, especially for large reaction schemes, because
they reduce the chemistry to a few tabulated values like mixture fraction or a single reaction
progress variable. The main flow solver requires only a few extra transport equations, one
for each input in the table, whereas a kinetic method must have one for each species in
the reaction scheme. (These extra equations are often numerically stiff and prone to causing
trouble.) For very large reaction schemes a flamelet method can be the only tractable option,
up to hundreds of species in the case of hydrocarbon combustion, all precomputed and
tabulated before any CFD begins.
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The two methods also make opposite assumptions about the flame thickness8. Directly
applying the chemical kinetics equations to each cell in the domain is an exact treatment as
long as the species variation from chemistry really is spread out over multiple cells. In contrast
the flamelet approach assumes the flame thickness is thinner than each cell. Combustion in
reactors and gas turbines is usually thin, but hypersonics combines fast gas flow and fine
grids, especially in LES, so it is certainly possible that thick flame assumptions are more
appropriate in a scramjet simulation.
Kinetic methods also have an advantage in dealing with combustion that has a complex
geometry. Later we will see that scramjet combustion proceeds in fits and starts, igniting near
walls or in separations or behind shock waves, then spreading radical species haphazardly into
other areas of the flow that then ignite faster than they would otherwise. Flamelet methods
tend to assume that the reactions proceed in an orderly sequence that can be represented by
a single progress variable. They do not easily handle situations where a strange mixture of
combustion radicals is entering the reaction zone from an arbitrary direction.
A final important point about the two methods is that they make different assumptions about
the flame propagation. Flame models simulate a hot flame propagating into a cold flow, with
a slow speed limited by a diffusion process of some kind. Gas turbine combustors really do
have flames that propagate like this, but supersonic combustion is quite different. Since the
flow velocity is hundreds or thousands of times faster than the laminar flame speed, a typical
combustor is designed to auto-ignite the fuel/air mixture by passing it through stationary
structures (walls, separations, shock waves etc.) that raise the bulk temperature and pressure
enough for ignition to occur. The flow then reacts slowly as it travels downstream, pulled
and pushed by the turbulence into a complex shape that affects the subsequent reaction
rates by mixing in fresh reactants or quenching parts of the hot flow. The process is depicted
schematically in figure 2.8, taken from a technical discussion of shock-induced combustion in
Urzay [2018]. Accompanying the figure is this description:
[T]he disturbance created by the shock is sufficiently fast that molecular transport plays
a negligible role in the ignition process. This represents an important characteristic that
fundamentally separates shock-induced combustion from the diffusion-controlled combus-
tion problems discussed in the context of Figure 7ac and that poses a different paradigm
in the SGS modelling of these phenomena.
8At least in the case that the kinetic scheme assumes uniform flow in each cell. Some turbulent combustion
models, the subject of the next subsection, do consider a subgrid structure in conjunction with kinetic methods
to compute the reaction rates.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of premixed (left) and nonpremixed (right) shock-induced combustion
from Urzay [2018], page 610, figure 9.
Kinetic methods apply quite naturally to this situation, because the combustion is widely
distributed in space and must be resolved over multiple grid points, and also because they
allow the reaction rates to be computed very accurately. In a subsonic combustor a small
inaccuracy in reaction rates might affect the prediction of contaminants by a few percent,
but at a thousand meters per second the flow in a scramjet is going so fast that a few mil-
liseconds can make a big difference. This problem was noted by Gehre [2014] in his studies
of the ignition time of different chemical kinetics schemes, as well as Berglund et al. [2010]
and Gerlinger et al. [2010] in their studies of actual supersonic flow. All three sets of authors
report poor performance from ‘skeletal schemes’, which are kinetic methods with only a few
species and one or two reactions, and recommend the use of detailed reactions (seven or more,
although Gehre recommends 12+).
For a number of reasons then, most of the simulations in the dataset, about 80%, use a
kinetic scheme to directly compute chemical reaction rates, tracking the individual species
in the reaction scheme throughout the whole flow and potentially ignoring the effect of thin
flames. It is interesting to note that most of the studies in the dataset used smaller schemes
than the one used in this project, the 13 species 33 reaction Jachimowski [1992] scheme. The
mean number species used in the literature is around 8 and the mean reaction number is
only 15, above the threshold of being considered ‘skeletal’, but probably less than ideal when
accurate combustion predictions are needed.
Once the method of computing the speed of chemical reactions rates has been chosen, they
should be modified to account for turbulent/chemistry interaction (TCI). This effect is the
difference between the reaction rates computed using the mean flow quantities and the mean
reaction rates that would be computed if the subgrid structure were present. No exact
method of doing this is known. However, what follows is a brief review of a number of
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popular techniques, ones that are used in supersonic combustion as cited in the literature
reviewed in this section.
2.6.1 Quasi-Laminar Combustion
The simplest approximation for dealing with unresolved chemistry is quite straightforward.
Simply ignore it.
This assumption, occasionally referred to as Quasi-Laminar Combustion modelling, is most
palatable when the chemistry is slow compared to the turbulence (small Damkohler number),
and the effect of the subgrid turbulent structure is mostly to stir and homogenize the mixture
on small scales. There are some approximate methods that can be used to test if these
conditions are present, although the assumption is more frequently justified by the fact that
many studies of supersonic combustion compare adequately to experimental data without
accounting for the TCI, and some other studies that do use a model predict only marginal
differences compared to without one. In all 22% of the studies collected in Appendix 1 do not
account for any interaction between turbulence and chemistry (all using kinetic methods),
and there seems to be no obvious difference in their predictive output. Some cherry-picked
examples of successful Quasi-Laminar modelling include the results of Gehre et al. [2012b],
who compared optical measurements of the temperature behind a hydrogen porthole injector
to a Large Eddy Simulation and a RANS model, and found good agreement over the parts
of the image where the measurements are trustworthy (figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Relative error in temperature maps from Gehre et al. [2012b], page 2 figure 4
and 5. Left: RANS model. Right: LES model.
The temperature measurements of Genin and Menon [2009] are another good example of a
reacting LES that compares well to wind tunnel data, in this case the wedge-injector ge-
ometry shown in figure 2.10. More recent good results are the wall pressure results from
Fulton et al. [2014b], and Potturi and Edwards [2014c] (figure 2.11), both simulations of the
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University of Virginia’s SCF model scramjet at two different flow conditions.
Figure 2.10: Results from Genin and Menon [2009]. Background: Simulated instantaneous
density gradient color map, page 8, figure 4. Foreground: Cross plane temperature compari-
son, page 12 figure 8.
Figure 2.11: Top Left: Wall pressure comparison from Potturi and Edwards [2014c], page 18,
figure 19. Top Right: Wall pressure comparison from Fulton et al. [2014b], page 564, figure
12. Bottom: UVa scramjet flowpath density contours, Potturi and Edwards [2014c], page 20,
figure 7a.
These results do not prove that Turbulence/Chemistry Interaction is negligible in hypersonic
flows, they merely show that it is possible to get accurate predictions without accounting for
it. But the results are still something of a paradox.
Direct Numerical Simulations can calculate how much error is caused by neglecting the sub-
grid structure in one’s chemistry predictions, and this can be substantial if enough is neglected
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(see Martin and Candler [1999] or Ferroro [2013] for examples). The real impact of unre-
solved chemistry may simply be hidden in the uncertainty of experimental measurements;
an infamous problem for supersonic wind tunnels caused by their inherent complexity and
a large number of practical issues that one encounters trying to measure high speed phe-
nomena. Another explanation may be that LES of hypersonic flow tends to require very
high resolution by the standards of traditional combustion modelling, which can reduce the
impact of subgrid errors into the range where they compete with noise and other modelling
assumptions. Ultimately exploring this issue is a key part of this project, to which we will
return.
2.6.2 Eddy-Dissipation Concept (EDC)/Partially Stirred Reactor
(PaSR)
The most common TCI model in the dataset is some variant of the Eddy-Dissipation Con-
cept or its descendants, Partially Stirred Reactor models. Originally developed by Bjørn F.
Magnussen and published in a number of places in the late 1980’s, (Magnussen [1989], for
example), the key insight involves dividing each cell in the calculation into two interlocking
subvolumes, so-called fine structures where reactions take place, and everything else where
they do not.
The idea is based on a picture of the turbulence cascade in which the large scale turbulence
merely distorts and warps the surfaces between fuel and oxidizer, but the small turbulent
eddies are able to bite into the diffusion zones and enhance the mixing rate in localized spots,
or fine structures. This ‘intermittency’ phenomenon, the discovery that the reactions in a
reacting turbulent flow are concentrated into circumscribed areas, was discovered by Batch-
elor and Townsend [1947] in early experiments using hot-wire anemometry, and confirmed
in the experiments of Kuo and Corrsin [1971] some years later. A particularly vivid modern
example is the micro-tubular reactions structures discovered in the DNS results of Tanahashi
et al. [2000], which were also found in the experiments cited in the follow up Tanahashi et al.
[2008].
Magnussen used scaling laws from isotropic homogeneous turbulence theory to derive an ex-
pression for the volume fraction occupied by the fine structures. Then, by assuming that
mass transfer in and out of them is driven solely by molecular diffusion, he derived a rate
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expression that captured the acceptance of fuel and oxidizer into the reacting regions. This
mixed gas is then assumed to react immediately, a mixed-is-burned assumption appropriate
for very fast combustion only. This version of the EDC method can be easily applied to
complex turbulent flows without requiring additional transport equations or flow dependant
parameter tuning.
Although the most iconic element of EDC, the ‘burning-in-fine-structures’ concept, is useful
and interesting, in practice the ‘mixed-is-burned’ assumption turned out to be problematic
for hypersonic flow because of the significance of chemical kinetics. The reaction rates are
simply not fast enough, relative to the flow speeds, to be dismissed so easily. Modification of
the method to include finite rate reactions suggests a family of models classed as ‘Partially-
Stirred Reactor’ models, and these have proven to be a very popular for hypersonic LES.
Examples include the S-Heart simulations of the HyShot II combustor by Cecere et al. [2011]
(expanded in Ingenito et al. [2013]), which found evidence of quenching associated with high
strain rates and also steeper decay of the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum than the classic
-5/3’s result, most likely due to compressibility. Quenching was also found by Zhao et al.
[2017], using an OpenFOAM and PaSR-based LES of an experimentally studied supersonic
jet-in-cross-flow. They focused on the complex interaction of the incoming shock train with
the vortices produced by the fuel plume and showed that the mixing and combustion dynamics
strongly effect the engine performance, and additionally noted that a RANS based approach
would struggle to replicate the answer correctly due to the unsteadiness.
The model has also been used in number of simulations of the classic ‘DLR combustor’
(see Waidmann et al. [1994]), including the OpenFoam simulations in Huang et al. [2015],
who found a complex partially premixed flame and very large fluctuations in the species
mass fractions. The simulation produced reasonable agreement with the data, aside from
the somewhat early ignition that is present in almost all simulations of this experiment.
(Parameter studies of the experiment by Potturi and Edwards [2014a], using the REACTMB
LES code and also using the PaSR model, suggest that uncertainty in the composition of the
inflow is likely the reason so many studies have struggled with matching the results, although
it remains a popular benchmark due to the general scarcity of experimental data.)
Christer Fureby and his collaborators have applied the PaSR model to a number of flows
including a supersonic duct (Berglund et al. [2010]), the UM cavity flow (Fureby et al.
[2012]), the Hyshot II combustor (Fureby et al. [2011]), and a backward facing step (Fureby
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[2007]). Seeking better agreement with the available data, they eventually developed the
Extended Partially-Stirred Reactor model (EPaSR or LES-PaSR) in Sabelnikov and Fureby
[2013], which includes transport equations for the fine structures, indeed one for each of the
species in the kinetics scheme. Although this makes the EPaSR model expensive, it treats
the problem far more rigorously than previous models and has showed good performance in
a number of subsequent tests. These include wall pressure results from HyshotII combustor
in Bates et al. [2015], and a strut injector studied in Fureby et al. [2015]. Both are shown in
figure 2.12. The latter paper also presented comparisons to optical data obtained from OH
PLIF, which compared less favourably, suggesting that the simulation is not fully matching
the correct combustion structures in spite of the good wall pressure agreement. This finding
is one of many suggesting that optical techniques are a valuable and underutilized way of
validating models, since they directly measure combustion behaviour and are more sensitive
to modelling inaccuracy.
Recent work by Li and Wang [2017] has also utilized EPaSR, although with a focus on un-
derstanding the unsteady pressure fluctuations near the wake in the same test case using
Dynamic Mode Decomposition. These fluctuations are an important component of the unre-
solved chemistry in supersonic flow, especially the temperature ones, which cause non-linear
changes in the reaction rates that cannot simply be replaced with a mean value.
RANS
LES C1
LES C2
Figure 2.12: Top Left: Wall pressure comparison from Bates et al. [2015], page 10, figure
7b. Top Right: Wall pressure comparison from Fureby et al. [2015], page 2133, figure 4a.
Bottom: Mean OH number density at x=4h, Fureby et al. [2015], page 2133, figure 5b.
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2.6.3 Assumed PDF
This issue of mean values and non-linear reaction rates is at the core of the next method of
computing turbulent chemistry. Scientists and mathematicians have long studied randomly
fluctuating quantities using Probability Density Functions (PDF’s), a distribution quantify-
ing the likelihood of finding a random quantity in an interval of its state space. A famous
example is the normal (or Gaussian) distribution, which appears frequently in natural phe-
nomena whenever a large number of random variables are summed together into an output.
Other common PDFs include the exponential distribution, which predicts the intervals be-
tween randomly occurring events, and the beta distribution, which arises from processes
governed by positive feedback, or accumulated advantage. In each case the shape of the dis-
tribution is not just useful for computing a probability but indicates something important
about the underlying nature of the random phenomenon it represents.
The first comprehensive overview of applying PDF methods to turbulent reactions was pub-
lished by Pope [1985], but the idea is a natural application for a mathematical theory that
allows us to understand complicated random phenomena, and PDF’s have become very pop-
ular due to their large number of useful mathematical properties.
The most important for our purposes is the Law of the Unconscious Statistician, which can
be used to compute the mean of a function from knowledge of the function and the PDF’s of
its arguments. For example, imagine a function of one variable ω˙(T ), where T is a random
variable, and imagine seeking the mean value of ω˙ that will result if T is allowed to fluctuate
randomly for a long time. In our case ω˙ could be a reaction rate and T the fluctuating
temperature. If f is the PDF of T then the mean value of ω˙ can be computed by integrating
over the whole PDF, using the dummy integration variable T ′:
ω˙(T ) =
ˆ ∞
−∞
ω˙(T ′)f(T ′)dT ′ (2.166)
The mean reaction rate ω˙ is precisely the output needed by a turbulent chemistry model, and
it would be computed exactly as long as the PDF of T were also known exactly. Unfortunately
real combustion is a function of multiple variables, and their exact distributions are as much a
mystery as turbulence itself. Worse, the random variables describing the moment-to-moment
fluctuations in the species concentrations are not all independent; they must sum to one and
so have one less degree of freedom than the total number ns, and additionally are correlated in
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time since the reaction rates tend to produce intermediate species in a predictable cascade.
This means that the joint-probability density function cannot necessarily be factored into
independent, single variable PDFs:
ˆ ∞
−∞
f(ρ′1, ρ
′
2, ..., T
′)dρ′1dρ
′
2...dT
′ 6=
ˆ ∞
−∞
f1(ρ
′
1)f2(ρ
′
2)...fT (T
′)dρ′1dρ
′
2...dT
′ (2.167)
Early work studiously avoided this problem by focusing on fast combustion between two ini-
tially separated species. With a fast reaction assumption the temperature could be related
to the composition, and the problem reduced to a single degree of freedom that could be
described by a single PDF. One could then assume that the PDF comes in some idealised
shape, and compute the unclosed turbulence chemistry interaction from knowledge of its
statistical moments. Early choices for Assumed PDF shape included the Gaussian distri-
bution (Lockwood and Naguir [1975]), double-delta function (Khalil et al. [1975]), and beta
distribution (Janika and Kollman [1979]), though a lack of experimental or numerical data
prevented any consensus on the matter.
This began change around the time of publication of Girimaji [1991]. In this paper, the
author noted that the beta distribution is capable of acting like a double delta function at
early times in the mixing process, and approaching a Gaussian shape later on, consistent with
some of the first DNS results on mixing, produced by Eswaran and Pope [1988]. With this in
mind, Girimaji went on to derive a beta-distribution based PDF method for multiple species,
and related its variance to a quantity called the ‘turbulent scalar energy’ that aggregates
the energy stored in the turbulent fluctuations of all the species combined. An additional
transport equation for this energy can then be added to the CFD model, and along with the
means of each species, integrating over the assumed PDF gives the filtered reaction rates.
Many variations on this technique have since been developed. This is hardly surprising since,
As Giramaji noted, “The choice [of moments] is neither unique nor obvious”. Solving trans-
port equations for the statistical moments of an assumed PDF has been a popular approach
in RANS calculations, including the analysis of supersonic combustion in Gerlinger et al.
[2010]. However, most of the LES papers in the dataset use ‘dynamic filtering’ to compute
the variances, which requires no additional transport equations at all. The idea was origi-
nally suggested by Germano et al. [1991] for computing unclosed terms in the momentum
equations, but the technique is easily extended to other unclosed terms. The core idea is
to evaluate the unclosed term formula directly, using a large filter that encloses a number
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of cells in the actual calculation. By assuming that the filtered field inside each cell be-
haves like a scaled down version of the one computed from the larger filter, one can use the
results of the filtering to compute the LES model constants, or, in this case, a species variance.
Assumed PDF methods can be used with either kinetic or flamelet methods and the LES
dataset contains examples of both. Changmin et al. [2015] and Ladeinde and Lou [2018] are
typical examples of the flamelet approach, both employing compressibility corrected flame
tables that are parameterised in terms of the mixture fraction Z and the reaction progress
variable C. These two abstract variables are used frequently in combustion modelling and it
is worth a brief explanation of each one.
The mixture fraction is defined as the ratio of mass at a specific point coming from the fuel
stream divided by the total mass coming from both the fuel and oxidiser streams (Peters
[2000]).
Z =
νYF − YO2 + Y 0O2
νY 0F + Y
0
O2
(2.168)
Where ν is the stoichiometric oxidiser/fuel mass ratio, and the superscript Y 0 is the mass
fraction of the quantity at the inflow. (These terms are necessary to deal with flows that
have diluted reactants, such as inert Nitrogen in the air stream). The mixture fraction is
useful for collapsing the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions into a single normalised number that
captures the degree of mixing that has occurred.
The progress variable C is an abstract quantity capturing the overall chemical state of the
reactions, ranging from 0 in a completely unreacted mixture to 1 in a completely burned one.
The exact definition varies, but a common expression is simply:
C =
YF − Y 0F
Y bF − Y 0F
(2.169)
Where the superscript Y b stands for the mass fraction of fuel in a completely burnt gas,
which may be non-zero in fuel-rich cases. Flamelet models usually use a set of 1D flame
simulations to extract correlations between the reaction rates and variables such as Z and C.
Then, a larger CFD simulation can add a transport equation for Z and one for C, and the
correlations can be used to determine the source term for C at each timestep, effectively a
single global reaction rate.
To convert this reaction rate into a turbulent reaction rate, Changmin et al. [2015] and
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Ladeinde and Lou [2018] use assumed PDF’s: A beta function for the mixture fraction, both
a beta function and a delta function for the progress variable. (Note that a delta function
concentrates the entire distribution onto the mean as if the quantity involved was not varying
at all.) This second choice is essentially the same as no-model for this variable, and both
authors found noticeable differences from excluding it, along with an important impact of the
compressibility correction on their flame tables. The two conclusions are interesting because
they both imply that the choice of assumed PDF can have an impact on the accuracy of
the chemistry, although they do not address the underlying question about how close the
subgrid distribution really is to a beta-like behaviour, since in both cases the agreement with
experimental data is marginal. Sagahafian et al. [2015] applied a similar approach, the CFPV
model (a compressible flamelet approach developed in Saghafian et al. [2015]) and an assumed
PDF to hydrocarbon combustion in the HIFiRE II combustor. They noted difficulties with
the multimode combustion present in the flowpath’s cavities, as well as problems with the two
injectors confounding the mixture-fraction-based CFPV approach. Most dramatically of all,
Fan et al. [2012] analysed the regimes of turbulent combustion in the DLR experiment and
announced strong support for the use of flamelet style models. The authors then compared
their own uncorrected flamelet + dynamic-filtered PDF modelling to an unspecified Finite-
Rate calculation, and found significantly better agreement with the flamelets (see figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13: Comparison of temperature measurements from Fan et al. [2012], page 204,
figure 13.
This particular result seems incredible. Unfortunately no information about the scheme or
turbulence interaction model is provided, so it is impossible to make much of a judgement
about its validity. Given the many successful calculations of the DLR combustor using finite-
rate kinetics present in the dataset, it seems unreasonable to declare victory for one approach
over the other based on this single result.
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The PDF methods in the dataset that use finite rate kinetics must deal with a different set of
problems. All of them use dynamic-filter evaluation for the variances, since adding a transport
equation for every species in the chemistry set would be quite expensive. An additional
problem concerns the efficiency of computing the actual reaction rates, since a PDF approach
means not just a single evaluation of the kinetics equations, but some kind of numerical
integral over a large range of parameters, indeed one integration for each chemical species and
an additional one for the temperature. Wang et al. [2011] solve this problem by pretabulating
the rates for each reaction using a large number of temperatures and temperature fluctuations,
combined with semi-implicit timestepping to prevent an excessive number of rates calculations
from being performed. They tested the model against an annular jet and found reasonable
agreement in the early stages of combustion, though the computed reaction rate lags behind
the experimental one as the flow progresses further. This may be due to the PDF method
slowing down the reactions too much, and it would be interesting to see a quasi-laminar
version of the same calculation to see if this is what is actually happening.
A later paper by the same authors apply the model to a more realistic geometry, a pla-
nar dual-cavity setup shown in figure 2.14, taken from Wang et al. [2015]. The available
chemiluminescence data agree well with the visualization they obtained for the matching
experiments, although without more information it is difficult to be sure how much the tur-
bulent chemistry modelling affects this situation. The strong localized combustion in the
cavity is a favourable condition for a structureless PDF model, since the subgrid chemistry
interaction is likely to be dominated by isotropic fluctuations of temperature and composi-
tion that are well accounted for in the PDF, assuming that the chosen distribution and its
parameters are estimated accurately.
Figure 2.14: Comparison images from Wang et al. [2015]. Left: Flame luminosity (Figure
1b, page 122). Right: Mean LES Temperature (Figure 4b, page 124).
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2.6.4 Lagrangian Particle FDMF
There is a more direct approach to computing PDF’s that does not rely on assuming an
answer before the calculation even begins. This section introduces a method based on Monte
Carlo solution of the PDF transport equations, using a large number of stochastic Lagrangian
particles that are injected into the the fluid domain and convected through the mesh along
with the virtual fluid in the main solver. (An overview of the techniques’ development is given
in Pope [1990]). These particles carry information about each variable in the joint-PDF of
temperature, composition, and velocity, and they mix, combine, and convect at random in a
manner that approximates the evolution of the joint-PDF in a Monte-Carlo style approach.
The technique is expensive but very powerful, since the shape of the PDF and the integration
of the reaction rates across it are treated directly with enough particles. The randomness
also allows for emergent behaviour, where the elements of the turbulent chemistry problem
are allowed to interact in ways that emulate the physical processes, and so have potential
to reproduce some of the statistical properties of turbulence without building them into the
model explicitly.
The most ambitious attempt to apply this method to supersonic reacting flow is the simula-
tions of Ferroro [2013], who implemented the compressible ‘Filtered Mass Density Function’
(FMDF) equations into US3D and used Lagrangian particles to approximate its solution.
The method was tested on some fundamental mixing layer flow, using a simple but rapid
Hydrogen-Fluorine reaction mechanism. The first test of interest is a 2D, temporally evolv-
ing compressible mixing layer with a convective Mach number Mc = 0.8, shown on the left
and center of figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Compressible mixing layer (Mc = 0.8) results for FMDF model (LES-MC) and
Quasi-Laminar (LES-FV) from Ferroro [2013] figure 5.4 pp. 73
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The FDMF method (LES-MC) and Quasi-Laminar (LES-FV) calculations are compared to a
highly resolved 2D DNS simulation in the right most image of figure 2.15. The FMDF model
performs better than the quasi-laminar calculation, particularly in the wings of the mixing
layer where it predicts the drop in reaction rate magnitude well, if not the exact shape of
the distribution. The model also performs well in a 3D spatially evolving test case with the
same gas mixture, see figure 2.16, where the particles slow down the reaction rates relative
to the QL calculation to match the experimental results nicely.
Figure 2.16: Left: Isosurfaces of reactant and product mass fractions from Ferroro [2013] fig-
ure 6.14 pp. 95 Right: Compressible supersonic shear layer reacting flow statistics comparison
from Ferroro [2013] figure 6.15 pp. 96
These results affirm the importance of turbulence/chemistry interaction for accurate predic-
tion of high-speed combustion, although it is worth noting that the 3D case is only marginally
compressible, with a maximum velocity of 100 meters per second, and even the compressible
2D case is less compressible than the extreme environments encountered in a scramjet. The
observation is important because particle methods can suffer from numerical difficulties in
supersonic flows, and these are exacerbated as the level of compressibility increases.
These issues occur because the particles in this technique require constant micromanagement
to prevent their number distribution growing too uneven, as the flow itself pushes too many
of them into some areas, and depletes them preferentially from others. Part of the solution
to this problem is to periodically split some of the particles in the low density areas to ensure
sufficient numbers of them are present to get converged statistics. The other half of the
solution involves merging some of the particles in the high density regions, to prevent their
overall numbers from growing excessively. The problem is present in low speed flow as well,
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where swirling vortices can constantly deplete the marker particles from certain areas, but
is even worse in compressible flow, where large density changes caused by shock waves and
compressible vortices deplete and concentrate the particles even more aggressively.
These considerations, as well as the formidable computational requirements of FMDF, imply
that future exploration of the technique in high velocity flows will be a difficult undertaking.
The results of Ferroro [2013] may have caught a glimpse of these problems, but the promise
of particle-based combustion modelling is such that they are certainly worth addressing. It
is certain that this subfield of combustion research will evolve in an interesting direction.
2.6.5 Linear Eddy Model
Another expensive but powerful model that has recently been extended to supersonic flow
is Suresh Menon’s ‘Linear Eddy Model’ (LEM), a physics based technique for explicitly
computing a reduced dimensional model of the subgrid flow problem.
The fundamental idea at the core of the model, introduced first in Menon et al. [1993], involves
placing a one-dimensional line of subgrid points inside each cell in the main calculation, a
two or three dimensional CFD simulation of the flow domain of interest. Inside each line one
solves the reaction-diffusion equations exactly, computing the interactions between burning,
mixing and turbulent stirring. Although this calculation is infeasible for a 3D flow field, a
one-dimensional line of cells is much less expensive, and the subgrid flow domains can resolve
the calculation all the way down to the smallest scales in question, the fine layers of diffusion
and reaction that cannot possibly be represented in 3D.
This reduction in complexity is warranted by the observation, well supported by many years
of turbulence modelling, that the smallest scales of a turbulent flow are homogeneous and
isotropic, meaning they vary weakly in space and not at all in each direction. Thus if a line of
cells could be modelled that correctly recovers the statistics of a fully 3D turbulent subgrid
field, this line could be assumed to be a representative cut through the entire cell in any
direction, and its properties extrapolated to get the mean composition of the entire subgrid
domain.
The original paper proposing LEM used a premixed flamelet model for the subgrid field, but
the technique is very general and can easily be modified to include complex finite-rate kinetics
and differential diffusion. All that is required is that they be added to the one-dimensional
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physics of the subgrid flow domain. Although this allows mixing and combustion to be treated
with high-fidelity, the turbulent stirring must be necessarily approximate given how little is
known about the statistics of the process. The turbulent stirring process is modelled using
a stochastic mapping procedure derived by Kerstein [1991], where a section of the domain is
selected at random, squished to a third of its size, and then copied and repeated twice, with
the middle copy reversed to ensure continuity.
This so called ‘triplet-mapping’ procedure is meant to conceptually represent the action of a
single eddy in one dimension, as shown in figure 2.17.
Figure 2.17: Schematic illustration of the triplet mapping produced by a single eddy from
Kerstein [1991], fig. 2 page 365, (Modified).
The remapping events are generated at random using a frequency parameter that is derived
to match the statistics of turbulent diffusion, such that a marker particle on the flow domain
has a random walk velocity matching the diffusion velocity predicted by isotropic turbulence
theory. Using Dt as the turbulent diffusivity, L as the subgrid domain size, and l as the
smallest eddy size, the event frequency is:
tfreq = L
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Although complex, Linear Eddy Models treat mixing and reactions explicitly and can be
used for difficult situations where neither effect is dominant over the other, including par-
tially premixed and differentially diffusing flows. The randomness also allows for emergent
behaviour, where the physics of the problem are allowed to interact and produce interesting
results that were not originally built into the model to begin with. These considerations have
allowed LEM to be applied successfully to a number of traditional combustion problems re-
viewed in Menon and Kerstein [2011], and even to supersonic mixing in Sankaran and Menon
[2005]. In this test, an LES/LEM model produced accurate predictions of the mixing of
scalar species, including the mean and root-mean-square of the mixture fraction, and bested
a more traditional gradient based closure strategy compared to experimental data (figure
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2.18). Even more interesting, it produced a much better prediction of the mixture fraction
PDF, including good agreement with the skewness that is not present in most assumed PDF-
based models such as the ones reviewed earlier in this section. More investigation into the
behaviour of these PDFs in supersonic combustion will certainly assist with more accurate
modelling in the future, and it would be interesting to see the technique extended to a fully
reacting supersonic flow as well.
Figure 2.18: Results summary of Sankaran and Menon [2005], page 2840, figure 4 and 6.
Left: Mean mixture fraction across mixing layer. Middle: Mixture fraction RMS across
mixing layer. Right: PDF of mixture fraction in centreplane.
This chapter has introduced the theory of high speed reacting flow and developed the nu-
merical tools used to bring it to life in computer simulations. We have seen that these
simulations suffer from a persistent source of inaccuracy due to the presence of turbulence,
and the finiteness of the computational time and space available to represent it. One facet of
this problem in particular has been singled out — the interaction of the turbulent structures
with the chemical reaction process. This problem is particularly intractable and important,
since it stands in the way of developing high velocity propulsion technology. A survey of the
prior work in this field has produced no consensus on the best way to model the problem,
and many questions about the best path forward. In the next section we turn to numerical
simulations to try and start answering some of them.
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Periodic Model Scramjet Analysis
The preceding chapter has established that there are missing scales in the chemistry and
turbulence below the resolution used in a typical LES, and that these can influence the accu-
racy of the calculation. Although the exact behaviour of the phenomenon is not completely
understood, it is possible to construct approximate models that reproduce its statistics well
enough to be getting on with, as long as the model is applied to a problem within its zone
of applicability. These models tend to be built out of assumptions that pick out one spe-
cific physical element of the TCI as important, or make assumptions about significant scales
or rough equivalences in rate that cancel things out. Choosing an appropriate model thus
requires information about which of these assumptions is holding, and the experience of
turbulent combustion modellers in low speed flow may be unreliable when applied to the
very different physical conditions present in a hypersonic engine. This chapter is devoted to
extracting this kind of information; regimes, order-of-magnitude scales, the relative rates of
subgrid physical processes, anything that may be useful for choosing an appropriate subgrid
model, or developing a new one if no current model seems to fit the requirements.
Since there is no standard way of doing this, especially for hypersonic flow where much of the
analysis is uncharted territory, a number of different approaches will be explored, and the
final analysis will attempt to make decisions about which is performing the best, and which
cannot be trusted. In a later chapter the best performing and most informative methods will
be applied to a real flow and some final conclusions will be made, but for now the focus is
more on the analysis itself rather than the conclusions that it generates.
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3.1 Flowpath Description
In keeping with the exploratory nature of this section, the simulation used is not a complete
engine but a replica of a fundamental supersonic combustion experiment designed by Augusto
Moura (since completed and published in Moura [2018]), who helpfully provided me with
the geometry and flow condition in advance of the experimental campaign. The flowpath
is a planar duct depicted in figure 3.1, with a single hydrogen fuel injector and a double
compression ramp designed to compress the incoming flow from a Mach 10 flight condition.
The major difference between the setup considered here and the real one is that the sidewalls
are replaced with periodic boundary conditions at 20 mm on each side of the injector. This
dramatically reduces the resource requirements since the actual walls do not need boundary
layer clustering, and is a congenial simplification for the kind of analysis considered here.
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of model scramjet, symmetric below the centreline except with no
injector. Depth is planar periodic with a span of 40mm. All dimensions are in mm.
The design is a careful attempt to isolate the physics of supersonic combustion without
introducing undue complexity and contains a number of features that deliberately make LES
simulations easier to perform. These include a single injector, which reduces the number of
high-density mesh structures needed to capture the jet breakdown process; sidewalls that
are separated from the main combustion zones, so that they can be treated cheaply with
RANS modelling; and laminar boundary layers upstream of the fuel injector so that the
DES simulations can switch immediately between branches without complicated artificial
turbulence in the inflow.
At the same time the experimental design includes many of the physical effects that are
present in real engines, such as a relatively cold inflow that is close to the ignition limit of
the fuel; shock-train compression that produces a series of compression/expansion features
that affect the combustion process; and vortex/shock interactions that accelerate the mixing
process in interesting ways as studied by Gehre [2014] and Landsberg [2018]. The setup is
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an ideal test case for investigating turbulent combustion, combining ease of simulation with
many of the important elements present in more realistic (and complicated) engine designs
(for example, the REST engine of Smart [1999]).
An instance of the solved flow is depicted in figure 3.2, showing boundary pressures and vortex
structures throughout the combustor, visualized using the method described in Gibbons et al.
[2018b].
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Figure 3.2: Exploded view of periodic half-domain, showing pressure at boundaries and
vortex structures coloured by temperature.
3.2 Simulation Parameters
All of the analysis in this chapter comes from a single simulation, labelled PERIODIC for
ease of reference. Table 3.1 describes the high level detail of the situation being modelled.
The technical details of the simulation itself are described in table 3.2. Finally table 3.3 lists
the boundary conditions used in the solver. The inflow and fuel jet numbers are the nominal
conditions for a Mach 10 test in UQ’s T4 shock tunnel, with a fuel injection rate typical of
a single injector in a full engine. The wall boundaries are set to a constant temperature of
300K, since impulse facility tests last for mere milliseconds and temperature rises of less than
10% of this are expected.
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Simulation Parameters: PERIODIC
Description: Model Scramjet (Periodic Sidewalls)
Profile: Figure 3.1
Symmetry: Planar
Depth: 40 mm
Equivalence Ratio: 0.49
Flight Mach Number: ≈ 10
Standard Altitude: 30-40 km
Table 3.1: Flow parameters of scramjet model with periodic sidewalls.
Solver Settings: PERIODIC
Solver US3D Nompelis et al. [2004]
Turbulence Model IDDES Shur et al. [2008]
Chemistry 33R/13S Kinetics Jachimowski [1992]
Gas Model Thermal Equilibrium McBride et al. [2002]
Time Advancement 2nd Order Implicit Euler subsection 2.5.7
Inviscid Fluxes 6th Order Gradient Reconstruction subsection 2.5.2
Table 3.2: Solver settings used for simulation PERIODIC.
Boundary Conditions: PERIODIC
Inflow ρ 0.01044 kg.m−3
T 213.0 K
p 640.7 Pa
v 3037.0 m.s−1
M 10.36
YO2 0.233
YN2 0.767
Fuel Jet pt 1.468 MPa
Tt 300 K
m˙ 0.00269 kg.s−1
|v| 1145 m.s−1
T 249 K
ρ 0.753 K
YH2 1.00
Wall T 300 K
Table 3.3: Boundary Conditions for simulation PERIODIC.
3.3 Startup and Statistical Convergence
The simulation results described in this section are started up from a freestream initial fill
condition, and advanced through a startup stage to establish the flow. Since time accuracy is
unimportant during this stage, large timesteps are taken using US3D’s implicit capability and
a global CFL number of ≈ 10,000. The startup stage uses RANS turbulence modelling (the
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Figure 3.3: L2 norm of the density residuals vs iteration number. Periodic simulation startup
stage.
Spalart-Allmaras equations 2.32 - 2.44 with d as the actual to-wall distance), second order
upwind inviscid fluxes (the Modified Steger-Warming method described in section 2.5.1), and
first order implicit time advancement (the Full-Matrix-Point Relaxation scheme of section
2.5.7). The startup stage persists until the flow is established in a steady state, as determined
by the L2 norm of the density residuals, computed over the entire flow for each cell i, plotted
in figure 3.3.
The following definitions are helpful to define characteristic scales of the flow. Measuring
from the injector to the end of the combustor gives L′ = 0.6m. Integrating the streamwise
velocity along a line through the middle of the domain gives a velocity distribution that can
be integrated to get a timescale, the time taken for a given fluid element to convect from one
end of the domain to the other. This defines a characteristic ‘flow-through-time’, in this case
tf = 2.2× 10−4 seconds, which is useful for normalizing the convergence results.
The next phase of the simulation uses the parameters in table 3.2, and begins with 1.1 flow
times simulated time-accurately, to allow the turbulence to develop and transient effects to
exit the combustor. This length of time was chosen by visual inspection of the unsteady
flow, and is consistent with the recommendations of Gehre [2014] and Petty [2014]. The end
of this phase is designated time=0 for the actual LES results presented in this section, and
at this point the simulation was run for a further 2.65 flow lengths, during which statistical
averages were computed of the main flow quantities.
Formally this can be expressed using a time averaging operator (represented by an overline),
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Figure 3.4: Signal capture points for periodic simulation A (y=0.0395) and B (y=0.4642)
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Figure 3.5: Pressure trace and cumulative averages for periodic statistics
defined as follows, using some quantity p(t) that varies in time between t0 and t1:
p =
1
t1 − t0
ˆ t1
t0
p(τ)dτ (3.1)
The LES phase of the simulation includes time-resolved data from two points in the flow, A
at the front of the combustor and B at the rear, shown in figure 3.4. The pressure traces at
each point are plotted in figure 3.5, along with a line showing the cumulative average of all
the data points up to that time. These graphs are presented as evidence that the length of
time t1 − t0 is sufficient for converged statistics, including any long-wavelength effects that
may be present in the signal.
3.4 Simulation Quality
Large Eddy Simulation uses unsteady motion of the simulated fluid to diffuse momentum
and approximate the turbulent transport process that is so difficult to model using RANS.
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Figure 3.6: Centerplane cell lengths for periodic grid.
The accuracy of this approach depends on having sufficient resolution in the grid to support
unsteady turbulent-like fluctuations, which can pose formidable requirements on the com-
putational resources needed for a large simulation. The choice of cell density varies from
problem to problem, and the community of experts has not yet even settled on a precise and
universally applicable method for determining it (both Pope [2004] and Fureby [2009] discuss
this problem inconclusively). The best approach seems to be a blend of expert judgement
and approximate metrics that perform well enough for the problem at hand. In this section,
the grid resolution and other important aspects of the simulation are examined.
The final grid chosen by our grid refinement study uses fully structured hexahedral cells
constrained to be as cubic as possible, with side lengths as given below visualized in figure
3.6 and summarized below:
Final Grid Details
Total Cell Count 37,817,312
Inlet Wall Cell Height 1µm
Combustor Wall Cell Height 0.5µm
Injector Cell Size 0.04mm
Jet Cell Size 0.1mm
Jet Wake Cell Size 0.25mm
Combustor Entrance Cell Size 0.2mm
Combustor Core Cell Size 0.4mm
To evaluate the level of discretisation used, we have used the method of Gehre [2014] to
estimate the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and compare it in magnitude to the
resolved TKE present in the flow. The resolved TKE is computed from the fluctuating veloc-
ities u′i = ui − ui. Using index summation over the velocity vector ui, ∆ as the filter width,
ckv a constant equal to 0.07, and the overline operator to denote a time average, the subgrid
and resolved TKE are:
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Figure 3.7: Time average of the fraction of modelled turbulent kinetic energy in the total
TKE.
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According to a classical definition of a well resolved LES, the resolved flow should account
80% of the total TKE that would be present in a fully resolved turbulent cascade (Pope
[2000]). This rule of thumb can be translated into a concrete metric, the resolved kinetic
energy fraction R:
R =
kr + ε
kr + ksgs + ε
(3.3)
This definition uses a small number (ε = 1×10−6) to force the metric to approach 1 (fully
resolved flow) whenever both numbers are small, i.e. in laminar conditions. Figure 3.7 shows
R on the symmetry plane, where green values indicate the subgrid model is active to an
acceptable degree and red indicates trouble spots where the modelled TKE is comparatively
higher. Red areas in front of the injector and on the bottom wall occur because flow here is
modelled with RANS, as per the intended DES mechanics, and there is no resolved motion.
Because of this, the R criterion is misleading in these areas. The other red spot, at the upper
combustor entrance, is caused by a separation in this region that appears to be unusually
laminar and steady. In this area we believe the subgrid TKE is being over estimated by our
approximation method, and the flow is likely well enough resolved for the present purposes.
Time discretisation is dominated by the need to resolve the signal propagation process in
on the front face of the fuel plume, where small disturbances in the shear layer appear and
are amplified into developing turbulence. Note that this region sets the minimum timestep
requirement and not the boundary layer cells (which are smaller), since the near wall cells
are computed with RANS and have no unsteady motion that would have to be computed
time accurately. The maximum possible timestep for a local CFL of 1 in each cell is plotted
in figure 3.8, and a constant timestep of 7ns was chosen based on this information.
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Figure 3.8: Estimated maximum timestep for explicit stability based on signal speed.
Boundary layers are resolved by clustering the cells into the wall so that the first cell’s height
is y+ < 1 in wall units. This ensures that the RANS model that is active below the log layer
has sufficient cells to perform accurately near the wall. Figure 3.9 shows the nondimensional
first cell height for the upper and lower walls, averaged over the spanwise direction. Note
that there is a peak in the upper surface due to the injector having larger cell sizes than the
surrounding wall, but the maximum y+ in the injector is still around one.
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Figure 3.9: Spanwise average first cell height along the downstream direction in nondimen-
sional wall units.
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3.5 Results
In spite of the simplicity of the geometry, the supersonic, reacting, turbulent flow in the
engine model creates a complex field that is explored in detail in this section. The Mach
number and shockwave arrangements are explored first, since these define the basic features
of the fluid dynamics that the rest of the flow adheres to. Next the temperature and pressure
are discussed in the context of ignition, to determine if the conditions in the model are similar
to those encountered in flight and enough to promote robust combustion. This combustion
is discussed last. We shall see that the simulations contain considerable complexity, but also
some generalizable patterns that may be useful to the designers of more practical engines.
3.5.1 Compressible Flow Features
Figure 3.10 displays colour maps of the Mach number, a dimensionless velocity that has been
divided by the sound speed to produce a number that characterizes of the local compressible
flow. The far left of the image shows the double-ramp shock structure that is used to compress
the inflow (the first ramp is not shown to prevent the image from being too small).
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Figure 3.10: Instantaneous Mach number (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
The results show how the inlet geometry reduces the Mach number of the flow significantly,
from a nominal value of 10 at the inflow to 2-4 in the combustor. Annotation A is the fuel
injector, a single circular tube with a diameter of 2mm that injects hydrogen gas at M=1 and
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the conditions specified in the Fuel Jet entry in table 3.3. The fuel plume obstructs the flow
and produces a strong shock that disrupts the up-down symmetry and compresses the air just
in front of the fuel plume to extreme temperatures and pressures, although the mixing in this
area is too poor for significant chemistry to result. Behind the jet is a turbulent wake with
much lower Mach number than the top of the plume, a wake which separates the boundary
layer above it from the wall. This separation behind the jet actually extends all the way to
the symmetry plane, as can be seen somewhat on the upper ramp of the lower image.
Annotation B points out another significant flow feature, two separations at the throat of the
combustor, caused by the expansion waves generated at the corners where the ramp meets
the straight duct section. The LES simulation predicts that the separations here are stable
but still present, unlike the RANS modelling of the same engine which did not separate at all.
Interestingly, the upper separation is larger than the lower one, and extends much further
out of the page, reaching the symmetry plane as can be seen in the lower image. This occurs
due to the injector greatly increasing the boundary layer thickness on the upper wall. Since
the flow inside the separation will be hot and well mixed, this suggests that fuel entrained in
this area could begin to burn here, acting as a flame holder or ignition point that will affect
the combustion dynamics.
Annotation C is another interesting feature of this flow. Although it appears to be a sep-
aration, attached to the lower separation discussed in the previous paragraph, in fact it is
a counter rotating vortex pair that is very narrow, slicing down the middle of the combus-
tor. This feature and a small number of similar ones seem to be part of the transition to
turbulence from the initially laminar state away from the jet.
Toward the end of the combustor clouds of yellow/orange appear in the top half of the duct,
distinct from the green M ≈ 4 band in the middle. These clouds are caused by combustion
induced heat release that increases the temperature in this area, thus increasing the sound
speed and making the Mach number lower. The completed combustion clouds appear first
in the symmetry plane and then spread to the periodic boundary, implying that combustion
spreads outward from the center. As we shall see this is roughly correct but also missing
some important detail in the middle.
The shock waves in the engine are mostly invisible in the Mach number colour map, since
they produce only modest changes in M compared to combustion and separation, but the
pressure gradients in figure 3.11 show the double shock train quite distinctly. This is an im-
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portant component of the flow field in real engines, one that is frequently absent in scramjet
combustion experiments that directly connect hot inflow to the combustor without compress-
ing it with an inlet. The sequence of alternating hot/cold zones behind each shock burns fuel
at a different rate than a clean flow with the same mean temperature due to the non-linear
reaction rates in the kinetics scheme. This is another example of the experimental design
emulating the basic physics of the problem without introducing unnecessary complexity.
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Figure 3.11: Instantaneous pressure gradient (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
3.5.2 Thermodynamic Features and Ignition
Flow combustion is critical to the functioning of any scramjet engine. The process begins
with ignition, the breaking of the chemical bonds holding together otherwise stable reactant
species, triggering cascades of chain reactions that eventually form stable product species
and release heat. This subsection examines the thermodynamic conditions to determine if
they are appropriately representative of a realistic engine state, focusing on ignition as it is
the primary limiting factor in the high speed combustion process.
The issues of scramjet ignition are explored in great depth in Smart [2012]. In this article,
Smart identifies a fundamental tradeoff in inlet design between increased thermodynamic
efficiency at high compression ratios, and lower stagnation pressure losses at low compression
ratios. Bracketing the range compression ratios are an upper limit where the flow dissociates
due to the increasing temperature, and a lower limit where too little compression means the
fuel will not ignite properly. The investigation suggests that stagnation pressure losses tend
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to dominate, particularly at high Mach numbers, and this pushes the amount of desirable
compression down until it starts to infringe on the ignition limit. Thus a combustion exper-
iment that attempts to emulate flight-like compression — such as this one — should do so
as well.
A complication is that this limit is not a hard number but a drastic increase in ignition time,
the delay required for the finite rate chemistry to tear apart the reactants and begin the
more complex branching reactions. Smart [2012] computes that an increase in temperature
from 900K to 1100 K drops the ignition delay by a factor of seven, given pressures of 50 kPa.
Thus a temperature that is too low is simply one where the flow leaves the combustor before
its propulsive potential has been tapped.
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Figure 3.12: Instantaneous Pressure (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic Boundary
The colour maps in figures 3.12 and 3.13 display the pressure and temperature in the domain
respectively. Though the distributions are highly non-uniform, the shocked gas in the first
20 cm of the combustor has conditions of around 50 kPa and 1000K. This implies an ignition
length of 0.55m meters according to Smart [2012], figure 15a, almost the entire length of the
combustor in the model. Since the flow in the simulation does in fact ignite well around
halfway down the combustor (see figure 3.18) this seems like a discrepancy, but in fact the
two results are not completely comparable. The flow analysis employed by Smart [2012] and
others in their analyses computes flow properties one-dimensionally, so that they can quickly
explore vast areas of design space. A three-dimensional CFD solution, by contrast, produces
a field that is highly non-uniform, with local extremes that can quickly ignite the flow and
accelerate the overall process elsewhere. These results numbers confirm that the conditions in
the CFD model do approximate a real flight design where compression is kept to a minimum,
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and additionally suggest that using mean conditions to estimate chemistry behaviour may
be predict ignition delays that are too long, in this case by a factor of around 2.
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Figure 3.13: Instantaneous Temperature (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
3.5.3 Combustion Features and Chemistry
The simulations in this project use detailed finite rate chemistry and non-differential diffu-
sion to model the combustion reactions occurring in the scramjet combustors. This means
a transport equation for each species, including minor intermediate ones, and empirically
derived curve-fits for the dependence of reaction rates on local temperature and species con-
centrations. Here the reaction rates are computed using the filtered quantities of each cell,
so no subgrid turbulence/chemistry interaction is modelled. Nonetheless the results summa-
rized in section 2.6.1 show that this approach can still be useful for determining trends and
exploring the physical behaviour of the combustion, since a small deviation in the reaction
rates due to unresolved subgrid effects is unlikely to alter these conclusions significantly.
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Figures 3.14, 3.17, and 3.16 show colourmaps of the three major species in the reaction
mechanism, H2, O2, and H2O. Hydrogen is injected at around y=-0.1 and disperses quickly
due to turbulent stirring by the unsteady flow behind the jet. At the start of the combustor
(near annotation E) it reaches the shockwave from the lower ramp and is compressed into
the wall, apparently disappearing from the centreplane. What is actually happening is that
the fuel is being pushed away from the centreplane by a pair of counter rotating vortices
generated by the mechanism identified in Gehre [2014], in which the shockwave striking the
edge of the low density fuel plume generates a vorticity that pushes the plumes down in the
centre and pulls it up at the edges (see figure 3.15). This greatly enhances the mixing rate,
so much so that Gehre [2014] argued it is the primary advantage of inlet injection.
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Figure 3.14: Instantaneous H2 mass fraction (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
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Figure 3.15: Centreplane shock structure and spanwise YH2 colour maps.
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Figure 3.16 shows the H2O mass fraction, the main product of the combustion reaction. A
hypothetical danger of this kind of early injection is the possibility of premature ignition that
can cause excess drag or engine unstart, though the results of this simulation confirms this
hasn’t happened. There is some water present on the top edge of the fuel plume, generated
by the intense compression on the windward face of the jet, but the mixing in this area is
too poor for notable heat release, and the burning areas are quickly cooled and expanded as
they leave the jet and enter the ambient second ramp conditions. The lack of compression
is also the reason why the small amount of fuel that spills out across the wall (annotation
F) doesn’t cause early ignition even though it mixes with the undisrupted boundary layer
at almost 1800K; the pressure is too low, not reaching the 50 kPa soft limit until the inlet
shocks coalesce at the combustor entrance.
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Figure 3.16: Instantaneous H2O mass fraction (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
Discounting the thin ribbon of chemistry at the front of the jet then, the next question is
where and how does the flow ignite. The simulation reveals two answers: One ignition point
is the shock induced ignition at point H, and other is the separation along the top wall marked
by annotation G. The first is the milder, caused by the confluence of shocks from the inlet
touching the fuel air interface and providing the conditions for mild ignition. In the second
case, both fuel and air are entrained into the hot recirculation zone at point G where they
are mixed thoroughly and begin to burn, driving strong chemical reactions especially away
from the center (the lower G in figure 3.16). These separation zones produce intermediate
species that spill out into the rest of the flow and accelerate the overall combustion rate, an
important effect that will be explored in more depth in the next section.
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Figure 3.17: Instantaneous O2 mass fraction (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
The hydrogen combustion process has two important radical species that are produced in the
intermediate stages of the combustion chain reaction, atomic hydrogen H, and hydroxyl OH.
Atomic hydrogen is interesting because it is produced strongly during the ignition stage of the
process, peaks in the interim or branching phase, and then drops to zero as the completion
reactions start to consume it. The H maps thus provide information about where the flow is
igniting and where the completion reactions commence, which is especially useful when the
stages are smeared out into geometrically complex zones as in this case. Hydroxyl (OH) is
a by-product of the reactions that reaches a maximum value at the end of the reaction zone
and is not consumed, but it is nicely suited to experimental visualization with a fluorescence
technique and can be used to literally photograph the reaction zones.
Both species also contribute to the combustion dynamics interesting ways. As noted by
Gehre [2014] and many others, the presence of small concentrations of radical species can
accelerate the ignition process significantly, since their unstable electron arrangements are
extremely reactive. This matters a great deal in scramjet engines, where ignition delay can
be a significant fraction of the combustor length and increasing the temperature or pressure
to compensate can ruin the efficiency of the whole machine by increasing losses. Even the
simple geometry of this model engine introduces plenty of opportunities to produce radicals
that flow into the rest of the combustor and accelerate the combustion process, and this
seems to be a significant factor in the overall combustion behaviour in this case.
Figure 3.18 shows the H mass fraction at the symmetry plane. Figure 3.19 shows the OH.
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The atomic hydrogen map shows the two ignition zones quite clearly: There seems to be one
at the stripe of atomic Hydrogen produced at the shock interaction; and a very intense zone
produced at annotation I, the separation zone, particularly away from the center. Between
Y=0.3 and Y=0.35 the H concentration peaks and starts to decline, although not by much.
This suggests that the combustor length is somewhat too short to get complete combustion.
(It is. The mixing analysis in the next section looks at the amount of remaining hydrogen to
confirm this.)
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Figure 3.18: Instantaneous H mass fraction (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
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Figure 3.19: Instantaneous OH mass fraction (t=2.65) Top: Centreplane. Bottom: Periodic
Boundary
Together, the plots presented in this section present a rather confusing picture of the combus-
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tion. It appears as if the fuel disappears at around Y=0.05 and then reappears near Y=0.2,
where combustion is suddenly almost complete. In fact critical elements of the process are
occurring out of plane, between the two areas plotted in these figures, and the next sec-
tion addresses this by plotting XY planes that slice through the domain through the section
shown in figure 3.19, at Z=-0.0032 near the top wall. The hydrogen one begins at the far
left near the combustor entrance, where the fuel plume has formed a mushroom shape due to
the combination of expansion and vorticity generation. The sudden narrowing of the white
flow is where the plane slices through the stem of the mushroom shape, and the subsequent
split into two streams is due to the counter-rotating vortices described in figure 3.15. Fur-
ther down the combustor the background turbulence eats away at this ordered motion, until
around Y=0.22 the two separate streams become a single one. Around this point the H2O
colour maps start to reach their peak values, indicating locally complete combustion, and the
H2O begins to expand downwards in the negative z direction and continues filling out the
remaining holes in the reaction zone as the various minor species are consumed.
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Figure 3.20: Instantaneous YH2 , YO2 , YH2O colour maps at Z=-0.0032 and t=2.65
Figure 3.22 shows the same information as the previous figures, but with transparent sec-
tions of the colour maps used to overlay the product mass fraction on the top of the other
species. The important feature of these images is that they highlight the very unusual flame
structure that is occurring in the combustor, particularly in the first half where the fuel is not
completely dispersed. Note the distinct triangles of chemistry in the separations at Y=0.02.
These are the separations, hot and slow moving pockets of gas that are emitting clouds of
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Figure 3.21: Instantaneous YH , YOH colour maps at Z=-0.0032 and t=2.65
reactive species out into the flow, toward the outside edge of the fuel plume where they enter
the combustion zone from this side. In a sense, the separations are acting like radical farms,
a concept introduced by Odam and Paull [2008], in which small areas of local ignition are
used to produce intermediate species and export them to the rest of the flow, where they can
ignite combustion in places that are colder and less compressed. Although the model was
not deliberately designed to use (or require) radical farming, it seems to be present in this
case and probably plays a significant role in the overall combustion dynamics.
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Figure 3.22: Instantaneous overlayed combustion colour maps at Z=-0.0032 and t=2.65
A final quantity of interest is the heat release rate h˙, the rate at which energy is transferred
from chemical potential to heat per unit mass, computed by taking the product of each
species formation rate and reference enthalpy, and summing over all the species present:
h˙ =
∑
s
−ω˙shfs (3.4)
Heat release is important because it is the main lever of influence that the chemistry has
over the fluid mechanics, and the heat release rate is a single parameter that can be used to
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summarize the dynamics of the entire chemical reaction process. Figure 3.23 shows h˙ in the
same manner as the other images in this section. The scale only shows positive heat release
rate (exothermic) areas, since the negative (endothermic) regions are invisible on the same
scale and are not useful to the analysis. The main point of interest is that the heat release
is relatively distributed: Much of the combustor area is green or higher on the colour map,
indicating that their is no clear progression to a ‘recombination stage’ that can be identified
with a distinct area of space. Two qualified exceptions to this trend are the bottom edge
of the combustor (below Z=-0.02), where little reactions occur due to the lack of fuel that
reaches this area, and the isolated blocks of intense heat release (red) that can be discerned.
These seem to be due to shock interactions that notably raise the pressure in certain places,
(the recombination reactions that contribute most to heat release are sensitive to pressure),
particularly at the Y=0.25 section of the combustor, where a very clear triangle of burning
flow can be identified with a shock reflection off the upper wall.
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Figure 3.23: Specific heat release rate h˙. Top: Symmetry Plane. Middle: Periodic Boundary.
Bottom: XY Plane at Z=-0.0032
These observations support the overall message of this section: Firstly that the combustion
in the engine is geometrically complex and distributed in space, without clearly defined
boundaries between ignition, chain-branching, and recombination stages, and secondly that
isolated pockets of the flow engage in autoignition when they are struck by shockwaves in
various places. These observations have important implications for the choice of a turbulent
chemistry model.
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3.6 Combustion Regimes
The starting point for an attempt at modelling turbulent combustion is to make a set of
simplifying assumptions. These assumptions can then be used to develop a tractable physical
representation of the problem that can be turned into equations, typically, by characterizing
the system of interest using a some dimensionless parameters. Often a very large or very
small parameter will suggest a physical effect that is dominant, or one that can be ignored,
or if two parameters are approximately equal sometimes a model can be built that assumes a
ratio of them is order unity. Areas in the parameter space where this happens can be called
regimes, and it is helpful to ask which regime turbulent combustion in scramjets occurs in,
to determine which of the existing models will be appropriate, or to assist in developing new
ones if none are suggested. The problem is not just limited to the younger field of supersonic
combustion: The concluding remarks of Bilger et al. [2005], a fifty year summary of the
field produced for the Combustion Institute by a number of its leading figures, lists regime
identification as one of the most important fundamental questions still to be answered in the
more general arena of combustion science.
Combustion models are typically organized around three main dimensions. The first is the
premixed-nonpremixed paradigm: The former assuming uniformly mixed reactants and com-
bustion controlled by chemical reactions rates and thermal conduction rather than mixing,
and the latter assuming initially separated reactants that burn in a circumscribed boundary
where mixing is the rate limiting factor.
The second major dimension is fast versus slow chemistry, as determined by the turbulent
Damkohler number Dat, the ratio between the chemical and turbulent timescales:
Dat =
τt
τc
(3.5)
Large values of Dat indicate that the chemistry is ‘fast’ compared to the turbulence, forming
zones of reacting flow that are thin compared to the size of the turbulent structures. Values
much less than one indicate that turbulent stirring interrupts the reactions and smears out
the combustion zones into thicker but better mixed distributed reaction zones.
Also important is the intensity of the turbulence, which can be quantified using the turbulent
Reynolds number Ret:
Ret =
k2t
ν
(3.6)
Where kt is the turbulent kinetic energy (per unit mass) ,  the turbulent energy dissipation
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rate, and ν the viscosity. This parameter measures the difference between the smallest and
largest turbulent scales, as determined by the ratio of the inertia of the turbulence at large
scales and the strength of the viscous forces that oppose it. Large values of Ret intensify the
turbulent chemistry interaction that may be present in a particular regime.
These are the primary parameters in a classical combustion regime analysis, but there may
be others that turn out to be important. The turbulent Mach number Mat, for example,
quantifies the effects of compressibility, the result of the increased flow momentum at high
subsonic and supersonic velocities. Ingenito and Bruno [2010] have suggested that Mat could
have a significant effect on the physics of the small scale mixing in scramjet combustors, since
it is known to reduce mixing layer growth rates and changes in the spectrum of turbulent
scales from their traditional (incompressible) models. Urzay [2018] points out that these are
only two of the best known results, and that acoustic wave and shocklet interactions are likely
to interact the chemistry at a very deep level. The current understanding of these issues is
quite limited. (Ferrer et al. [2017] for instance, simulated a compressible mixing layer with
detailed H2/air combustion and found additional mechanisms for the slowing of the growth
rate beyond the pressure fluctuation decay that was previously thought to be its cause.) More
effort to identify these effects is needed, but for the present we will be concerned only with
the more standard parameters.
3.6.1 Premixedness
The most fundamental distinction in classical combustion science dichotomizes problems into
premixed and nonpremixed flow. The decision of what model to use and how to deploy it
begins by attempting to classify scramjet combustion into this paradigm.
A simple parameter that can be used to assess this question is the Takeno flame index
Tamashita et al. [1996], the dot product of the fuel and oxidizer gradient vectors.
TFI = ∇YO2 · ∇YH2 (3.7)
Recall that the dot product of two vectors is proportional to the product of their magnitudes
and the angle between them, making the TFI a source of information about the relative angle
of the fuel and oxidizer as they enter the flame. Positive numbers show the two are aligned, as
in premixed combustion, and negative numbers show they are approaching each other from
opposite directions, as in nonpremixed combustion. Large magnitudes in either dimension
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pick out areas where reactions are most intense, since they tend to have large gradients of
both variables. A plot of the instantaneous TFI for the periodic domain simulation is shown
in figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: Takeno Flame Index (Periodic Simulation): Top: Centreplane. Middle: Periodic
boundary. Bottom: XY plane at Y=-0.0032
The results indicate that the combustion occurs in both modes, but has an interesting layered
structure. Most of the flow has a negative index (blue), particularly at the start and end
of the combustor, indicating that the fuel and oxygen gradients are opposed in direction as
in nonpremixed combustion. The separations where the radical farming is happening are
premixed, with a positive (red) index, as might be expected due to the recirculating flow
having sufficient time to mix the reactants. Running down the engine are two streaks of deep
red surrounded by a layer of solid blue, corresponding to the main vortex cores generated at
the fuel plume. These occasionally touch the symmetry/periodic planes and produce blobs
of red, but are mostly isolated until the point where the two vortices are broken down and
start mixing together, near Y=0.25 The results show that significant premixed combustion is
occurring inside each core, but the edges of the plume are nonpremixed, pulling oxygen into
them throughout this process as if the combustion were structured into two distinct layers
with different properties. Past Y=0.35 the premixed oxygen starts to become exhausted and
combustion slows, becoming mostly nonpremixed in the last ten centimeters. Additional
combustion here requires extra oxygen to be sought from underneath the combustion zone,
and this impedes the overall reaction rate.
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The relative speed of mixing and combustion can be quantified using an analysis of the
flowfield that breaks the gas down into components. One can imagine a progression of flow
states, as the gas goes from unmixed pure fluid to mixed reactants to burned product as
it passes through the engine. The process that transmutes the gas from the first state to
the middle one is mixing. The process that transmutes the middle stage to the final one is
chemistry. By computing the mass flow rates of pure, mixed and burned gas passing through
a sequence of planes that moves down the combustor, the progression of each process through
the engine is obtained.
The first quantity of interest is the entrainment efficiency ηent. This is the fraction of the
mass flow rate that is non-pure; the mixed H2, and the mixed O2, and the combustion
intermediates, and the combustion products. It represents the sum total of the reactants
that are participating in the chemistry, either as mixed or burned or anything in between. It
is computed by calculating the mass fraction of hydrogen atoms YH1 and that of oxygen atoms
YO, summing over all of the species, excluding the atoms that have bonded with nitrogen
atoms, as these are assumed lost from the combustion process.2
YH =
∑
s
aHs
MH
Ms
Ys s = [H2, H2O,OH,HO2, H2O2, H] (3.8)
YO =
∑
s
aOs
MO
Ms
Ys s = [O2, H2O,OH,HO2, H2O2, O] (3.9)
Where aij is the number of atoms of element i in species j. We then define a ‘stoichiometric
decomposition’ function D, which computes the fraction of the mixture that would react if
the reactions would go to completion.
D(Y1, Y2) = min(Y1(1 + f), Y2(1 + 1/f)) (3.10)
The function returns zero in pure fuel or pure air and steadily approaches a maximum as
the inputs approach the stoichiometric fuel air mass ratio f :
f =
1
2
MO2
1MH2
(3.11)
Thus the entrainment mass fraction can be computed by putting all of the oxygen and
1Note this is not the mass fraction of atomic Hydrogen, the species H, but the fraction of the entire
mixture’s mass made from H atoms that may be distributed among many species.
2This exclusion follows the suggestions of Landsberg et al. [2018], though the actual method for computing
the efficiencies is different here.
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hydrogen atoms through the function:
Yent = D(YH, YO) (3.12)
The same computation, restricted to just the reactants H2 and O2 gives the mixed reactant
mass fraction Ymix, conceptually the fraction of gas that consists of well mixed reactants that
have not started reacting yet due to the finiteness of the finite rate chemistry.
Ymix = D(YH2 , YO2) (3.13)
These quantities can be computed for each cell cut by a plane normal to the streamwise
direction, and the mass flow rate integrated through that plane. By marching a sequence
of planes downstream, a one-dimensional distribution is created that represents the state of
the mixing/combustion at each location. The mass flowrates, integrated over an area A, are
thus:
m˙ent =
ˆ
A
ρvYent dA (3.14)
m˙mix =
ˆ
A
ρvYmix dA (3.15)
These flowrates need to be normalized to get a value between zero and one. The maximum
possible mixing would be if every cell in the plane were merged together and put through
the stoichiometric decomposition:
m˙max = D(m˙H, m˙O) (3.16)
Thus the entrainment efficiency and the mixed reactant efficiency are computed as:
ηent = m˙ent/m˙max (3.17)
ηmix = m˙mix/m˙max (3.18)
The final element in this analysis is combustion. Since temperatures in the combustor are
too low for significant dissociation of combustion products, a simple combustion efficiency
can be defined by comparing the mass flow rate of H2O, to the maximum possible one if all
of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms were converted into product. This is simply m˙max, which
gives the combustion efficiency ηcc:
m˙H2O =
ˆ
A
ρvYH2O dA (3.19)
ηcc = m˙H2O/m˙max (3.20)
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The three efficiencies are plotted along the flow direction in figure 3.25, using the instan-
taneous partial density distributions. The results show the entrainment and combustion
efficiencies increase through the flowpath, although with local reversals and jaggedness due
to the unsteadiness of the flowfield. The entrainment efficiency rises steeply at the entrance
to the combustor, as the fuel plume is distorted by the shock/vortex interaction depicted in
figure 3.15. As noted, the combustion curve does not reach 1.0, implying that combustion is
quite incomplete by the end of the domain. This highlights the difficulty of achieving swift
combustion in a supersonic flow, and is the main reason why real engines do not look like
the model scramjet in this chapter.
Figure 3.25: Combustion, entrainment, and mixed reactant efficiencies (PERIODIC), t=2.65
The difference between the entrainment and combustion curve represents the reactants that
have been mixed but not reacted, summarized in the black curve ηmix. In the earlier parts
of the flow the mixing dominates, pulling the curve upwards as well-mixed fluid accumulates
faster than the reactions can consume it. Once the interesting physical processes at the start
of the combustor are passed, the curve peaks and then turns over. These are the premixed
zones in figure 3.24 depleting themselves, and the onset of large scale ignition throughout
the flow. At a downstream location of about Y=0.3 the line starts to flatten out, indicating
the two processes are more or less in equilibrium for the rest of the flowpath; as might be
expected from the preceding analysis showing that oxygen depletion becomes an issue at
around this point.
These results show that the first stage of the combustion dynamics is strongly mixing con-
trolled, then an intermediate stage appears where the reaction rates take over and the flow
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becomes more premixed, and then finally a kind of nonpremixed combustion occurs where
the mixing and chemistry are in equilibrium in the final third of the flowpath.
Together the evidence presented in this section suggests that the combustion dynamics in a
scramjet combustor are likely to be complex, to the extent that they match the conditions
in the model flow studied here. There are areas of premixed flow in the engine and areas
of nonpremixed flow, and still others which do not fit easily into either characterization.
What this means for supersonic combustion modelling is that the strategies employed to
compute subgrid turbulent chemistry interaction will have to be flexible, either by combining
two schemes into a hybrid methodology, or by using a more sophisticated approach that
combines finite rate mixing and finite rate reactions into a single framework.
3.6.2 Classical Regime Analysis
In 1994 Balakrishnan and Williams [1994] published a short but important letter describing
their approximate analysis of scramjet combustion regimes. They summarized their data
using a diagram, a log-log plot of Dat on the y axis and Ret on the x axis, reproduced in
figure 3.26. The y axis thus represents chemistry speed (fast at the top, slow at the bottom)
and the x axis represents turbulence intensity (insignificant at x=0 and growing steadily
more intense toward the right). They used one-dimensional flame simulations and a basic
turbulence scaling analysis to compute the range of regimes expected for a scramjet combus-
tor, and plotted them in shadowed region of the diagram. The results imply that scramjet
combustion using hydrogen will have moderately fast chemistry (a few orders of magnitude
faster than the largest turbulent structures, but no more), and relatively intense turbulence.
The analysis of Balakrishnan and Williams was an important milestone in the manner of
studying turbulent flow, but their actual results are less interesting than the technique of vi-
sualization they introduced, due to the rather crude approximations they made in computing
them. In 2014, Gehre [2014] collected a number of different estimates from other researchers
and plotted them in the same manner, shown in figure 3.27 (left). He also updated the
methodology and introduced new data, using his own large scale scramjet combustor LES,
producing a scatter plot of cell values from the simulation that is shown on the right of the
same figure.
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Figure 3.26: Balakrishnan and Williams [1994] figure 1. ‘Diagram of the regimes of turbulent
combustion.’
The locations of the points in the literature suggest that the reactions are fast and the
turbulence moderately intense, although with enough spread that no one regime can be
identified with confidence. The labels over the graph are taken from premixed combustion,
but since the mixing type is not totally premixed they must be interpreted with caution.
Even so, they indicate the combustion is likely to be thin due to the fast chemistry, but
could be distorted or even broken by the turbulence, depending on where in the diagram the
combustion strays.
The LES data of Gehre [2014], plotted on the right, showed two major surprises. One is
that the scatter embraces a very large amount of the diagram, with some points in the flow
straying into almost every conceivable regime. The other is an apparent bandedness; two
distinctly perceptable zones where the points cluster together, running diagonally up the
parameter space. The conclusions one might draw from these results are that a very general
turbulence/chemistry model might be needed to get good performance over a wide range of
conditions, or that two models specialized for each band could be combined somehow to get
adequate performance in the important parts of the flow.
All of the analyses discussed so far use a number of assumptions to estimate the scales
involved, and these assumptions can be questioned. My analysis of this problem begins with
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Figure 3.27: Left: Williams diagram of estimated combustion regimes in scramjets from
previous estimates. Right: Williams diagram from LES of scramjet geometry. Reproduced
from Gehre [2014], Figure 2.4, pp. 45 and Figure 7.18, pp. 163.
choosing a defensible method of computing Dat and Ret, to improve and update the findings
just presented. To recap, the turbulent Damkohler number is the ratio of the turbulent and
chemical timescales, which must both be extracted from of the LES data by some approximate
formula.
Dat =
τt
τc
(3.21)
Estimating the characteristic turbulent timescale is a problem that deserves a brief discussion.
The traditional method for doing this looks at the turnover time of an eddy of some size, using
the empirical scaling laws of turbulence kinetic energy to determine the velocity of such an
eddy, and then that velocity and length are easily combined into a timescale. Generally the
integral scale is used to do this to do this (corresponding to the largest eddies in the flow),
which generates a simple formula for the timescale that depends on the turbulent kinetic
energy kt and the turbulent dissipation , taken from Gehre [2014]:
τt =
kt

(3.22)
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kt is the energy per unit mass tied up in turbulent motion (the Turbulent Kinetic Energy
or TKE). The TKE can be estimated by splitting it into two parts, a resolved energy based
on the fluctuating velocity field, and a subgrid component representing the energy tied up in
the modelled eddies that are filtered out by the LES. The two are computed using equation
6.4 and summed:
kt = kr + ksgs (3.23)
The turbulent dissipation  is somewhat more complicated. Physically this quantity repre-
sents the rate at which energy in the form of turbulent motion is being transformed into heat
in the form of disordered molecular motion. In the classical picture of turbulence this takes
place mostly at small scales, as the viscous forces begin to dominate over the inertia of the
individual eddies making up the turbulent motion, and damp them out. Mathematically it
can be understood using the analysis of Wilcox [2002], who derives a transport equation for
the turbulent kinetic energy by filtering the momentum equations and combining the various
components. The dissipation terms in this equation can be combined into a direct formula
for computing the required quantity:
r = 2νS ′ijS
′
ij S
′
ij =
1
2
[
∂u′i
∂xj
+
∂u′j
∂xi
]
(3.24)
In a fully resolved simulation this expression would allow the dissipation to be computed ex-
actly, but in an LES there are missing structures at the smallest scales that would be excluded
from the result. Since the dissipation increases nonlinearly at smaller scales, excluding them
could result in significant errors, even when the resolved kinetic energy is much larger than
the subgrid energy. Gehre [2014] uses the Kolmogorov scaling laws to derive an expression
for the subgrid dissipation that uses the modelled turbulent viscosity as follows:
sgs =
0.931k
3/2
sgs
∆
(3.25)
Just as with the TKE these two components can be combined together to get a combined
estimate for the turbulent dissipation:
c = r + sgs (3.26)
This method of estimating the dissipation is rather complicated. The resolved term requires
the time averaged velocity field, which has to be computed by averaging over a large number
of timesteps, and the subgrid term relies on extrapolating the inertial range scaling laws
for the energy of a turbulent spectrum down into the microscales, a dubious assumption
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noted by Gehre [2014]. A more convenient method, taken from Yao et al. [2018], uses the
resolved velocity gradients and both viscosities to directly compute the rate of conversion of
any motion (including non-turbulent steady flow) into heat:
a = 2(ν + νt)S˜ijS˜ij S˜ij =
1
2
[
∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
]
(3.27)
This ‘alternate dissipation’ effectively assumes that the turbulent dissipation is dominant
over other sources of energy dissipation, an assumption that can certainly be questioned in
hypersonic flow. In the boundary layers near the walls and through shockwaves the laminar
dissipation is expected to be quite large, and adding it to the turbulent component may result
in an unduly large dissipation and subsequently make the estimated turbulent timescale too
small.
Figure 3.28 shows a colour map of each approach, mapped using a logarithmic scale onto
the symmetry plane. The first two images are interesting because they allow us to directly
compare the subgrid model and the resolved flow in a single metric. From the plot, we see that
the subgrid model is doing more dissipation than the resolved flow in the inlet, although there
are large holes in the colours where the turbulent viscosity has not propagated. Interestingly
in the combustor the two quantities are similar in magnitude, which is perhaps expected given
the results from the resolution analysis, which showed that the flow in this area is very well
resolved. The third and fourth images compare two complete methods of computing the
total dissipation , and it is here we are to choose which to continue with in computing our
regime results. The combined plot behaves mostly as expected, starting off with significant
inhomogeneity due to the localized turbulence production in the inlet, transitioning at the
start of the combustor and homogenizing somewhat as the turbulence spreads. The alternate
method is reasonably similar (at least on this logarithmic scale), especially far downstream
when the turbulence is becoming fully developed, but in the inlet it has some issues. The
most obvious is the high dissipation levels associated with the shockwaves coming from the
inlet ramps, which are certainly artefacts of method’s assumptions. These features are non-
turbulent and certainly should not be producing turbulent dissipation.
Behind the jet bowshock there are also some noticeable differences. The combined method
predicts some weak dissipation here, due to waves coming off the jet plume as it rolls up
out of the injector jet (the blue streak in the second and third images between Y=-0.75 and
Y=0.0). In contrast the alternate method predicts much more dissipation in this area, due
to the non-isentropic flow turning behind the bow shock that is erroneously included in the
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Figure 3.28: Different methods of estimating the turbulent dissipation. Top to Bottom: sgs,
r,c,a
dissipation, and this erases the streaks of blue that otherwise propagate into the ignition zone
at the start of the combustor.
Another area where the two methods might differ is in the boundary layer where strong
velocity gradients occur and cause significant nonturbulent dissipation. These areas are too
thin to be seen clearly with in these images, but it is likely that any inaccuracies that do occur
are not significant, since they occupy so little of the domain’s overall volume. Additionally,
most of the combustion takes place away from the walls, indeed in the last half of the
combustor, an area where the two methods seem to agree fairly well.
In summary then: Although there are some issues with the alternate method, it performs
well enough in the important areas of the flow that it could be considered acceptable by
other researches who are seeking an easily computable estimate for , as long as the flow they
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are studying does not have strong shock-induced combustion or significant ignition in the
boundary layer. However, since the more applicable combined method is already available
here, and this flow does have some of the problematic features mentioned, the combined
method c will be used to compute the turbulent dissipation in what is to come.
The next difficult quantity to estimate for the regime analysis is the chemical timescale
τc. What this timescale represents conceptually is less clear than for the turbulent one.
Essentially it is how long one has to wait before a significant change occurs in the species
concentrations due to chemistry, although the threshold of ‘significance’ is somewhat open
to interpretation.
In traditional premixed combustion the chemical timescale is estimated using the laminar
flame speed, the amount of time taken for a freely propagating premixed flame front (which
has a fixed speed determined on the local reactant concentrations and gas diffusivity) to travel
the length of the flame thickness. One problem with this is that in certain conditions the
steady advancement of a laminar flame can become unstable, as waves shed by the burning
gas coalesce into a shockwave with enough strength to ignite the gas it passes through,
eventually forming a powerful chemistry driven ’detonation wave’ that travels at supersonic
velocity. In the analysis of Gehre [2014] these two wave speeds were combined together to
get a hybrid flamespeed Sl that directly welds the two branches of flame behaviour together
in a piecewise manner. One dimensional chemical kinetics were first used to compute a
laminar flame speed at the given conditions, and if the simulation grew unstable due to
transition to the detonative regime, the analysis is switched to using the Chapman-Jouguet
detonation velocity computed by NASA CEA Gordon and McBride [1994]. The results of
these calculations were built into a flame speed table that supplies Sl at a given temperature,
pressure, and equivalence ratio by linear interpolation. Assuming that the Prandtl number
is approximately one (the ratio of thermal to momentum diffusivity) the flame thickness δl
becomes solely dependant on the gas viscosity, giving the flame-based chemical timescale as:
τ fc =
δl
Sl
≈ ν
S2l
(3.28)
This approach has a number of questionable features. To begin with, the flow in a scramjet
engine is often far from premixed, and may exist in a complex intermediate state where
mixing and chemistry interact on similar timescales. Additionally the ‘detonation velocity’
used in the high speed branch is a rather crude way of approximating the explosive ignition
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process. We do not really observe tiny detonation driven shocklets propagating through the
flow that limit the progression of combustion. Rather, the chemistry has its own internal
dynamics, driven by the shuﬄing of electrons and atomic nuclei at the molecular level, and
this proceeds at a finite rate that depends on the ambient conditions. In hypersonic flow,
where the time available for mixing and combustion is limited, explicit chemical kinetics are
essential to accurate combustion modelling, and these provide a more direct and appropriate
way of estimating the chemical timescale.
Here we consider three ways of converting the chemical production rates computed by finite
rate chemistry into a single time, each based on a different concept of ‘significant change in
composition’. The first is taken from Potturi and Edwards [2014b]. Recall the rate of change
of species i ω˙i is given by the general formula:
ω˙i = Mi
∑
k
(ν−ik − ν+ik)
(
k+k Πs[Xs]
ν+sk − k−k Πs[Xs]ν
−
sk
)
(3.29)
First the reaction tick rates inside the brackets are relabelled as:
R+k = k
+
k Πs[Xs]
ν+sk R−k = k
−
k Πs[Xs]
ν−sk (3.30)
ω˙i = Mi
∑
k
(ν−ik − ν+ik)
(
R+k −R−k
)
(3.31)
The chemical production rate can then be split into a forward and backward component:
ω˙i = Mi
∑
k
(ν−ikR
+
k + ν
+
ikR
−
k )−Mi
∑
k
(ν−ikR
−
k + ν
+
ikR
+
k ) (3.32)
ω˙i = ω˙
+
i − ω˙−i (3.33)
Where:
ω˙+i = Mi
∑
k
(ν−ikR
+
k + ν
+
ikR
−
k ) ω˙
−
i = Mi
∑
k
(ν−ikR
−
k + ν
+
ikR
+
k ) (3.34)
ω˙+i and ω˙
−
i represent the rate at which species i would be depleted by all of the reactions
if only the forward or backward direction were to act unopposed. These rates do not corre-
spond to any physical quantity, indeed they can be high even when no measureable shift in
concentrations is occurring, if the stasis is due to the mixture being near equilibrium. Each
rate is simply a quantity with the right units that is large when chemistry is active and small
when it is not.
The rate for each species is turned into a timescale by dividing it by the local mass density
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of the matching species. This would be the time required for all of that species to disappear
if the reaction were to continue at that same fixed rate until all of it were depleted. The L2
norm of the time for each species is then taken to combine the various species in the scheme
into a single timescale, the ‘Edwards’ chemical timescale tec:
tec =
[
max
(√∑
s
ω˙+2s
ρ2s
,
√∑
s
ω˙−2s
ρ2s
)]−1
(3.35)
The final method of estimating tc uses an interesting concept called Chemical Explosive
Mode Analysis (CEMA), a technique developed by Lu et al. [2010] as a time advancement
scheme for simulating reacting flows. The technique begins by processing the flow dynamics
using an eigendecomposition into separate modes. These modes are abstract vectors that
are combined linearly to produce the change in conserved variables at each timestep. A
decomposition like this is useful since the individual modes are uncoupled from each other
and can be advanced in time separately, which can result in a major increase in solution speed
in a reacting problem where some of the modes are extremely stiff and hard to integrate, since
the stiff modes are no-longer holding back the non-stiff ones. The eigenvalues associated with
each mode are related to this stiffness, a measure of the characteristic timescale of trajectory
of that mode in conserved variable space, and it is this timescale that is relevant to the
question of chemistry speed.
Although the method was originally developed to be a fully integrated time advancement
technique, if all one is interested in is the eigenvalues they can be extracted from the solution
in post processing in a relatively straightforward manner as follows:
First the chemistry is linearized around the current solution by computing the chemical
reaction Jacobian, a matrix expressing the derivative of each reaction rate by each conserved
variable:
J =
∂ω˙s
∂Uj
(3.36)
US3D already requires this matrix in its own time advancement step, computing it analyt-
ically by summing up the contributions from each reaction, so the required machinery is
simply reused in the code for this analysis. In order to compute a set of eigenvalues a square
matrix is required, so a number of rows of zeros are added at the bottom of the matrix to
achieve this.3 A standard routine (LAPACK’s dgeev) is then used to compute the eigenvalues
3This is not completely ad hoc. Of interest is the chemistry behaviour, so other source term elements such
as the turbulence or the vibrational relaxation should be excluded.
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of the matrix, which are typically complex numbers.
λs = evals(J) (3.37)
Each mode reacts to disturbances by changing in time, tracking out a solution made from
combining exponential functions with time as their arguments. The eigenvalues represent
the multipliers to the time variable in these functions, where positive real parts indicate the
mode is departing explosively from an equilibrium state, and negative indicates a mode ap-
proaching equilibrium. The positive ones, the ‘Explosive Modes’, are used to estimate the
chemical timescale by simply choosing the largest real component from the set of eigenvalues
(which has units of s−1) and computing its inverse to get a timescale, the CEMA timescale
of tCEMAc . This can be formalized using the complex conjugate (represented by the * super-
script) to extract the real part from each eigenvalue:
tCEMAc = max
(
λs + λ
∗
s
2
)−1
(3.38)
The various methods are compared in figure 3.29. The flame speed method has been com-
puted with the same flame tables as used by Gehre [2014] to critically assess its viability. It
yields useful numbers only in a narrow band around the edge of the mixing region, where
the local equivalence ratio is close enough to stoichiometric conditions that the flame tables
give sensible numbers. Outside of this area there is no information provided, in spite of the
chemistry that is obviously occurring. Additionally the actual output is oddly uniform, a
ribbon of yellow green that is likely the result of using the detonation velocity formula’s weak
variation with composition.
The other two methods are surprisingly similar, given the very different approaches used
in their construction. They provide useful data over much of the domain, including places
where the only chemistry occurring is weak air chemistry and dissociation, and the numbers
qualitatively follow the expected progression from slow to very fast in the areas where this
is to be expected.
Overall the CEMA method seems to provide a slightly cleaner field than the L2 method,
which has a some minor holes — cuts and ragged edges where the chemistry is misbehaving
due to the rate calculation dividing by small densities in the intermediate species. CEMA
is the more complex method to deploy however, requiring the full chemistry Jacobian and a
large number of eigenvalue decompositions. Researchers using explicit codes who only have
the reaction rates to work with could certainly be justified in using the L2 approach, although
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in the rest of this chapter the CEMA technique is used due to the cleaner results. The final
τc
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of chemical timescale estimation methods. Top to Bottom: Flame
Speed, CEMA, L2, Main.
step in this analysis is to combine the estimated scales into nondimensional numbers and
analyze the results. Where in the parametric landscape of combustion models does scramjet
combustion lie? The turbulent Reynolds number Ret and the turbulent Damkohler number
Dat, computed using the combined dissipation and the CEMA chemical timescale are used
to visualize the regime information below.
Figure 3.30 directly compares the new method to the results of Gehre [2014], the colours
splitting the data into similar regions; inlet, then the first half of the combustor where
ignition happens, and then the second half where most of the recombination reactions occur.
The distribution is tighter than the old results, bringing the slow chemistry up and the fast
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chemistry down, and eliminates the double-bandedness that was caused by the two branch
behaviour of the flame tables. A small amount of banding is just noticeable in the red (back
half of the combustor) results, an interesting development, to which we will return. The
maximum turbulent Reynolds number has also come down, bringing the points in from the
right edge. This is due to including the resolved dissipation into the calculation (Gehre [2014]
did not do this) which makes the viscous forces stronger, increasing the estimated size of the
smallest turbulent structures and reducing the turbulent Reynolds number.
Figure 3.30: Left: Combustion regimes in periodic domain (60,000 point random samples per
colour). Right: Combustion regimes from Gehre [2014], figure 7.18, page 163.
These differences are interesting, but they do not seem to change Gehre [2014]’s overall con-
clusions by much. The reactions are still quite fast, mostly lining up on the Ret = Dat line
where the thin flame zones start to be broken up by the turbulence, and then extending down
all the way through the problematic space from 1:30 to 3:00 o’clock where the reactions zones
are entangled in the turbulent cascade, intermediate in size between the smallest and largest
turbulent structures.
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This analysis leaves a number of unanswered questions. Is there a more general way to classify
the combustion regimes that is appropriate for hybrid premixed/nonpremixed supersonic
flow? And among these regimes, can a most important one be identified? If the combustion
in the flow is spread over a large amount of the parameter space but only one area is important
for accurate predictions, a highly specialized model could be chosen that nonetheless yields
good performance.
The first step to answering these questions is to introduce a new way of visualizing the data.
Scatter plots are not very democratic in that a tight cluster of points in the sample can
congeal into an invisible mass that has no more weight than a scattering of outliers. Figure
3.31 plots the regime analysis data in a new way, using a heatmap. This technique separates
the plotting space into a grid of small boxes and counts the number of points that fall in
each box, outputting hotter colours for more popular boxes. The technique allows all of
the data from the dataset (nearly 29 million points) to be plotted rather than a random
sample of them, and shows off the point density explicitly in a way that a scatter plot does
not. This figure is actually the data set split into three, one plot for each section of the
Figure 3.31: Combustion regime heatmap. Left: Inlet. Middle: Combustor first half. Right:
Combustor second half.
flow domain in the same way that the colours in the previous figure were. Each plot has
been normalized by the same colour scale so the densities are comparable between subplots,
and includes only points that are both turbulent and reacting, chosen by applying the filter:
kt > 1.0 && tc < 1.0.
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The figure shows the progression of the combustion through the parameter space as flow
travels downstream. Two notable features are present. One is that both parameters tend to
increase as the flow moves downstream. The turbulent Reynolds number is increasing because
the turbulence is developing in space, breaking down into smaller structures and gathering
energy from the bulk motion of the flow. On the other axis, the turbulent Damkohler num-
ber is also increasing as the flow travels downstream, which is interesting because faster
turbulence tends to bring this parameter down — recall it is a ratio between turbulent and
chemical timescales. Since the turbulence is getting faster, the vertical movement means that
the chemistry speed is increasing even more rapidly, outpacing the development of the small
turbulent scales and forming reaction sheets and thin-structures that resist the turbulence’s
efforts to break them apart.
The second notable feature is that the flow appears to be splitting into two distinct zones in
the parameter space, especially in the final plot. This trend occurs because the reactions in
the engine are separated into two layers, (they can be seen very distinctly in figure 3.29), each
with a different characteristic timescale. The top layer is fast hydrogen chemistry, mostly
recombination and chain-branching reactions that are releasing useful heat that can be used
for propulsion. These reactions cluster near the diagonal line where Dat = Ret. The lower
layer is different because the fuel never reaches it, and the reactions occurring there are
mostly air chemistry. These reactions are much slower and correspond to the lower band
in the far right image. Any turbulent chemistry model that aims to address combustion in
scramjet engines should focus on the high speed reactions, since these contribute most to the
fluid dynamics and to predicting overall performance. This makes the upper band the more
significant regime.
Finally, there is an underlying problem with this analysis that requires some scrutiny. The
main issue is that the regime diagram we have been considering was developed for RANS
models, where the unresolved chemistry depends on the entire turbulence cascade because
the entire turbulence cascade is unresolved. But in a Large-Eddy Simulation this is not
the case. An LES may contain strong turbulent/chemistry interaction, but if this is only
occurring above the filter width then the unresolved chemistry error might be negligible.
The prior results may be helpful to RANS users who wish to select an appropriate model,
but the dominant theme of this project has been LES, and for this reason the final plot in
this chapter uses an LES regime analysis with different parameters that include the effects
of the filter width, similar to the concept in Pitsch [2006], figure 4.
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An analysis of this kind requires a chemical length scale to compare to the filter width.
Traditional combustion modelling tends to use the self-propagation speed of a laminar flame
for this purpose but, as noted by Urzay [2018] and others, combustion in supersonic flow
tends to be self-igniting as opposed to self-propagating. This raises concerns about the
validity of using a laminar flame speed for this purpose. The analysis in this section uses a
different concept, a more general approach that is specifically tailored to supersonic flow; an
induction length Li computed from the chemical timescale and flow velocity. Conceptually
one imagines that the flow passes a stationary obstacle such as a shockwave and begins to
react, while travelling downstream at the bulk flow velocity. Multiplying one by the other
gives:
Li = tc
√
u2 + v2 + w2 (3.39)
This length scale is physically the distance over which the chemical composition undergoes a
significant change, consistent with the definition of tc. The length scale can then be compared
to the filter width to see how well resolved the chemistry is on the current grid.
The diagram in figure 3.32 compares the ratio of two pairs of scales. On the vertical axis
is the ratio between the smallest turbulent structure size η and the grid cell length ∆. η is
more commonly known as the Kolmogorov Length Scale, or Kolmogorov Microscale:
η =
(
ν3

)1/4
(3.40)
Lower parts of the diagram represent fully resolved turbulence like in a DNS, while the upper
parts have some scales missing like in an LES. The horizontal axis also compares a length
scale to the filter width, this time the chemical induction length. Any turbulent structure
smaller than the relevant slab will have little impact on the rate within due to its uniformity,
and slabs larger than the filter width will be explicitly resolved on the LES grid and will
not contribute to the unresolved chemistry error. The results of the periodic simulation are
documented using a heatmap in this manner in figure 3.32. Of interest in this diagram are
two observations. Firstly the points are all above the horizontal axis, indicating that the
some of turbulence scales are missing as would be expected in an LES. However, the points
are clustered around the 0.5-1.5 area of the log scale, indicating factors of only 3-30 between
the filter width and smallest hypothetical turbulent scales. This is consistent with the well-
resolvedness of the LES described at the beginning of this section. Most of the turbulence is
physically present in the simulation.
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Figure 3.32: LES Combustion regime heatmap.
The other axis is also quite interesting. The two clusters noted previously are still clearly
present, separating the combustion into a fast and slow sections, one with scales beneath
the grid resolution and one above them. Consistent with the previous analysis these two
areas correspond to fast combustion of fuel on the right and slower air chemistry on the left.
This rightmost cluster then, is the important target for a model builder. And this cluster is
unresolved, indicating that even in an LES a model may be required. The diagonal line that
intersects this region is the point where the turbulent microscale is equal to the combustion
lengths η = Li. The thick flame LES area indicates combustion that is embedded somewhere
in the turbulent cascade, where the internal structure of the combustion process is being
affected by the stirring and instability. Past the diagonal line, the thin flame LES regime,
the fine structure of the flame is so fine that it evades the attention of even the smallest
turbulent eddies, although the turbulence/chemistry interaction may still be strong due to
the gross distortion and geometric complexity of the reaction zones. The data show that a
large amount of the important reactions lie approximately on this line, spilling over slightly
in both directions. The overall lesson is similar to the results from the more standard regime
analysis: The turbulence seems to affect both the shape of the reaction zones and their
internal structure, but this analysis adds the fact that the important combustion occurs in
the range of 3-30 times smaller than the filter width, at least for a well-resolved LES such as
the present case.
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Chapter 4
Supersonic Mixing Layer Analysis
This section investigates a single fundamental flow in great detail: a temporally evolving
mixing layer between hot air and hydrogen fuel. This is a useful analog for the combustion
in a real scramjet flow, but is also simple enough to be simulated with very high resolution.
This allows us to perform a direct numerical simulation (DNS) that computes the turbu-
lence/chemistry interaction directly, providing a circumscribed but direct answer to research
question two of this project. The DNS is also a method of checking the validity of the anal-
ysis in the previous chapter, and provides some useful information about the combustion
behaviour in its own right.
Direct Numerical Simulation of compressible reacting flow is expensive but certainly within
the reach of modern supercomputers, if the scales involved are reasonable. Though the
smallest turbulent scales in such a flow are small, it is the ratio of their size to the large
scales that drives the cost of the simulation, since the overall number of small elements
depends on their density multiplied by the domain volume. There are a number of simple
fundamental flow fields where the Reynolds number (and hence this ratio) are moderate
enough to be simulated completely.
The simplest of all is isotropic homogeneous turbulence (IHT), which has no geometry at
all, consisting of a statistically amorphous mass of randomly fluctuating flow that convects
through a domain bounded by periodic boundaries. Early compressible reacting simulations
of this flow include Martin and Candler [1998], who were interested in air reactions in scramjet
boundary layers. Their DNS results were later applied to developing models for the subgrid
turbulent/chemistry interaction in Martin and Candler [1999], to good success. Though the
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chemical modelling in these investigations was rudimentary (a toy reaction scheme with one
endothermic reaction) the IHT simulations of Tanahashi et al. [2000] used a full set of detailed
hydrogen/air simulations in a strongly reacting simulation more representative of premixed
combustion. They confirmed that the turbulence interacts strongly with the combustion at
the smallest scales, and discovered a distribution of fine-scale coherent eddies of around ten
times the Kolmogorov microscale in size. These findings were also backed up by experiments
in Tanahashi et al. [2008].
DNS has also been used to study reacting boundary layers directly; a weakly compressible
case in Martin et al. [1998], and a much higher Mach number case in Duan and Martin [2011].
Both of these flows involved only air reactions, aiming at the high temperature dissociation
phenomena on the outside of hypersonic aircraft. These reactions depend mostly on temper-
ature and behave differently to combustion reactions, requiring models for the temperature
PDF and no account of the subgrid structure of the reactants. Though interesting for this
reason, the magnitude of the TCI that occurs in these cases affects the overall flow little, since
the heat release from air reactions (in fact, the heat absorption since they are endothermic)
is negligible compared to the flow enthalpy. Combustion in scramjets occurs mostly away
from the walls where it could be influenced by the boundary layer, and DNS can be used to
study this as well.
An early example of this kind is Chakraborty et al. [2000], who simulated a highly compress-
ible spatially developing mixing layer, where hydrogen and air enter the domain separately
in two layer, and mix and burn in a complex turbulent wake that forms between the two
streams. The authors used detailed chemical kinetics and compared their results to two
models, which both struggled with the complex flow. They also noted major differences
between the detailed kinetics scheme and a simplified one that had only a single step, consis-
tent with the discussion of these schemes in an earlier chapter. The domain was intended to
be roughly representative of a scramjet flow, approximately 500mm of streamwise flow and
25mm in height. But the simulation was also two dimensional, consisting of 1000x100 grid
cells in the stream and spanwise directions respectively. This assumption was justified by a
stability analysis that predicted 2D dimensional modes were the most unstable mode present
in the interface disturbance, but invites the criticism that these two dimensional disturbances
are subject to 3D instabilities as they develop, eventually forming highly three-dimensional
flow at the smallest scales, scales where combustion and mixing are known to occur. Though
useful for testing models, 2D turbulence is known to have distinctly different behaviour to 3D
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turbulence, not just in simulations but in real flows where confined geometry suppresses the
out-of-plane behaviour. Measurements of the atmosphere of Jupiter, for example, have found
evidence for energy flowing back up the energy cascade, small eddies merging into large ones
(Choi and Showman [2011]). Model development for scramjet combustion is better served
by including 3D effects.
3D reacting mixing layer simulations include Pantano [2004] and Ferrer et al. [2017], the first
compressible but not supersonic, the second much larger in extent and strongly supersonic.
Pantano et al. [2003] is another particularly relevant example because it is a temporally
evolving mixing layer, not a spatially evolving one like the other two. In this situation the
reactants are initialized in separate layers that shear past one another, producing an unsteady
turbulent mixing layer that grows over time, eventually filling the entire domain. One can
imagine the domain as representing the flow at the edge of the fuel plume in a scramjet
engine, where the domain itself is travelling downstream at a fixed velocity. The situation
typically requires less total cells than a spatially evolving mixing layer since the domain can
be smaller, though it is limited in one respect; when the mixing layer begins to fill the entire
domain, the approximation to the larger flow is lost. For these reasons the simulation in this
chapter is a temporally evolving mixing layer that is taken to represent the early stages of
scramjet combustion, where initially separate fuel and air mix turbulently and release heat
that is used for propulsion.
4.1 Flow Description
The flow configuration chosen for this chapter is a temporally evolving mixing layer docu-
mented in figure 4.1. The two layers are pure fuel and air with a high opposing velocity,
confined in a box-shaped periodic domain and allowed to evolve in time. The box itself is
quite small, with side widths of only 20mm. This limits the amount of time the mixing
layer can be sustained, since eventually the largest turbulent structures will span the entire
domain, but the small size ensures that the computation is tractable in terms of computa-
tional expense. The top and bottom surfaces of the box have extra blocks of cells added
to them with cells that stretch rapidly in the Z direction, which damps out any waves and
prevents them from reflecting off the symmetry boundary conditions at Z = 16.5mm and Z
= -16.5mm. These extra blocks are excluded from the visualizations in this chapter so that
the images can be larger, and because the flow in them is not physically interesting.
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Z
L
=
20
m
m
XY
Air:
p 101,000 (Pa)
T 1,400 (K)
u -1,168.89 (m/s)
YN2 0.767
YO2 0.233
Fuel:
p 101,000 (Pa)
T 1,500 (K)
u 1,665.89 (m/s)
YH2 1.0
Figure 4.1: Supersonic Mixing Layer Initial Conditions. (Interface perturbations are exag-
gerated.)
The conditions of the initial inflow are analogous to the initial state of fuel and air in a
scramjet engine but are not completely representative of a typical state. The relative velocity
of the two layers has been increased to ensure rapid transition to fully developed turbulence,
and the fuel temperature has also been increased to ensure that the flow reacts during the
brief period the mixing layer can be sustained. The intent of the simulation is to provide a
test of the modelling methodology and investigate some of the physics of the subgrid field,
not to precisely emulate the conditions in a scramjet engine, so the initial conditions were
chosen to reflect this goal.
At the interface, the gas properties are also blended over a short distance to smear out the
change in conditions. This helps to make different simulations on multiple grids comparable,
since otherwise a one cell step-change would be interpolated to yield different initial condi-
tions. For each primitive variable ψ = [T, YN2 , YO2 , YH2 , u], the actual value is interpolated
between the fuel and air states using a hyperbolic tangent function as follows:
ψ = fψair + (1− f)ψfuel (4.1)
f =
1
2
tanh(
6z′
ζ
) +
1
2
(4.2)
Where z′ is the perturbed interface location, and ζ is a smearing parameter that controls the
number of cells the change in properties occurs over. The perturbations on the interface are
generated using a pair of sine waves in the X and Y directions, along with a constant shift to
lift the interface up slightly above z = 0. The shift was added to counter an observed drift
of the mixing layer downward into the fuel side; lifting it up centered the resulting turbulent
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area and allowed more simulation time before it reached the boundaries. z′ is computed from
the cell center locations x, y, z as follows:
z′ = z − A(sin(2pikx
L
) + sin(
2piky
L
)) +D (4.3)
Interface Parameters
L 20 (mm) Domain Size
A 1/100 L Perturbation Amplitude
k 6 Perturbation Wave Number
D 1/6 L Vertical Offset
ζ 3/100 L Smearing Factor
Figure 4.2: Parameter table for mixing layer interface equations (4.2 and 4.3)
4.2 Simulation Methodology
The flow in this chapter is simulated using two simulations, a direct approach using DNS and
a partially modelled flow simulated using LES — the same turbulence modelling framework
used in the rest of the project. Table 4.1, specifies the precise details of the flow setup,
including the number of grid points used in each simulation. These numbers refer to the
regular flow domain, the evenly spaced points in the 20mm cube where the mixing layer
develops. They do not include the highly stretched cells on the top and bottom of the
flow that act as boundary conditions, damping out sound waves and preventing them from
reflecting unphysically back into the mixing layer.
Simulation Parameters: SML
Description: Reacting Supersonic Mixing Layer
Profile: Figure 4.1
Domain Shape: Cubic
Cells: 2993 (DNS) 993 (LES)
Side Length: 20 mm
Relative Velocity: 2834 m/s
Domain Timescale: 7.1 µs
Table 4.1: Supersonic Mixing Layer flow parameters.
The solver settings are similar to the ones used previously: Low dissipation/high-order in-
viscid fluxes, second order implicit time-stepping, detailed finite-rate chemistry. The only
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major difference is the use of an Ideal Gas Mixture energy equation (see subsection 2.1.2)
instead of a thermal equilibrium one with varying specific heats. This is done to expedite
the simulations, and because the goal of this section is to compare the two simulations to
each other, not to any real experimental data, so as long as they are consistent the simplified
gas modelling is appropriate. The only other difference is that instead of the IDDES model,
the DNS simulation has turbulence modelling turned off, meaning that there is no additional
momentum or mass transport beyond the motion of the fluid and the physical viscosity and
diffusion.
Solver Settings: SML DNS
Solver US3D Nompelis et al. [2004]
Turbulence Model None
Chemistry 33R/13S Kinetics Jachimowski [1992]
Gas Model Ideal Gas Mixture subsection 2.1.2
Time Advancement 2nd Order Implicit Euler subsection 2.5.7
Inviscid Fluxes 6th Order Gradient Reconstruction subsection 2.5.2
Table 4.2: Solver settings for Supersonic Mixing Layer, direct numerical simulation.
Solver Settings: SML LES
Solver US3D Nompelis et al. [2004]
Turbulence Model IDDES Shur et al. [2008]
Chemistry 33R/13S Kinetics Jachimowski [1992]
Gas Model Ideal Gas Mixture subsection 2.1.2
Time Advancement 2nd Order Implicit Euler subsection 2.5.7
Inviscid Fluxes 6th Order Gradient Reconstruction subsection 2.5.2
Table 4.3: Solver settings for Supersonic Mixing Layer, large eddy simulation.
4.3 Results
Figure 4.3 depict the flow evolution using colour maps of the key variables, visualizing the
x-z plane through y=0.01 in the centre of the domain. The upper layer of flow is travelling
to the left, and the lower layer to the right. The first column shows the simulation at time
zero. Its only visible feature being the sinusoidal perturbations of the interface discussed in
an earlier section. These perturbations accelerate the transition to turbulence and ensure
that the two simulations have similar initial conditions in spite of their different grids.
The second column is a snap shot of the flow at around 20 µs, just as the flow is transitioning
to turbulence. Combustion is just beginning as well, as evidenced by the ribbon of H2O
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visible in the bottom image, on the top (air) side of the mixing layer. This ribbon is unable
to propagate deeper into the mixing layer due to the richness of the mixture in the center,
but by the time of the final column, ≈ 100 µs, the combustion zone has grown to encompass
most of the domain. At this point the simulation was stopped, since the coarse cells at the
bottom and top of the domain would soon begin to compromise the results.
Overall then, the simulation displays rapid transition to turbulence and robust combustion
over the time period. These two effects interact strongly in the mixing layer, leading to strong
coupling between the turbulence and the chemistry, confirming the simulation is behaving
appropriately for its purpose.
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of hydrogen (TOP), oxygen (MIDDLE) and product (BOTTOM),
SML.
Any turbulent simulation faces the problem of how to extract generalizable information from
a flow that can display chaotic behaviour — where the exact sequence of warps and whorls
would vary from run to run due to microscopic differences in the initial conditions. Typically a
time average is used to produce a steady ‘mean-field’, a frozen representation of the large scale
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structure that is useful for performing mechanical design or other engineering analysis. Even
in some unsteady flows, a separation of scales between turbulent features and non-turbulent
unsteadiness can sometimes by employed to perform short-time averaging that smooths out
the turbulence but not the mean field motion. In this case however, time averaging of any
sort is not appropriate, since the mean-field is very unsteady and changes over a similar
timescale to the turbulence driving it. Instead the data reduction is performed using spatial
averaging, taking advantage of the x-y plane homogeneity of the problem to produce time
varying one-dimensional distributions that run up the z axis through the mixing layer. Each
point in the 1D distribution is computed by volume averaging over all the cells in a slab-
shaped averaging kernel depicted schematically in figure 4.4. The finished line is assembled
from 100 non-overlapping slabs of this nature (50 for the LES) that travel upward along the
z axis.
Averaging Kernel
Figure 4.4: Illustration of volume averaging procedure used to compute one-dimensionalized
mean properties.
This operation can be formalized as a box filter of width ∆, centered on the point Z.
F (z,Z,∆) =
1 : Z −∆/2 < z < Z + ∆/20 : else (4.4)
The one-dimensionalized mean of a quantity ψ along a set of points Zi is then computed
using a discrete integration over the set of all points in the domain, using the index j and
the volume of each cell V :
ψi =
∑
j F (zj,Zi,∆)ψjVj∑
j F (zj,Zi,∆)Vj
(4.5)
This reduces the flow to a set of 1D quantities that are stable from run to run and can be
used to easily quantify the overall state of the mixing layer. Some examples are shown in
figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: One-dimensionalized mean quantities, species densities (TOP), streamwise veloc-
ity (MIDDLE) and temperature (BOTTOM), SML DNS/LES.
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The center column of images shows the development of the mixing layer, by tracking the
streamwise velocity. The good agreement between the two lines indicates that the LES
modelling of the momentum transfer is doing a good job of matching the fluid dynamics
present in the DNS. This means that any differences between the two simulations are likely
due to the presence of unmodelled TCI effects in the chemical reactions. The most notable of
these differences is the magenta line representing the partial density of combustion products
(rH2Om), which has started to grow in the t=15 µs image, outpacing the more sluggish
ignition of the solid line representing the DNS. This difference can also be seen in figure 4.6,
which plots the spatial location of the modal value of various species other time. Accelerated
mixing and ignition is a hallmark of unmodelled turbulent chemistry interaction caused by
the thickening of the fuel-air interface, and it is likely that this is the cause of the early
ignition in the LES case.
Figure 4.6: Vertical position of the modal location of the distribution of various species over
time, SML
Once the DNS ignites however, the two lines tend back toward agreement; lining up fairly well
in the 20 µs image, and staying at this level of synchronization until the simulation ends 80 µs
later. This result implies that the turbulent chemistry interaction has only transient impact
of the combustion dynamics, but the final column of images, showing the temperature, con-
tradicts this impression. The early ignition of the LES results in noticeably increased peak
temperatures in the middle two plots, but by the time the simulation ends the DNS temper-
ature distribution has overtaken the LES one, peaking nearly 200K higher. This reversal is
likely due to the chemical heat release reducing the flow density early on in the mixing layer
development, causing the energy density field in the LES to develop differently throughout
the simulation time, in spite of its similar fluid-dynamic behaviour.
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The implications of this result need to be interpreted in the context of broader scramjet
modelling using LES, where turbulent chemistry interaction is often modelled crudely or
not at all. A 5 µs difference in ignition time translates to a difference in ignition delay on
the order of a few 10’s of millimeters (using the mean streamwise velocity from the model
scramjet in the previous section), and this is comparable to the uncertainty in ignition delay
from experimental variation and the selection of chemistry schemes. Additionally, the high
temperatures and accelerated mixing of this particular simulation (relative to typical scramjet
conditions) means that 5 µs should be an underestimate of the ignition delay error in colder
flows. The temperature distribution results also confirm that transient differences in ignition
delay can have long term effects in the flow dynamics, which would have unpredictable effects
on the predictions of engine performance.
These conclusions implant turbulent chemistry interaction in the list of problems worth con-
sidering in the search for ever more accurate simulations, but they also circumscribe its
effects. Toward the end of the simulation the LES and DNS are remarkably similar, and an
engine designer or experimentalist who is struggling to get an engine to ignite at all, or match
a noisy set of pressure traces from a temperamental facility may be justified in considering
this perfectly acceptable. The results presented here may not be conclusive in answering
these questions, but they do assist in making the inevitable tradeoffs between expense and
accuracy clearer and easier to make.
4.4 Simulation Quality
A major problem with Direct Numerical Simulation is the difficulty of concluding whether
the results are numerically converged. The flow is unsteady and chaotic, and changes to the
simulation always produce different initial conditions and different instantaneous fields at
any given time. This section applies a mixture of approximations, averaging, and rules of
thumb to critically examine the numerical setup used for the simulations in this chapter.
The temporal discretisation is a relatively easy decision to justify. Each simulation is fully
unsteady and uses a CFL number of less than one (0.5 for the DNS and 0.249 for the
LES), to ensure time-accuracy, although implicit timestepping is still used to prevent any
numerical stiffness in the chemistry from becoming an issue. Figure 4.7 shows the timesteps
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for both simulations are quite small, around the order of 10 nanoseconds, similar to the other
simulations in this project.
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Figure 4.7: Timestep time histories for SML simulations.
Checking the spatial discretization is considerably more complex. The simulation domain
must contain sufficient size to support realistic turbulent flow inside it. Should the large
scales of the flow grow too large relative to the domain size, the periodic boundaries will
start to effect the results, as they are no longer representative of a real flow. Additionally,
the cell sizes should be sufficient to resolve the fine scales of the turbulent cascade, ensuring
that enough of the dissipation range is present that energy is not unphysically trapped in the
middle scales. Analysis of these requirements can be done by using approximate formulae
derived from correlations and dimensional analysis of ideal turbulence to estimate the relevant
scales, which can then be compared to the domain sizes.
The first scale is the integral length scale l0, roughly the size of the largest eddies in the
flow. This can be computed (see Gehre [2014]) using the turbulent kinetic energy kt and the
turbulent dissipation . These are as defined in equations 6.4 and 3.24, although in this case
the velocity fluctuations are not computed using a time-average velocity field, but using a
spatial-average, the one-dimensionalized velocity at each z point in the simulation.
l0 =
k
3/2
t

(4.6)
The second scale of interest, moving down the turbulent cascade, is the Taylor scale λ.
It is associated with the dissipation, lying somewhere in the inertial range, where the en-
ergy of larger eddies passes undissipated to smaller ones, toward the viscous range below it,
where energy is increasing lost to heat as the eddies break apart. Taken from Gehre [2014],
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estimating it additionally requires the kinematic viscosity (ν):
λ =
√
10νkt

(4.7)
The final scale used here is the Kolmogorov microscale η, the size range where viscosity
dominates and turbulent structures cannot persist. From Pope [2000]:
η =
(
ν3

) 1
4
(4.8)
These numbers are aggregate properties of an entire turbulent cascade. They emerge from
dimensional analysis and energy scaling laws discovered for homogeneous isotropic turbu-
lence in equilibrium, an idealization that captures some of the statistical properties of a real
turbulent flow in spite of its complexity. This means that computing each of them at each
point in the current flow produces a field of length scales without a clear physical interpreta-
tion. What does it mean for the Taylor scale to be 0.3 mm at this location, and not the one
next to it? This may be a genuinely unanswerable question, but by aggregating the results
of such a calculation using the one-dimensional averaging process, they can be interpreted
statistically, like the original definition of each quantity from IHT theory. In this manner the
results can be used for a resolution investigation, as in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: One-dimensionalized turbulent scales, SML DNS.
The results are split into two figures, which display the distribution of plane-averaged scales
for each point, Z, in the mixing layer, plotted using a logarithmic horizontal axis. The left
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figure is an early time measurement taken just as the flow becomes fully turbulent, and the
right one is a late time one just before the simulation ends. The grid spacing ∆ is marked
using a vertical line, and so is the domain size L. The curves show that the integral scale is
nicely contained within the domain, increasing over time but still less than L at the end of the
simulation time. The Taylor scale too stays roughly centered in the scale space, indicating
the presence of both an inertial range where fully developed turbulent effects are present, and
plenty of dissipation range below this. The smallest scales are represented by the blue line in
the diagrams, which does dip somewhat below the grid size limit represented by the dotted
line. (The log scale makes this look worse than it is, the two scales are really within a factor
of two or three of each other, the same order of magnitude.) It’s possible that the grid in
this simulation is partially cutting off the smallest end in the dissipation range, but the given
the uncertainty in estimating η the correspondence may be close enough that this is not an
issue. Tanahashi et al. [2000] for example, found a distribution of small reaction structures of
around 10 Kolmogorov length scales in size, and it is possible that η is a overly conservative
benchmark for ∆ for this reason. Future simulations should address this concern, but for the
present purposes it appears as if enough of the dissipation range is being computed that the
results of the analysis are still useful.
With the LES simulation being fairly close to the DNS level, (a reduction by a factor of 3 in
cell density), it might be expected that the LES resolution will be quite good. Computing
the resolved turbulent kinetic energy fraction (using equation 3.3) confirms this is the case.
Figure 4.9 shows the one-dimensionalized representation of this quantity at 20µs and 100µs
of simulation time, which is well above 80% for the entire domain.
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Figure 4.9: One-dimensionalized resolved kinetic energy fraction, SML LES.
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The last quality check is on the state of the turbulence itself. At any one point in time the
state of the turbulence can be parameterized by a Reynolds number, assuming a velocity,
kinematic viscosity, and length scale relevant to the flow problem can be defined. Following
Dimotakis [2000], we use ∆u, the relative velocity of the two layers, as the velocity scale, and
the so-called vorticity thickness δω, as the length scale:
δω =
∆u
MAX(∂u
∂z
)
(4.9)
The velocity gradients used in this calculation are computed using forward differencing from
the one-dimensionalized mean velocities (those depicted in the center column of figure 4.5).
The kinematic viscosity ν is computed from the one-dimensionalized mean properties midway
through the mixing layer, using the same Blottner/Wilke procedure as in the main simulation
code (subsection 2.1.1). The shear-layer Reynolds number is then:
Re =
∆u δω
ν
(4.10)
Charting the evolution of this quantity over time provides an overall view of the time
evolution of the turbulent flow in the domain, as in figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Shear layer Reynolds number vs time in microseconds.
Dimotakis [2000] observed fully developed turbulent behaviour above Re ≈ 10, 000, a use-
ful threshold for verifying that the apparently turbulent flow in the images in figure 4.5 is
representative of turbulence in general. Figure 4.10 shows that the flow quickly reaches this
threshold and stays above it for the rest of simulation, climbing over time as the mixing layer
grows in size, the increased length scale dominating over the increase in viscosity that occurs
due to the rising temperature, eventually reaching just over ≈ 20, 000. The result confirms
that the DNS is representative of the fully developed, high Reynolds number turbulence that
occurs in a full-sized engine, in spite of the limited physical size of the domain.
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The regime analyses applied to the model scramjets in other chapters are computed using
quasi-laminar turbulent chemistry modelling. This raises the potential objection that they
might be corrupted by the deficient modelling and could be inaccurate. Although the regimes
in the mixing layer domain may be different from those found in a full scramjet engine, com-
puting them for both the LES and DNS simulations of the mixing layer would allow the
methodology to be checked by comparison. Since the DNS calculation resolves the relevant
scales, if the diagrams from each approach are similar this offers some measure of confidence
that the regime analysis tools used in the engine chapters are trustworthy in those cases. If
they are different, then the analysis might illuminate why.
Figure 4.11 applies the flame index concepts introduced in the previous chapter to the mixing
layer simulation, with the goal of classifying the simulation into the premixed/nonpremixed
paradigm. Although one might expect non-premixed combustion due to the initial separation
of the reactants, recall that it is the relative mixing and reaction speeds that differentiate
the two abstractions. In this case the simulation shows an interesting pattern: Although the
combustion is initially strongly nonpremixed, the mixing layer quickly forms a layered struc-
ture, with a band of premixed (red) combustion occurring between layers of nonpremixed
(blue) combustion that separates it from the pure reactants above and below. The premixed
reactants then exhaust the oxygen originally transported into them by the transition to tur-
bulence, and the red layer frays apart into thin strands corresponding to the larger turbulent
structures in the mixing layer, surrounded by complex structures of burned gas. Near the
end of the simulation mostly nonpremixed combustion remains, as the combustion rates slows
due to the lack of oxygen being transported downward.
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Figure 4.11: Left: Takeno Flame Index (TFI), y=0.01 colourmaps. Right: TFA lineplots
(SML DNS/LES)
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In many ways this behaviour is reminiscent of the combustion in the model scramjet. Recall
that the rapid mixing at the combustor entrance produced isolated cores of premixed com-
bustion surrounded by layers of nonpremixed flow, and once these areas had consumed their
oxygen the premixed flow mostly vanished, leaving a layer of slower nonpremixed combustion
separating the remaining oxygen from the remaining fuel. The correspondence is interesting
and quite unintended, but allows the regime classification methodology used in the previous
chapter to be checked here as well. The right side of figure 4.11 does this, using the one-
dimensionalized averaging process to compute line plots for the Flame Index. These use a
normalised Flame Index denoted the ”Takeno Flame Index Angle” or TFA:
TFA = arccos
(
TFI
|∇YH2||∇YO2|
)
(4.11)
This quantity is represents the actual angle between the fuel and oxidizer gradients, and
makes it easier to determine premixedness on a line plot that may have very large variations
in magnitude. The lines clearly mirror the colour maps and each other, though with some
minor jitters and a slightly shifted position for the lower nonpremixed layer of blue. This
may be due to the LES model’s minor overprediction of the mixing layer growth rate, or it
may be a sampling effect. Note that this comparison uses 1D averages computed using only
the single plane shown in the accompanying image rather than integrating through the entire
3D domain. This increases the noise in the signal, but apparently not enough to disguise the
similar conclusions in the two simulations.
The other important element of the regime analysis involves the characteristic numbers Ret
and Dat, and where the simulation falls in the parameter space mapped out by them. In the
previous chapter these were computed without an explicit model for the turbulence chemistry
interaction present, and the current results can be used to check if this was an appropriate
assumption.
Figure 4.12 compares the regime diagrams using the same heatmap approach developed in the
previous chapter, and the early (20 µs) and late (100 µs) times that we have been examining.
The results show that the LES computes very similar regimes to the DNS, even with the
missing turbulent scales, as evidenced by the hot areas of the map occupying similar angular
positions. Interestingly the LES results tend to be a bit further in the radial direction, a result
that would indicate slightly stronger TCI effects to someone viewing only the LES results. But
the difference is not a major one — both diagrams would license the same conclusion about
which model to use if one needed to compute the subgrid turbulent chemistry accurately.
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Figure 4.12: Regime heatmap comparison. Left: 20 µs. Right: 100 µs. Top: DNS. Bottom:
LES
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Although the other simulations in this project are not high temperature supersonic mixing
layers, the conclusions from this section help validate the regime analysis tools used to in-
vestigate them. Note that this says nothing about the magnitude of Turbulent/Chemistry
Interaction in scramjets, nor in the supersonic shear layer studied in this chapter. Indeed
the Quasi-Laminar LES considered above did some show some signs of unresolved chemistry,
and a full-scale DNS of a scramjet engine is likely to show an even stronger effect. But the
regime analysis seems to be robust against this possibility, and suggests that Quasi-Laminar
modelling is a good first step in establishing which models should be considered in future
calculations. This point is also supported by the similarity of the regimes computed in this
section and those in the engine flowpath, a fortuitous but interesting outcome.
Recall that the conditions in this simulation are only roughly analogous to an engine flow,
with both temperature and velocity inflated to ensure rapid ignition. Nonetheless the pre-
mixed/nonpremixed dynamics in the mixing layer play out in time like their spatial analogues
in the model scramjet, and the regime diagrams highlight similar areas in the parameter space,
near the Dat = Ret diagonal line where turbulent eddies begin to affect the internal structure
of the flame, and sliding further from the origin as the combustion develops.
As for the magnitude of the TCI, the results in this chapter are suggestive but difficult to
interpret into a wider context. A difference of a few µs in ignition delay is not a significant
factor considering the noise and uncertainty in hypersonic experiments and kinetic modelling,
but it is certain that this number is an underestimate, given the elevated temperatures and
mixing rates in this quite artificial flow arrangement. Further analysis of the engine conditions
should be undertaken to try and extrapolate this result into a limit on TCI magnitude in
more practical situations.
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Chapter 5
Full-Width Model Scramjet Analysis
In this chapter the tools developed in Chapter 3 are applied to a real geometry that has been
studied experimentally. The fundamental combustion experiments of Augusto Moura (see
Moura [2018]) are used for this purpose, as they are designed to be easy to simulate and are
a brand new experimental dataset that has never been analyzed in this manner before.
The simulation used for this purpose is a large scale LES of the full experimental domain
that matches the manufactured geometry and measured boundary conditions as closely as
possible. The details of this simulation are documented first, followed by an analysis of the
flow domain itself, and finally the description of the turbulent combustion regimes. Although
not exactly an exercise in code validation, a brief comparison to some of the experimental
results is included, to verify that the unmodelled turbulent chemistry interaction is not unduly
affecting the results. At the end an additional discussion is present about what the computed
regimes mean for model design and which models are the most appropriate for use in these
conditions. This is the most pertinent question to the overall goal of this project, and it
serves as a culmination of everything presented so far.
5.1 Flowpath Description
The most significant difference between the present simulation and the model scramjet studied
in Chapter 3 is the correct modelling of the spanwise boundaries. In what follows they are
represented as fully clustered no-slip walls, rather than periodic boundary conditions as
before. Although the profile of the flowpath is similar to the one presented earlier, a number
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of experimental model, symmetric below the symmetry plane except
with no injector. All dimensions are in mm.
of important changes were made between early design and final testing of the experiments,
summarized below.
1. The engine size has been reduced by 20% in all dimensions, to ensure that the entire
intake is within the uniform core-flow of the nozzle used in the hypersonic wind tunnel.
2. The test itself has changed from a Mach 10 inflow to a Mach 8, to prevent unstart
issues caused by blockage of the highly expanded Mach 10 flow.
3. Turbulent trips were added to the flow at the beginning of the second ramp, as further
insurance against unstart events. This differs from the original design and the CFD,
which was intended to be laminar up to the injector itself.
The first two changes were easily incorporated into the simulations used in this chapter, as
documented in figure 5.1 and table 5.2, but the final change was more problematic.
The original design of the experiments called for laminar flow upstream of the injector, at
which natural transition would be affected by the injection of fuel. This setup is congenial for
an IDDES simulation, since the transition process is dealt with by the unsteady fluid motion
contained in the large eddies, which is the most accurate part of an IDDES. But a turbulent
boundary layer upstream of the flow is much more difficult to model accurately. The method
must switch rapidly from high dissipation RANS mode to low dissipation LES mode, at a
point in the flow where small turbulent fluctuations in the jet are critical to the transition
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process and are easily damped out. Peterson et al. [2006a] and Peterson et al. [2006b] have
documented that IDDES struggles with this situation not just in theory but in practice, and
additionally showed that adding some artificial fluctuations to the incoming boundary layer
resulted in markedly increased unsteadiness (and accuracy), especially for thick incoming
boundary layers.
This means that the present simulation, which uses a thick RANS boundary layer from
the point where the trips are present, is expected to transition too slowly compared to the
experimental results and subsequently result in slower mixing of fuel and oxidizer throughout
the engine compared to the real flow. This problem almost certainly contributes to the
discrepancy in Moura’s analysis of his OH PLIF data from this experiment, which found
evidence of combustion around the jet that was not present in the IDDES, and accelerated
mixing and combustion (relative to his simulations) throughout the rest of the flowpath. The
simulations used in this chapter, which are based on the same grid and settings, will also
have this issue, since it is an unavoidable flaw in the present methodology.
Future studies of this geometry should account for the trips explicitly in a more sophisticated
way, perhaps using the synthetic inflow method from Peterson et al. [2006a] (modified to use
fluctuations from a trip geometry rather than natural transition). But, with these limitations
in mind, the results are still useful in determining turbulent combustion regimes, and in
advancing the other goals of this project.
5.2 Simulation Parameters
The LES simulation used for this chapter has been labelled WALLS, based on its most salient
difference from the one featured in an earlier chapter. The boundary conditions are taken from
experimental measurements of the actual tunnel apparatus, averaged over a number of tests
and post-processed extensively the methodology documented in Moura [2018]. This process
uses the primary shock speed from each test and the initial conditions in the shock tube,
along with detailed modelling of the nozzle expansion process that accounts for chemical and
thermal nonequilibrium in the test gas. The result is the mildly dissociated Mach=7.29 flow
documented in table 5.2. Constant temperature boundaries are used for the wall boundary
conditions since the flow time is too short for significant wall heating to occur, and the
injector condition is based on calibrated mass flow rate measurements, also documented in
Moura [2018].
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Similar to PERIODIC, the first ramp is simulated separately using laminar flow, since the
natural transition in these conditions is not immediate and the entire first ramp is believed
to be laminar. Just after the start of the second ramp, this upstream flow is patched into
the full LES domain using the flux-matching supersonic boundary condition documented
in Landsberg et al. [2018]. This creates an instantaneous transition that approximates the
presence of a turbulent trip, although the process could certainly be improved as noted above.
Simulation Parameters: WALLS
Description: Model Scramjet (Experimental Configuration)
Profile: Figure 5.1
Depth: Figure 5.1
Equivalence Ratio: 0.147
Flight Mach Number: ≈ 8
Standard Altitude: 30-40 km
Table 5.1: Flow parameters of scramjet model from experiments by Moura [2018].
Solver Settings: WALLS
Solver US3D Nompelis et al. [2004]
Turbulence Model IDDES Shur et al. [2008]
Chemistry 33R/13S Kinetics Jachimowski [1992]
Gas Model Thermal Equilibrium McBride et al. [2002]
Time Advancement 2nd Order Implicit Euler subsection 2.5.7
Inviscid Fluxes 4th Order Gradient Reconstruction subsection 2.5.2
Boundary Conditions: WALLS
Inflow ρ 0.0259 kg.m−3
T 417.0 K
p 3115.6 Pa
v 2989.64 m.s−1
M 7.29
YN2 0.7311
YO2 0.1908
YO 0.0011
YNO 0.0769
Fuel Jet pt 2.09 MPa
Tt 300 K
m˙ 0.00256 kg.s−1
ρ 1.07 kg.m−3
v 1203 m.s−1
T 249 K
YH2 1.00
Wall T 300 K
Table 5.2: Solver settings and boundary conditions for simulation WALLS
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Unlike the previous model scramjet simulation the one considered here was started up in
IDDES mode, without a RANS establishment phase. This lead to a longer than typical
number of iterations to reach two flowlengths of startup time, depicted in figure 5.2. The
flowtime used in the graphs throughout this section was 184 µs, computed by taking the
converged LES meanfield and integrating the velocity vector along a line 0.49m in length,
from just above the injector to the exit plane at the end of the combustor. The plots show
the pressure and vertical component of velocity at three points in the flow, sampled in time.
The sample point in the inlet (represented in blue) is in a non-turbulent part of the flow
and stabilizes quickly, as do the green lines, which are at the start of the combustor. The
red line at the very rear of the flowpath takes the longest to establish, since it starts at the
freestream conditions and must adapt to the establishment process as it creeps downstream.
The pressure in particular develops quite slowly, only reaching a plateau once two entire
flowlengths have been computed. This point is relatively close to the mean value it stays
at during the statistics capturing phase, which indicates that sufficient time has elapsed to
develop the turbulent flow that the next phase can proceed.
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Figure 5.2: Traces of pressure and z-velocity during turbulence establishment process.
(WALLS)
For the statistics gathering phase a new set of measurement locations was setup to monitor
the flow more closely. They are displayed in figure 5.3, 14 in total. Figure 5.4 displays the
results of these measurements, a record of the streamwise velocity and pressure over the
entire statistics gathering period, to confirm that the flow was statistically stationary for
its duration. During this time a constant timestep of 8.3 ns was used, for a total of 50400
iterations. The results include a point in the inlet (blue), one at the start of the combustor
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(green), and one at the end (red), along with black lines tracing out a cumulative average
using equation 3.1. Features that would be concerning if they were present include startup
effects warping the early time history of any of the lines, long wavelength oscillations that
would distort the mean gathering process, or unexplained shifting of curves up or down in
isolated regions of time. None of these warning signs is present. Indeed the data neatly match
the ideal of a Large-Eddy-Simulation: A steady meanfield with short-wavelength stochastic
oscillations superimposed on top of it. These oscillations are caused by the turbulence that
is physically present on the grid, which seems to have fairly consistent magnitude. The mean
field images presented in this chapter use the statistics from the end of these plots, just over
two flowlengths (t=2.04) from when the statistics gathering process was started.
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Figure 5.3: Position of data recording traces during statistically steady period. (WALLS)
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Figure 5.4: Traces of pressure and y-velocity during statistically steady period. (WALLS)
5.4 Grid Resolution
The grid used for the present simulation is based on the previous one with noted changes.
Additional cells have been added to fill out the span of the domain to 64 mm, matching the
original experimental design. These side walls are treated accurately as no-slip boundary
conditions, and clustered to a first cell height of less than 1 wall unit, as shown in figure 5.5.
The overall resolution is also slightly higher across the entire domain, to facilitate a higher
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Figure 5.5: First cell height in wall units, WALLS
quality simulation. Figure 5.6 displays the grid resolution quantitatively, using the cube root
of the volume of each cell (essentially the sidelength of cube of the same volume), colour
mapped through the injector symmetry plane. The two changes both increase the total cell
count, to almost 70 million in all.
Final Grid Details
Total Cell Count 69,614,544
Inlet Wall Cell Height 1 µm
Combustor Wall Cell Height 0.5 µm
Injector Cell Size 0.03 mm
Jet Cell Size 0.1 mm
Jet Wake Cell Size 0.25 mm
Combustor Entrance Cell Size 0.2 mm
Combustor Core Cell Size 0.35 mm
Table 5.3: Grid details for simulation WALLS
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As discussed in a previous chapter, the main driver of the resolution requirements in these
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simulations is sustaining a large fraction of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy. The same
methodology is employed here as in Chapter 3: The fraction of resolved kinetic energy R is
computed using equation 3.3 and averaged over the statistically stationary period, resulting
in the field shown in figure 5.7.
Interestingly the minor differences in flow have produced a noticeably better distribution
of the resolution metric. The turbulent injector plume sits squarely in the 80% sufficiency
band, and the rest of the combustor is even better, rising above 90% in some places. The only
streaks of red are on the inlet walls, where RANS modelling is used and the resolution metric
is unreliable, and these transition quickly into green and then blue as the IDDES method
switches to its unsteady branch. The increased Reynolds number and injector density seems
to have removed most of the problematic separation from the upper corner — recall this was
the feature that proved most difficult to resolve in the periodic case. The figures presented
in this section indicate good numerical convergence of the simulation in question. The rest
of the chapter will examine its results.
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Figure 5.7: Time average resolution metric, computed over t=2.04, WALLS
5.5 Experimental Comparison
The experimental results of the campaign treated here are documented fully in Moura [2018].
This includes a Large Eddy Simulation of the experimental condition, which is compared to
the pressure and optical data taken from the experiment. The results in this chapter are based
on a rerun of this simulation with new analysis code used to gather statistics throughout.
In this section the new results are compared to the wall pressure data from Moura [2018],
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partly as a check on their validity and also because the new statistics offer some new insight
into the flow dynamics.
The simulated results in the section are assembled from a dataset of 227 stored instances of
the centreplane flowfield, each 1.66 µs apart, for just over two flow times in total. Instead
of averaging this dataset along the time axis to get a single result for the mean pressure,
we consider the dataset more holistically. First the data is sorted in the time axis, ordering
the data at each point into ascending pressures. At each point the 5th percentile datapoint
and the 95th percentile datapoint are extracted, forming an upper and a lower bracket that
contains 90% of the data at each point along the flow direction. This can be considered an
estimate of the Probability Density Function that makes no assumptions about its shape,
albeit only evaluated at two points. Figure 5.8 plots these intervals by shading the area
between them, along with the experimental results, pressure sensor measurements that have
been normalized by the first sensor point.
Figure 5.8: Wall pressure comparison using data from Moura [2018] and simulation WALLS
The vertical position of each measurement is determined by the average pressure for each
test at a given location. These positions mostly agree with the simulated results, with the
exception of the point at y=0.2 m, which seems to be significantly below the LES range. This
could mean that the shockwave at y=0.175 is seriously out of position, or that the sensor at
this position is compromised in some way. This measurement aside, the overall agreement
is good enough to justify some higher order analysis, and validates the simulation for the
purposes of this chapter.
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The errorbars in figure 5.8 are computed using three different methods of estimating the
variability of the signal at each point. The simplest approach is to use the sensor sensitivity,
calibrated to around 3.5% by Moura [2018], which is the measure that most directly embodies
the idea of an ‘uncertainty’ in the results. This method, shown in the green errorbars in figure
5.8, tends to give the smallest estimate of the variability, smaller even than the fluctuations
computed in the LES, though not quite small enough to be dismissed completely.
Another source of variability in the experimental results is the actual unsteadiness of the flow,
as computed using the standard deviation of the pressure trace for each test. The blue bars
in figure 5.8 are computed by averaging this deviation from each test together and, assuming
the fluctuations are normally distributed, extrapolating this deviation into 90% bounds that
match the procedure used to process the LES data. This is the method that most closely
matches the coloured areas from the simulation, although it includes non-turbulent sources
of unsteadiness too. In spite of this the size of the blue bars actually matches the observed
turbulent fluctuations fairly well.
But by far the largest contributor to the variability of the results is run to run variation in
the mean pressure. The red bars in the diagram use the standard deviation of the mean
pressures across all tests for each point; extrapolated to 90% ranges by assuming a normal
distribution. This variation is a natural consequence of the operational process of a shock
tunnel: Diaphragms burst inconsistently, pistons wear at their seals throughout the campaign,
and waves from the upstream processing are sometimes carried into the test section along
with the test gas. But the data reveal an interesting pattern in the measurements. Although
the early points are seem to be fairly repeatable the later ones are not. The sensor at y=0.32m
in particular has a huge amount of variation between tests, which is not easily explainable
as shock-related since the shocks at this point in the flow are fairly weak. More research
into how upstream variation affects pressure measurements in shock tunnels would help with
interpreting experimental anomalies like this in the future, but for the moment this would
take us outside of the scope of this chapter.
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The flow in the present simulation is similar in many ways to the one in Chapter 3, although
there are a number of important differences. Before presenting the turbulent combustion
regimes in the next section it will be helpful to walk through the flowfield and highlight
these differences. The opening to this chapter enumerated four physical alterations to the
simulation; the presence of side walls, the reduced domain size, the slower and hotter inflow,
and the higher injection pressure. These four changes may be considered exogenous or ex-
ternal factors — they exist outside of the system of flow dynamics and play a causal role in
its behaviour. Different but also of interest are the endogenous or internal differences: The
changed fluid mechanical features that are effects of the exogenous changes.
From a combustion perspective, the most consequential exogenous factor is the reduced inflow
Mach number. This results from the facility nozzle expanding its test flow less than in the
Mach 10 case, so the resulting inflow is also hotter and at higher pressure than before. Figure
5.9 shows the instantaneous Mach number at time=2.04. It peaks at around 7 at the inflow
and shows a proportional reduction in the combustor as well. If the model scramjet were a
real engine design this would affect its performance, leading to reduced stagnation pressure
losses and better thermodynamic efficiency. The shockwaves are also at higher angles, (see
figure 5.10) especially at the inlet, where the ramp shocks meet in front of the injector
bowshock rather than behind it, which increases the complexity of the shock train flowing
into the combustor and changes the ignition mechanics in interesting ways.
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Figure 5.9: Instantaneous Mach number M, Top: x=32mm Bottom: x=39mm (WALLS,
t=2.04)
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Figure 5.10: Instantaneous pressure gradient magnitude |∇p|, Top: x=32mm Bottom:
x=39mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
In Chapter 3 the ignition conditions were marginal but adequate, which lead to slow ignition
that occurred in the separation at the inlet and spread through the combustor in a convoluted
manner. This is no longer the case. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 display the temperature and
pressure in the new simulation, which are much higher than before, especially the pressure
which is around twice is high in most areas. This change results in immediate ignition at the
edges of the fuel plume as it enters the combustor, near annotation A. Combustion in this
area is thin and the mixing poor, resulting in a ribbon-like reaction surface that is wrapped
around the unsteady whorls of the fuel plume surface. Strong interactions with the turbulence
are expected in this area.
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Figure 5.11: Instantaneous Temperature T, Top: x=32mm Bottom: x=39mm (WALLS,
t=2.04)
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Figure 5.12: Instantaneous pressure p, Top: x=32mm Bottom: x=39mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
The combustion dynamics are depicted in figures 5.13 - 5.14. The ribbon-like ignition zone
near the top of the fuel plume is clearly visible in annotation B, but interestingly there is
also ignition in the separations that form at the combustor inlet, marked by annotation C.
The separation is not visible on the centerplane because it has been pushed sideways by the
fuel plume, but it stretches all the way to the wall and manages to entrain a small amount
of fuel that becomes well mixed in the slowly turning stagnant gas.
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Figure 5.13: Instantaneous atomic Hydrogen mass fraction YH , Top: x=32mm Bottom:
x=39mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
The presence of these two distinct ignition zones, one turbulent and fast and poorly mixed,
one wall bounded and slow and well mixed, are problematic from a turbulent chemistry
modelling perspective. In the periodic simulation, the separation proved to be the impor-
tant ignition zone. In the current one, the separations are smaller and mostly isolated from
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Figure 5.14: Instantaneous water vapour mass fraction YH2O, Top: x=32mm Bottom:
x=39mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
the main combustion zone. In realistic engines the two kinds of ignition could interact in
a complicated way or one could be dominant for reasons that are difficult to predict and
only obvious after a simulation of the engine has been run. This implies that a single set
of assumptions in one’s model may be inadequate for across the board accuracy, especially
in more realistic engine geometries where the ignition behaviour will be harder to predict a
priori.
The other important feature of the current simulation is a subtle but interesting difference
visible in 5.15. Notice that the combustion zone in the lower image has a coherent overall
shape, twin streaks that maintain their distinctness for the entirety of the flow domain. Com-
pare this to the upper image, from the periodic domain, where the coherence of the reaction
zone breaks down about halfway through the combustor and the two distinct structures mix
together into a turbulent mess that spans the entire flow domain. This difference between
the two flows affects the combustion in an important way: The current case burns in a pre-
dictable and steady manner as the plumes expand laterally, but the previous one has a major
discontinuity in the mixing and burning rates as the large scale turbulent structures shift in
arrangement.
Of the four exogenous variables the most likely cause of the difference in turbulent structure is
the sidewall boundary conditions. The turbulence in the periodic case is essentially coupled
to a virtual jet on the other side of the boundary, constantly buffeted by acoustic noise
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Figure 5.15: Instantaneous water vapour mass fraction YH2O, Top : z=-3.22mm (PERIODIC,
t=2.65) Bottom: z=-3.22mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
and waves that travel across the domain and eventually cause a complete breakdown of
the reaction structures. This means that the combustion happening in the experimental
domain is more orderly and homogeneous than before, a good thing from a classification
perspective, but also a potential issue if the conclusions it prompts are too circumscribed.
These conclusions are the subject of the next section.
5.7 Combustion Regimes
One of the three goals of this project is to characterize the combustion regimes in hypersonic
flow. In this section, the experimental domain is analyzed with the tools introduced in
Chapter 3, with more emphasis on interpreting the results and discussing what they mean.
Ultimately, the goal of a regime analysis is to assist in choosing an appropriate model or
developing a new one if needed, and a discussion of this nature is included at the end of this
section.
5.7.1 Premixedness
Figure 5.16 plots the Flame Index in the experimental domain, using a combined view of
three crossplanes cutting through the main combustion zones. The overall conclusions are
quite similar to before: The mixing structures at the start of the combustor produce a
pair of coherent premixed vortex cores, the red elements visible inside the blue boundary,
that eventually burn out and leave the second half of the combustor as almost entirely
nonpremixed. The same pattern also emerged in the Mixing Layer Simulations, and it would
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be interesting to see whether it is a general phenomenon of hypersonic combustion.1
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Figure 5.16: Takeno Flame Index (TFI). Top: x=32mm Middle: x=39mm Bottom: z=-
3.22mm, (WALLS, t=2.04)
The results suggests a layered structure of premixedness inside the flow, with identifiable
regions of each kind of combustion and neither able to be ignored completely. To qualify
this statement, it is helpful to examine the chemical heat release rate occurring in each zone,
using this quantity to gauge their relative importance.
The specific heat release rate h˙ is the rate at which chemical potential energy is being con-
verted into heat per unit mass. Multiplying it by the density gives the rate per unit volume.
Multiplying that by the volume of each cell gives the extrinsic rate H˙, measured in Watts.
H˙ = ρV
∑
s
−ω˙shfs (5.1)
By looping through the entire domain and sorting the cells into bins based on the local
flame index, one can generate an integratable curve showing the H˙ distribution in flame
index space. This curve is shown in figure 5.17, where 1000 bins are used to collect the
results, running from −1000 < TFI < 800. Integrating each half of the curve then gives the
total influence on heat release of both types of combustion, presented in table 5.7.1, along
1A glimpse of it is visible in Bates et al. [2015], figure 8 for instance, but few other engine LES simulations
have been subjected to the same kind of analysis.
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information about the volume and total mass in each:
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Figure 5.17: Extrinsic heat release rate H˙: Distribution in flame index space assembled using
n=1000 bins. (WALLS, t=2.04)
Premixed Nonpremixed
Volume: (m3) 2.27× 10−4 4.88× 10−4
Mass : (kg) 3.17× 10−5 9.59× 10−5
H˙ : (W ) 3936.6 30, 096.1
Clearly the nonpremixed regions of the combustor occupy more volume, contain more fluid by
mass, and also release more heat through chemical reactions, although they do not completely
dominate. The relative importance of each regime can also be quantified by computing the
overall mixing and combustion rates through the engine flowpath, using equations 3.8-3.20.
This time the efficiencies have been computed using the time averaged mean field species
densities, which removes the blips and spikes caused by the turbulent unsteadiness. The
results are shown in figure 5.18.
Both the entrainment and combustion efficiencies have the same two basic features. A steeply
rising curve at the start of the combustor, then a fairly straight linear increase through the
rest of the flowpath. The rise is the result of the shock/vortex interaction, which create the
initial pockets of premixed flow that can be seen in the Flame Index plots. The straight
section appears because the rest of the combustor is completely identical in cross-section,
and there is no additional geometry to help mix the flow.
The final curve is the mixed reactant efficiency, the pure hydrogen/oxygen that has been
mixed but not reacted. Unlike in the previous simulation it is fairly steady throughout the
combustor, without distinct areas where mixing or combustion can dominate the process and
pull it up or down. Interestingly the black curve does seem to be slowly increasing, as if the
equilibrium between mixing and combustion is slightly overbalanced toward the mixing side.
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Figure 5.18: Mean combustion and mixing efficiencies. (WALLS, t=2.04)
It is not completely clear why this should be the case, but the overall picture is concordant
with the Flame Index results.
This analysis supports the conclusion that multiple regimes of premixedness occur in the
combustor, appearing in separated layers controlled by the interaction between mixing and
reaction rates. The premixed regions appear because there are upstream areas where mixing
occurs much more rapidly than the reactions. Away from these areas nonpremixed combus-
tion dominates. Any turbulent chemistry interaction model that is to be used successfully in
hypersonic flow will therefore need to either be a hybrid model that can detect and switch
between nonpremixed and premixed behaviour, or a generalized model that does not make
simplifying assumptions about the gas composition.
5.7.2 Classical Regime analysis
The final step in this argument is to apply the regime analysis tools introduced in Chapter
3 to the experimental flow domain, and discuss what kind of models are most appropri-
ate for the regimes identified. For this purpose the previously recommended methods are
used: Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis for the chemical timescale (equation 3.38), the
combined resolved/subgrid methods for the turbulent dissipation (equation 3.26), and par-
titioned heatmaps where the data are filtered and mapped onto a 2D scale showing the
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concentration of points in each area of the parameter space, as in figure 3.31. Figure 5.19
shows the new dataset processed in this manner.
RANS Boundary
Layer
Injector
Chemistry
Combustion
Air Chemistry
Combustion
Air Chemistry
Figure 5.19: Combustion regime heatmap. Left: Inlet. Middle: Combustor first half. Right:
Combustor second half. (WALLS, t=2.04)
Though similar areas of the diagrams are highlighted, the heat-values of the mapped areas
are quite different. In the first image, the WALLS results reproduces a small feature near
Dat = 2 and Ret = 1 caused by the hot turbulent boundary layer on the bottom of the inlet.
The points in this area are concentrated into a narrow band in the parameter space because
the flow there is computed with RANS, and RANS modelling uses a single steady dissipation
that accounts for the entire turbulent cascade, rather than modelling an actual distribution
of structures as in the LES. This causes a clumping of the data into a single hot spot, which
overwhelms the spread of light blue indicating the reactions that occur in the LES region
behind the injector.
The two-parted split into an air and a combustion layer is also still visible in the new results,
although in this case the air chemistry is much more densely populated than the combustion
chemistry, in terms of sheer number of points. This fact is a sensible consequence of the much
wider domain in the experimental simulation, which keeps the combustion from interacting
with the sidewalls but adds a large number of cells filled with nothing but hot air that get
included in the diagram. Additionally, the inflow for the experimental simulation is computed
using an equilibrium chemistry analysis of the shock-tunnel that produces it, which (correctly)
includes dissociated species like NO and O in the freestream that were not present in the
periodic simulation. These contaminants affect the chemical timescale in the non-combusting
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areas, especially in the inlet, as can be seen in figure 5.20, which plots the chemical timescale
throughout the flow domain.
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Figure 5.20: Chemical timescale computed with CEMA. Top: x=32mm Middle: x=39mm
Bottom: z=-3.22mm (WALLS, t=2.04)
So far the heatmap regime diagrams assume that all of the points in the domain are equally
important and highlight regions of the parameter space where many of them congregate.
This identifies a dominant regime by sheer weight of numbers, but for accurate modelling
of the chemistry it may be more important to identify the most important regime, where
cells are vetted in some way by their contribution to the combustion process before being
included. This is especially important when large amounts of air chemistry is present in the
domain, since combustion is much important to the overall flow dynamics, and selecting a
model that performs well in the dissociation of air is unlikely to improve the overall accuracy
of the simulation.
Figure 5.22 addresses this problem by partitioning the dataset, not by the position of each
point, but by the total heat release per unit mass (h˙) due to chemical reactions, dominated
by ω˙H2O. The heat release in the engine is distributed very unevenly: 99% of the heat is
accounted for by just 12% of the cells in the whole domain, and tightening the criteria to
70% of the total yields only 0.8% of the total cell count. These two sets are computed by
sorting each point in the domain by its heat release rate into a distribution, then marching
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down the distribution, starting from the high end, integrating the increments from each cell
until a threshold is reached, a process visualized in figure 5.21. The cells in each set are then
separated into their own regime diagrams, shown in figure 5.22.
Figure 5.21: Distribution of heat release rate h˙. (WALLS, t=2.04)
Figure 5.22: Combustion regime heatmap. Left: All points. Middle: Nonpremixed points.
Right: Premixed Points (WALLS, t=2.04)
Surprisingly the two sets occupy very different places in the parameter space. The 99% cri-
terion that picks out any mildly reacting cell looks similar to the upper band in the right
image of the position separated heatmap. In contrast the 70% subplot, which focuses on
the 0.8% of cells making up the thick tail of the heat release distribution, is comparatively
slow; the Damkohler number is less than one hundred and the turbulent Reynolds number
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is almost laminar. This is a very interesting result. It suggests that the areas of strong heat
release are not strongly turbulent, perhaps because the heat release is feeding back on the
turbulence and dissipating the turbulent structures, a phenomenon noted by others includ-
ing Tanahashi et al. [2000] and Martin and Candler [1998] in their studies of compressible
combustion using DNS. Since low Ret (approximately laminar) combustion is only weakly
affected by turbulence/chemistry interaction, this implies that as the reactions in a scramjet
engine grow more important, they also become less affected by turbulent interactions. This
might be an explanation for the paradox of the ‘No Model’ simulations explored in a previous
chapter: The fact that many supersonic combustion simulations seem to perform adequately
without an explicit model for the way reaction rates are affected by unresolved turbulence.
The heat release rate is not the only parameter of importance to the combustion dynamics. A
combustion model that performs well in the recombination stage but poorly during ignition
will not generate accurate predictions, and figure 5.24 addresses this by separating the points
in the heatmap by using the production rate of atomic hydrogen ω˙H as a proxy for ignition.
Like the heat release rate, the distribution of H reaction rates is very lopsided, but unlike the
heat release has significant negative and positive values. Figure 5.23 plots this distribution
using a symmetric log scale, which behaves linearly at small values of the y axis so that
signed datasets with large variation in magnitude can be visualized.
Figure 5.23: Distribution of ω˙H (linear scale between 10 and -10) (WALLS, t=2.04)
The selection criteria for the next heatmap are the coloured lines in 5.23, points more negative
than 0.01% of the minimum, and points more positive than 0.01% of the maximum. Positive
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H production is a marker for ignition reactions, and these are clustered around the diagonal
line on the diagram where the two parameters are equal, in a location that suggests ignition
is relatively fast compared to each cells respective turbulence. The H consumption (negative
reaction rates) overlaps with the 70% heat release results, as might be expected since H
consumption is an important part of the recombination step at the end of the combustion
process. These results are a counterpoint to the conclusion in the previous paragraph. They
suggest that the ignition part of combustion is strongly affected by turbulence, and that a
functioning model in the fast reactions regime will be needed to compute this accurately.
Figure 5.24: Combustion regime heatmap. Left: All points. Middle: Completion reactions.
Right: Ignition reactions (WALLS, t=2.04)
The final step of any regime analysis is to connect the position of the combustion in the
parameter space with a simplified physical representation that can be used to develop a
model. These representations are different for premixed and nonpremixed combustion, and
so figure 5.25 begins by separating the points in the dataset using their TFI value. Small
values of TFI are excluded to limit the dataset to strongly reacting points, in this case a limit
of ±100. Consistent with the previous analysis the nonpremixed subset is larger, though not
by enough to comfortably dominate the combustion mechanics. Both types of combustion
occupy similar areas of the parameter space, representing fast combustion and relatively
intense turbulence, although the nonpremixed one has a more inhomogeneous distribution,
with a large cluster around Dat = 1 (annotation B) and a broad, near vertical trail that
stretches up toward the top of the parameter space at annotation A. Lowering the TFI
threshold below 100 has little effect on the premixed diagram, although it weakly affects the
non-premixed diagram, strengthening feature A and siphoning heat away from feature B. This
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is a straightforward consequence of the results from the heat release rate analysis: Feature
B comes from the most strongly burning parts of the flow, which have large fuel/oxidizer
gradients and thus large TFI values, feature A is everything else.
A
B
Figure 5.25: Combustion regime heatmap. Left: Nonpremixed points. Right: Premixed
Points (WALLS, t=2.04)
The lines on the premixed diagram are the ones identified as important by Gehre [2014], and
were collected from the analyses of many others, such as Cocks et al. [2014] and Veynante and
Vervisch [2002]. Since the two parameters on the diagram are not completely independent,
it is their ratio that impacts the physical interpretation of each region. One can think of
the space as being carved into zones by the hand of a clock, where the angle the clock hand
makes from the origin defines the kind of combustion occurring. In this analogy, shortening
the clock hand, approaching the origin of the diagram, would mean a weaker influence of the
TCI, due to the reducing turbulence intensity.
Starting from twelve o’clock on the premixed diagram and sweeping around, the following
regimes are identified: At twelve o’clock the reactions are so fast that the turbulence is power-
less to stop them. These reactions occur in thin sheets that are barely wrinkled by turbulent
structures that pass through them. As the hand moves clockwise the strength of the turbu-
lent/chemistry interaction grows and the flame starts to be distorted. At 1:30 (the diagonal
line where the two dimensionless numbers are equal) the mean turbulent fluctuation velocity
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is approximately equal to the flame speed propagation speed u′ = Sl and the geometry of
the flame starts to become more complex, the effective reaction rates increasing as the area
available for combustion is increased by the folding of the flame front.
The next line has a slope of one half, corresponding to around 2:30 on the clock face, a
boundary where the timescales of the smallest turbulent structures tη are equal to the chem-
ical timescale. Past this point the smallest eddies in the turbulence start to pierce into the
flame itself; intermediate species are turned over and convected toward the fresh gases, and
the one-dimensional structure so explored by laminar flame analyses begins to break down, in
addition to severe distortion and breaking apart of the surface itself. Here the assumptions of
laminar chemistry are increasingly inadequate as the turbulence/chemistry interaction grows
in strength, peaking as the clock hand approaches the next milestone, 3 o’clock. This line,
where Dat = 1 , is hard to interpret conceptually and the physical nature of the flow occur-
ring there is unclear. The combustion is deeply embedded in the turbulent cascade with all
its complexity, and the difficulty of TCI modelling is at its most extreme.
Further clockwise progression begins to improve this state of affairs. In the distributed re-
actions regime the turbulence begins to churn much faster than the reactions can keep up,
and the unresolved scales of the flow become increasingly uniform and well mixed. These
are conditions where quasi-laminar assumptions are starting to become more reasonable, al-
though in compressible flow there may still be strong temperature and pressure fluctuations
that affect the reaction rates in their own way. The final line at 4:30 is where the largest tur-
bulent scales, the integral scale, matches the chemical one. In this region the entire turbulent
cascade is smaller than the chemical scales and the turbulent interaction strength starts to
become increasingly weaker, until at 6 o’clock it is practically eliminated once more.
Where then, do the scatter of points lie in this landscape? The data suggest significantly
less spread than originally posited by Gehre [2014]. The reactions are certainly quite fast
and mostly line up underneath the diagonal where the reaction zones have their internal
structure affected by the turbulence in addition to their geometry, in the corrugated flamelet
regime where the internal structure of the flame is beginning to be affected by the turbulence.
This conclusion suggests that a premixed turbulent combustion model intended for scramjet
usage should be wary of excessive simplification about the flame’s internal structure, and
should include some information about the geometry of the turbulence in its predictions of
the interaction magnitude.
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The nonpremixed diagram is more difficult to interpret and unfortunately more important
due to the dominance of this mode of combustion in the kind of flow found in supersonic
combustors. Traditional analyses taken from subsonic flow tend to cut the parameter space
into three areas, using lines of half gradient in the log space. At the top of the diagram
is a thin flamelet region, where reactions are fast and the turbulence effects them little; in
the middle an area where the flame is buffeted unsteadily by the turbulence and interaction
effects are strong; and at the bottom a region where the turbulence is so intense it begins to
quench and extinguish the flame. The exact placement of the lines on the plot were taken
from Fureby [2012] and should not be taken too seriously, since they are computed from DNS
simulations of a flow that may be quite different to the one studied here. The support for
a thin flame model seems fairly clear, as well as strong turbulence for it to interact with,
implying a complex system of distorted reaction sheets will be present. It is also unclear
whether scramjet flow can really have a distinct quenching line, since the conditions are so
hot that turbulence of any strength may insufficient to produce noticeable extinction.
This is an area where the state of the art will require improvement before our present state of
uncertainty can be dispelled. Any judgement of a particular model’s fitness will be hampered
by the lack of a clear physical interpretation the areas in the nonpremixed diagram. Further
DNS and theoretical work should be aimed addressing this problem.
What are the implications of these results for model selection? Between the two broad classes
of model types, flamelet and kinetics based approaches, there is no clear winner. A flamelet
model is suggested by the relatively fast combustion that exists in the premixed results, and
in some of the faster nonpremixed cells. But recall that in both cases the turbulence is small
enough to get into the flame structure and alter the reaction rates beyond merely warping or
straining the flame. An additional headache is the mere presence of two kinds of combustion,
premixed flow in the fuel plume vortex cores, and nonpremixed flow else where. In order
to successfully model such a flow, one would require a hybrid premixed/nonpremixed flame
table, corrections for strong compressibility, and a sophisticated model for the churning of
the reactants inside the flame surface by the smallest turbulent structures. To my knowledge
no such model yet exists, though a good place to begin developing one would be to study
the switch from premixed to nonpremixed combustion in hypersonic flow, aiming to develop
a switching strategy that can accurately predict this behaviour.
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On the kinetics side there are different problems. Since the chemical timescales in a hyper-
sonic flow are so small, there is bound to be subgrid or unresolved structures in the chemistry
that quasi-laminar chemistry cannot handle, analogous to the subgrid turbulent structures
that a fluid dynamic turbulence model is used for. Some kind of Partially Stirred Reactor
model (subsection 2.6.2) is probably a good candidate for dealing with this kind of complex-
ity, although the assumption of subgrid homogeneity is likely to be a problem. (Recall that
nonpremixed combustion zones can be very thin, and current PaSR models, including the
modern Extended PaSR model, tend to assume an isotropic and homogeneous distribution of
subgrid structure inside each cell.) The Linear Eddy Model (subsection 2.6.5) is also a good
candidate for predictive simulations, since it contains an explicit representation of mixing and
combustion at the smallest scales, and these two effects are both finite in speed compared
to the relevant scales. The model also allows the small eddies to interfere with the flame
structure via the Triplet-Mapping process, which rearranges small areas of the 1D subgrid
domain to match the diffusion speed of a small eddy. Older version of the LEM suffered from
the same lack of directionality as the PaSR models, although some new implementations
explicitly align their subgrid domains in space (Sankaran and Menon [2005]), using the direc-
tion of the scalar dissipation gradient. This kind of complexity would serve the model well
in dealing with the flow that has been studied in this thesis, where simplifying assumptions
are hard to justify and the different physical processes tend to interact on similar timescales.
Ultimately better models will be the result of further insight into the physics of subgrid
turbulent combustion. Though classification into fast and slow combustion, premixed and
nonpremixed, flamelet or distributed, are helpful from a broad perspective, ideally in the
future we should seek to identify what each area of the parameter space in a regime analysis
actually means. What physical picture of the subgrid flow can be attached to the nondimen-
sional numbers that characterize it? Powerful, predictive, and reliable turbulent combustion
modelling is still an unsolved problem, but such a model will have to be built out of physics
based components that replicate the actual forces shaping the flow statistics at the smallest
scales. Successfully quantifying these forces would be a major advancement in the grand
mystery of turbulent flow.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of Laser Induced Plasma Ignition
in a Hypersonic Crossflow
This section is a reproduction of the following paper:
Nicholas Gibbons, Rolf Gehre, Stefan Brieschenk, and Vincent Wheatley. Simulation of laser-
induced plasma ignition in a hypersonic crossflow. AIAA Journal, 56(8):3047–3059, August
2018a. doi: 10.2514/1.J055821
It applies the tools considered in the previous parts of this document to a problem of practical
interest, the ignition of scramjet flow using laser-induced plasmas. The problem involves
tight coupling of turbulence and ignition, and sits within the theme of the project, specifically
research question three: The analysis of flame dynamics in realistic flows.
As first author on this paper I performed all of the simulations documented within, performed
all analysis of the data, and produced all of the text and all but one of the figures in the
paper. The other authors contributed a large amount of technical advice and guidance to
this process, without which it would not have been possible. This included code fragments,
grid designs and troubleshooting advice from Rolf Gehre; experimental data, figures, and
laser-induced plasma modelling advice from Stefan Brieschenk; and frequent guidance from
Professor Vince Wheatley. All three secondary authors also contributed feedback to the draft
manuscript.
However, since almost all of the paper’s substance is my own original research, it is presented
here as part of the examinable material for this document.
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The cost of reaching orbit remains a major practical obstacle to human colonization of space.
With the substantial deployment of satellite systems in the last 30 years, the global economy is
also heavily reliant on orbiting technology for communications, global positioning, and earth
observation, but repairing and replacing these systems is very expensive. Improved launch
vehicle technology will make these missions safer and more cost-effective by using advances in
propulsion technology such as scramjet engines. Scramjets are experimental aircraft engines
that use atmospheric oxygen in their combustion chambers, rather than carrying it on-board
like a traditional rocket engine. Hypothetical launch vehicles have been proposed that offer
significant advantages in launch operability (Flaherty et al. [2010]) and payload mass fraction
to orbit (Smart and Tetlow [2009]) by using existing air-breathing engine concepts. These
systems are designed to provide optimal performance at a fixed flight Mach number, using a
large amount of inlet compression to preheat the incoming air above the autoignition tem-
perature (Smart [2012]) of their fuel. On an accelerating trajectory like an orbital insertion
flight, a scramjet designed like this will suffer from low combustor temperatures at low speed
and lower pressures at high speed than is optimal, which interferes with the combustion per-
formance. These are inevitable compromises of inlet design and are caused by the thinning
of the atmosphere at high altitude, but the problem could be mitigated by using an external
energy source to ignite the flow.
In this work we consider external ignition systems, where a reservoir of stored energy is
concentrated in a small region of gas to form a high-temperature plasma. If the conditions
are suitable, the heat and radical species created can ignite a self-sustaining flame front,
burning the fuel to release heat, which is then available for propulsion (Leonov et al. [2011]).
In unfavorable conditions the flame does not spread, because of low temperatures or pressures,
poor premixing, or high strain-rates, all of which prevent the radicals from completing the
final heat releasing steps in their chain reactions. In such a case, the external ignition system
may operate in a repetitive periodic fashion. Electric discharge is the most common external
ignition aid in previous studies (Do et al. [2010]), but plasma-assisted ignition of supersonic
propane mixtures has also been demonstrated experimentally using a microwave discharge
(Esakov et al. [2006]), although a plasma must already be present to begin absorption on
startup.
Here we consider applying a pulsed laser beam to produce a small kernel ionized gas, by
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focusing the beam into a tiny point and driving it with a large amount of energy over
tens of nanoseconds. This method is advantageous for supersonic applications because the
converging beam can pass through a window and ignite the flow nonintrusively. Brieschenk
et al. (Brieschenk et al. [2013]), (Brieschenk et al. [2012b]), (Brieschenk et al. [2014]) have
studied this method experimentally, investigating the behavior of hydrogen jets in hypersonic
crossflow and their interaction with laser-induced plasma (LIP). Their time-resolved images
of the ignition process detected the signature of radical formation, but no stable anchored
flame was formed.
In what follows, we will briefly describe these experiments before reporting on the current
work, which recreates the test conditions numerically using wall-modelled large eddy simu-
lations (WMLES). This technique directly resolves the majority of the unsteady motion of
the flow field, an important consideration because the timescales of the laser ignition process
and the turbulent flow are similar, and they will directly interact in a manner which may
not be satisfactorily resolved using an a time averaging method. The influence of the laser is
patched into the simulations using the techniques developed in Section 6.3, followed by the
technical details required to document the numerical methods used in the simulation code
in Section 6.4. The remaining sections describe the results of the calculations and compare
them to the experimental data available. The aim of the analysis is to provide a detail-rich
characterization of the behavior of the laser-induced blast wave and the plasma remnant left
over after recombination, including their interaction with the crossflow. Identifying the phys-
ical processes involved will inform the design of future experiments so that they can target
the right questions to answer and improve ignition technology for use in flight.
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In the experiments of Brieschenk et al. [2014], a hypersonic flow was generated using a
free-piston-driven shock tunnel and subsequently processed by a compression ramp to tem-
peratures and pressures too low to cause hydrogen autoignition. The specific case produced
here is a Mach 8 flow over a generic scramjet geometry, with a single hydrogen fuel injector
on the inlet ramp, and a laser-induced plasma produced inside the injector throat. The ramp
section of the model is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Flow is left to right, and the model has been
bifurcated through the injector to show the internal structure and laser focusing apparatus.
The component marked “sonic fuel injector” is a 5-mm-long cylinder with a 2 mm diameter
angled at 81 deg to the cross-flow, and during a test it injects hydrogen gas at a high enough
pressure to result in a locally choked fuel stream.
Figure 6.1: Images reproduced from Brieschenk et al. (2014) (Brieschenk et al. [2014]).
Left: Nozzle and model setup with shock positions, page 2, figure 1. Right: Schematic
representation of experimental equipment, from page 2, figure 2.
Although the crossflow is too cold to ignite the hydrogen by itself, during the test a Q-
switched ruby laser with wavelength λ = 694.3nm is focused onto the injector/ramp interface
for a pulse-width of 40ns, forming a high-pressure kernel of hot ionized hydrogen. As this
region expands out into the crossflow, a sequence of planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF)
images were taken, measuring the fluorescence of the hydroxyl radical. These images provide
an instantaneous view of the unsteady reacting flow and will be compared with numerical
results in a later section of this paper.
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The laser-induced plasmas considered in this work are produced by the mechanisms identi-
fied in Brieschenk [2011], beginning with multiphoton ionization at the focal point due to
the intense photon flux. This produces a low concentration of free electrons that can absorb
energy from the laser directly via the inverse-Bremsstrahlung process, rapidly increasing the
electron temperature at this point. Further ionization follows as the high-temperature elec-
trons collide directly with the heavy particles, leading to a runaway process of exponentially
increasing electron density. As the initial core of plasma becomes fully ionized it becomes
opaque to the laser, causing the incident light to strike the near side of the kernel and pro-
duce a new layer of ionization on this side. This causes the kernel to grow backward toward
the laser source with extraordinary velocity, typically in excess of 100 km/s (Raizer [1965]).
Behind the ionization front, the heated gas slowly begins to expand, forming a swollen and
distorted ellipsoid of plasma that is stretched out toward the beam source. As the heavy
particles begin to equilibrate with the high-temperature electrons, the gas pressure and bulk
temperature increase, and significant energy is lost as radiation. Over a longer timescale,
the high pressure also causes the kernel to expand, which drives a strong blast wave out into
the flow and leaves behind a core of dissociated gas that cools rapidly. These two features,
a blast wave and a remnant of leftover radical species, are characteristic of laser-induced
plasmas and are the important effects to include when attempting to capture the influence
of the laser on the fluid dynamics. Because this investigation is mostly interested in the
effects of the energy deposition on the flow away from the initial location of the spark, we
have used an approximate methodology that captures the energy driving the spark’s blast
wave and subsequent injection into the flow only. This approach does not consider the non-
equilibrium, radiative thermochemical processes that occur during the spark’s formation, as
these would be too expensive to include in an LES and are not expected to play a crucial
role in the ignition behavior, because this occurs over a timescale many orders of magnitude
larger than the laser-induced plasma (LIP) formation time. Our method is similar to the
approach employed in Dors and Parigger [2003] and Phuoc [2005], where an instantaneously
formed plasma kernel is integrated into a CFD solution that examines the flowfield produced
by the energy deposition as it evolves in time. Their results show that this approach tends
to perform well at replicating fluid-dynamic effects in the far-field, even without explicitly
modeling the LIP formation process.
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Previously (Gibbons et al. [2015]) we applied an analytical model of the formation process
developed by Raizer [1965], which describes the propagation of the breakdown front using an
analogy with chemical detonation waves.
D =
∂r
∂t
=
[
2(γ2 − 1) J
ρ0
] 1
3
(6.1)
where γ is the gas ratio of specific heats, ρ0 is the initial density of the gas, and J is the
irradiance, measured in W/m2. The irradiance striking the breakdown front can be estimated
by using the total energy input divided by pulse time to compute the average power, and
dividing this by the area of the breakdown front. Assuming that the plasma forms in a
cone shape as the breakdown wave travels up the converging laser beam, this area is given by
A = 2pir2(1−cos(θ)), where θ is the beam convergence angle. The distance of the breakdown
front from the focus r has the governing equation:
r(t) =
[
(γ2 − 1)E
ρ0∆tpi(1− cos(θ))
] 1
5
·
[
5t
3
] 3
5
(6.2)
In Brieschenk et al. [2013] an Nd:Yag laser and a hydrogen pressure vessel at 2 atmospheres
were used to study the behavior of the LIP as a prelude to the hypersonic flow experiments
recreated in this paper. High-speed photography of the plasma kernel immediately after
formation revealed an ellipse of strongly radiating gas with long and short dimensions of
≈ 2.3 mm and ≈ 0.7 mm respectively.
Although the breakdown front area is approximately conical due to the converging beam, the
ellipsoidal shape captured in the high-speed photography shows that some expansion occurs
during the formation period, as the pressure in the cone tip equilibrates with the rest of
the plasma. By using 6.2 to estimate the long axis length of the experimentally measured
ellipsoid, we are effectively assuming that the lateral expansion of the plasma has no impact
on the breakdown wave process, resulting in an estimated kernel length of 3.05 mm. This
calculation used the parameters from the pressure vessel LIP tests; pulse energy of 165 mJ;
deposited over 10 ns; with beam angle of θ = 1.9◦; and an ambient density of 0.1637 kg/m3.
The length is an overestimate of ≈ 30% which is comparable with the magnitude of the
uncertainty in the experimental measurement. The same formulation was used to estimate
the kernel size for the scramjet ignition experiments, and assuming the overestimation to be
of the same order, will be scaled down by ≈ 30% to match the above. The main experiment
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used a discharge energy of 650 mJ; pulse duration of 40 ns; focal length of 75 mm; and effec-
tive aperture of 17 mm, but the density in the simulation varies because the kernel forms in
the fuel injector. Using a simulated density distribution and a numerical version of equation
6.2, we estimate a long axis dimension of 2.40 mm which is used in the numerical simulations
presented in the subsequent sections.
To simulate the flowfield generated by the laser ignition system, we consider patching an
ellipsoid of high-temperature flow into an existing CFD solution, by increasing the internal
energy of the affected gas to match the value measured in the experiment, corrected for
radiative losses. The energy deposition process is assumed to occur isochorically (at constant
volume), due to the large mismatch between the timescale of the energy deposition (several
nanoseconds) and the timescale of the gasdynamics (limited by the blastwave travel time to
the order of microseconds). This means that the region affected by the laser stays relatively
still during the pulse, heating and growing in pressure without being able to push waves into
the surrounding flow that would allow it to expand and change in volume. This mismatch
of scales is what allows us to patch the extra energy in a single timestep without much
consideration of the formation mechanics of the plasma kernel.
With the size of the kernel known from above, the problem is reduced to constant density
heat addition in each computational cell within the kernel, using a subroutine that accounts
for chemical and thermal equilibrium. Spectroscopic measurements of a similar laser-induced
plasma in H2 provide some evidence that local thermodynamic equilibrium is a reasonable
approximation (Kielkopf [1995]) for the gas state after the laser pulse has ended and enough
time has elapsed for the expansion process to begin affecting the surrounding flow. We ex-
clude ionized species from the gas composition because ionic recombination happens quickly
compared with the fluid mechanical effects: Brieschenk [2011] estimates a timescale on the
order of 100 ns after which the radiative emission from the ionized species is no longer visible.
Even though this implies that most of the ionized gas has recombined by the time of the igni-
tion incident, because the electron concentration falls exponentially there may be some trace
concentration of the ionized species present during the ignition. This is a minor technical
limitation of the present study that will be addressed in future work.
The development of a correction for radiative losses is described more fully in Gibbons et al.
[2015], in which the input energy to a simulated pressure vessel test is scaled down until the
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fluid dynamics matches the laser thermometry measurements from Brieschenk et al. [2013].
The relevant feature, a temperature peak caused by the blast wave reflecting off the tank
walls and recompressing the plasma, occurs partway between simulations that assume that
60% and 70% of the input energy is immediately lost to radiation. Radiation losses of this
kind of magnitude are consistent with the calculations in Phuoc [2005], and so we have used
65% as a tentative estimate of the radiative losses in the main experiment. Table 6.2 presents
a summary of the conditions used to initialize the LIP.
Laser Parameters
Discharge Energy 650 mJ
Radiation loss % 65±5
Corrected Energy 227.5±65 mJ
Laser Wavelength: 694.3 nm
Pulse Width: 40 ns
LIP Length: 2.40 mm
LIP Radius: 0.37 mm
LIP Mean Conditions
T 15,600 K ±30%
p 106.1 MPa ± 30%
YH2 0.023
YH 0.977
cv 12,326.1 J/kg
Figure 6.2: Profile of varying temperature, pressure, and composition through the plasma
kernel at time=0.0 seconds.
6.4 CFD Methodology
Simulations are performed using US3D, a hybrid-flux finite volume compressible flow solver
developed at The University of Minnesota to study aerospace flows in complex geometries
(Nompelis et al. [2004]). US3D solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations on an arbi-
trary structured/unstructured hybrid grid and is equipped for chemical and thermal nonequi-
librium.
The inviscid fluxes are computed using a modified Steger Warming method, which recon-
structs the conserved variables on each side of each cell face using upwind extrapolation to
obtain second-order spatial accuracy. The “modified” refers to the process of calculating the
flux Jacobian at each face using a weighted average of nearby cells, with a weighting for-
mula that depends on the difference in pressure of the two cells. This reduces the numerical
dissipation of the method in the smoothly varying regions of the flow, but allows a smooth
transition to the highly dissipative unmodified Steger Warming formulation near discontinu-
ities in pressure, which is important for capturing shockwaves and other highly compressible
supersonic phenomena. The effects of turbulent flow can be accounted for using either of two
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Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models, or with (WMLES). For WMLES a low
dissipation flux calculator is used, in which the Steger-Warming fluxes are decomposed into
a symmetric and a dissipative component, and a fourth-order gradient reconstruction scheme
replaces the symmetric terms. The dissipative component is then multiplied by a switch that
removes its influence in smooth regions of the flow, detected using the velocity divergence.
The details of calculating the low dissipation fluxes can be found in Peterson et al. [2013].
In the present simulations, a 33-equation, 13-species hydrogen-air oxidation model is used
based on the work of Jachimowski (Jachimowski [1992]). This model has performed well
in comparative testing (Gehre [2014]), and was believed to be a good compromise between
expense and accuracy. To account for thermal nonequilibrium produced in the nozzle by
the sudden expansion of the high-temperature supply gas, a separate transport equation is
solved for the vibrational energy of all non-monatomic species. Energy transfer between the
vibration and translation-rotation modes is computed using the Landau-Teller relaxation for-
mula (Park [1990]), with relaxation times drawn from the modified Park scheme described
in Gehre et al. [2012a], which replaces the quasi-empirical Millikan-White coefficients with
experimentally determined ones for collisions between dissimilar species. The WMLES for-
mulation is the improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) method (Shur et al.
[2008]), in which a blending function for the length scale in the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model is used to smoothly transition from RANS in near-wall boundary layers to low dis-
sipation LES mode away from walls. The implementation in US3D has been used to study
many compressible reacting flows using WMLES (Peterson and Candler [2010]), (Peterson
et al. [2009]), (Peterson et al. [2014]), (Peterson et al. [2011]) and most notably in the same
experimental setup considered in this work (Gehre et al. [2012b]). In these tests, the code
showed a remarkable reproduction of the temperature map obtained through nonintrusive
PLIF images, including the reconstruction of flow structures in the upstream separation zone
that were not present in RANS simulations of the same flow.
6.4.1 Simulation Geometry
The details of the simulation setup closely follow previously published calculations in terms
of the grid topology, cell sizes, boundary conditions, and temporal resolution (Brieschenk
et al. [2012a]). The boundary conditions are summarized in Fig. 6.3, and the dimensions of
the flow domain are shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Flow domain coloured by different wall boundaries and symmetry plane grid.
Some boundaries have been removed for clarity, but these planes have the same condition as
their symmetric counterparts.
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Figure 6.4: Flow domain shape in x-y plane with dimensions in mm. Z dimension is planar
to a depth of 70 mm, except for the injector, a 2 mm diameter tube in the center of the
domain.
6.4.2 Boundary Conditions
To compute an accurate inflow condition, the facility nozzle is simulated separately and a
line of solution variables is taken from the nozzle exit plane and mapped onto the 3D grid
by projecting each cell backward onto the nozzle plane, and interpolating. This process
uses reflected shock stagnation conditions from Brieschenk et al. [2014] and feeds them into
an axisymmetric CFD simulation of the actual nozzle geometry, which computes the flow
nonuniformities accounting for thermal nonequilibrium. All details of these simulations are
the same as in previous studies of this experimental equipment and the reader is referred to
Brieschenk et al. [2012a] for details. The test gas used is air, and the NO percentage generated
by the shock reflection process is calculated by using CEA2 (Gordon and McBride [1994])
to determine the composition of partially dissociated air assuming thermal and chemical
equilibrium. The converged nozzle solution is depicted in Fig. 6.5, along with the centerline
conditions and the stagnation conditions used for the inflow.
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The experimental rig used sidewalls to constrain the flow on either side of the ramp and
minimize three dimensionality. They produce a weak shock that does not interact with the
core flow until further downstream than is considered here. In the simulation, each wall
was modeled with a symmetry plane in the correct position without grid clustering in the
wall normal direction. The outflow boundary behind the jet is modelled using a supersonic
outflow extrapolation, and is fitted with a “sponge-layer” of highly stretched cells to damp out
any turbulent motion that may cause locally subsonic flow and subsequent numerical issues.
Walls other than side walls are treated as no-slip boundaries at a constant temperature of
300 K and are clustered to ensure y+ < 1 for wall adjacent cells. The fuel injector geometry
includes a dummy plenum-like space to ensure that waves from the laser detonation are
not spuriously destroyed as they pass through the hydrogen inflow boundary. The inflow is
generated using a subsonic mass-flow-specified boundary condition (Jirasek [2006]), and is set
to pure hydrogen at a stagnation temperature of 300K and flowrate of 3.7 g/s as measured
experimentally.
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Figure 6.5: Left: Nozzle simulation outflow Mach number and pressure maps. Right: Cen-
treline properties at outflow and stagnation properties at inflow.
6.4.3 Startup and Statistical Convergence
Each simulation was started from a freestream condition similar to the nozzle core flow
and run until a steady state was reached, defined as when the sum of the density residuals
had dropped by three orders of magnitude. The startup procedure uses second-order spatial
accuracy, and large CFL implicit timestepping to rapidly approach a suitably steady solution.
RANS turbulence modeling is used with a small value of the Spalart-Allmaras field variable
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νˆ/ν = 0.01 initialized at the inflow, to approximate a laminar boundary layer on the ramp
in front of the jet.
Once steady flow is established, the simulations are switched to WMLES mode; fourth order
low-dissipation flux calculators, the IDDES turbulence model, and second-order Backward
Euler timestepping using the Full-Matrix-Point-Relaxation (FMPR) method introduced in
Wright et al. [1996]. FMPR is a data parallel scheme for updating a viscous flow solution
implicitly, and uses a series of sweeps (four substeps in this case) to numerically invert the
large sparse matrix associated with the system of linear equations that discretize the flow
dynamics in time. A constant timestep of 5 ns is used for all cases, and second-order time
accuracy is achieved by storing the previous step’s rate of change for each conserved variable,
and blending it into the result computed by the ordinary one-step Backward Euler scheme.
In this mode, the simulated flow develops natural instabilities in the fuel jet, causing the jet
surface to roll up into large coherent vortices and eventually transition to fully turbulent flow
further downstream.
There are three flow length scales of interest; the full domain length (121.5+60.0 mm),
jet-to-outflow length (60 mm), and injector diameter (2 mm). Using a nominal freestream
velocity of 2100 m/s each can be associated with a timescale that is useful for presenting
statistical data, although the jet-to-outflow plane is probably the most relevant. After the
WMLES simulation begins, two flow lengths (jet to outflow plane) are simulated to allow
the influence of the initial transient structures to pass out of the domain, and then at least
5 flow lengths are used to collect statistical information for the grid resolution investigation.
These times are chosen based on the recommendations in Gehre [2014], and are required to
be long compared with the turbulent timescales to ensure that the grid resolution study has
converged statistics.
6.4.4 Grid Resolution
Three meshes have been created to investigate the effect of resolution on the simulation
results. This is standard practice in modern computational science, but the verification of a
large-eddy simulation is a little more involved than a typical steady flow solution. In an LES,
actual fluctuations in the solution are used to drive the turbulent transport of momentum
and energy, on top of small contributions from subgrid models. If the fluctuations are not
resolved correctly then the upper part of the turbulent cascade will not be present in the
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solution, which will not then correctly approximate a Navier-Stokes governed flow. A second
separate issue concerns the filter width, which must be small enough to cutoff the turbulent
cascade in the inertial subrange, where the resolved turbulence can hand over to the subgrid
model. Although both of these criterion come down to ensuring that the cell density is high
enough in turbulent areas, they are different and must both be considered carefully when
evaluating mesh quality. Details of the three meshes are shown below:
Total Cell Count 2,489,320 7,255,930 27,797,340
Cell Size (Injector, mm) 0.07 0.045 0.03
Cell Size (Breakdown, mm) 0.16 0.13 0.08
Cell Size (Downstream, mm) 0.4 0.25 0.15
In what follows, statistical data obtained from the medium and fine grids are analyzed to
assess the spatial resolution requirements. The coarse simulation had insufficient cell-density
for the low-dissipation fluxes to function properly, and was too unstable for a solution to be
obtained.
The simplest method to begin investigating grid resolution is simply to examine the flow,
looking for signs of poorly resolved numerical turbulence. Figure 6.6 shows a comparison of
the mass fraction of hydrogen leaving the injector for the medium and fine grids. Notice that
the medium grid shows some unsteady features, but the turbulence seems to display a more
distinct shedding period and contains less small scale irregular structure than the fine grid
simulation. Importantly, the level of detail is not just lower because there are fewer cells to
resolve the same features, but because the larger cells have a damping effect that prevents
them from being generated in the first place. The breakdown process depends on amplifying
small instabilities in the flow on the windward side of the fuel jet, down close to the injector.
The importance of resolving this region correctly is discussed in (Peterson and Candler [2010])
and other studies of hypersonic LES, and this can be the dominant concern in grid generation,
as it was here. In contrast to the medium results, the fine grid shows a richer range of
turbulent scales, combined with more intermittent shedding and a higher volume of well
mixed gas downstream.
More quantitative analysis is obtained using the resolution criterion, in which the fraction
of resolved turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) compared with an estimated subgrid TKE is
presented. In this paper we adopt the convention where a time average is denoted using
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Figure 6.6: Cross section map of hydrogen (H2) mass fraction, showing unsteady features in
the medium (left) and fine (right) LES simulations.
an overbar; x and a filtered quantity (computed directly by the LES simulation) is denoted
using a tilde; x˜. The average resolved turbulent kinetic energy has been computed using:
k˜ =
1
2
[
(u˜− u˜)2 + (v˜ − v˜)2 + (w˜ − w˜)2
]
(6.3)
The average subgrid TKE may be approximately estimated using a result from Gehre [2014]
as in the following equation, where νt is the kinematic eddy viscosity, ∆ is the maximum
local grid spacing, and ckv is a constant equal to 0.07:
ksgs ≈ ν
2
t
(ckv∆)
2
(6.4)
Figure 6.7 shows the time average resolution criterion, and in accordance with a canonical
definition, a properly resolved LES should attempt to directly simulate 80% of the turbulent
kinetic energy. This criterion shows that the two grids are mostly well resolved, but the
medium simulation is modeling more of the TKE than the fine grid, especially in the wake
region. Both simulations show apparently low resolution ahead of the injector, and in the
boundary layers on the injector walls. Reference (Brieschenk et al. [2012a]) determined that
the boundary layer ahead of the jet is laminar under these conditions, by comparing the
upstream separation size present in simulations to the experimentally measured separation
length. This means that the resolution criterion is misleading in these areas because the
flow there is steady and no resolved motion is present. The resolution requirements are then
dominated by the near jet region, because adequate turbulent breakdown must be achieved
using only the instabilities present in the jet itself. Although the medium grid has performed
fairly by this metric, for all subsequent discussions the fine grid results are used.
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Figure 6.7: Time average Fraction of resolved turbulent kinetic energy, using equation 6.7.
Left: Medium Grid. Right: Fine grid.
6.5 Results and Experimental Comparison
To compare with the experimental results we must reconstruct the OH fluorescence from the
simulated data. Because the experimental results are uncalibrated, the value required is not
the luminosity exactly, but an easily computable proxy quantity that scales with the emission.
We have chosen the molar concentration of OH, which contributes most significantly to the
signal strength because some points on the PLIF plane simply have more OH molecules
present per surface area than others. It may be computed using the mole fractions as:
nOH =
pXOH
RuT
(6.5)
The OH transition chosen is weakly dependent on temperature, due to the shifting distribu-
tion of internal states affecting the fraction of the gas molecules sensitive to the laser. We also
do not include the effects of collisional quenching, although these may be important for future
work when quantitative conclusions are sought from fluorescence-based experimental data.
Figures 6.8-6.11 show comparisons of the simulated instantaneous OH molar concentration
to the corresponding experimental PLIF images, visualized along the jet center plane. Just
like in the experiments, without the laser there is almost no detectable OH (the OH in the
wake is below the transparency threshold in the figures). The energy deposition approach
described in this paper succeeded in transiently igniting the simulated flow, producing a cloud
of OH radicals that was swept downstream without producing a stable flame due to multiple
extinction events ahead of and behind the jet.
The qualitative behavior of the simulated cloud matches the PLIF measurements quite well,
in terms of the cloud features and stability. However, the trajectory of the simulated cloud
also seems to be slightly different, appearing at each time further downstream than expected.
Additionally, there are some streaks of OH produced after the main extinction event, appar-
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ently caused by the jet continuing to oscillate following disruption by the laser. This kind of
OH production upstream of the main cloud is seen in one of the experiments (Fig. 6.9) sug-
gesting that this result is dependent on the random factors influencing the cloud formation,
and may not be realized in all of the experimental data because each image is generated from
a different test.
It is important to note that the detailed shape of the distribution is strongly dependent on the
instantaneous turbulent flow structure. As each experimental image comes from a different
test, the timing of the laser pulse relative to the phase of the primary vortex shedding cycle
will vary. Thus no attempt was made to match this phase from a particular experimental
image in the simulation. As a consequence, we do not seek agreement between the details of
the instantaneous experimental and numerical images, but rather overall trends such as the
extent of the reacting gas, the thickness of reaction zones, the occurrence of extinction zones,
and the delay before widespread extinction occurs.
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Figure 6.8: OH radical distribution and density gradients at 17 µs. Left: Experimentally
photographed PLIF. Right: Simulated OH molar concentrations.
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Figure 6.9: OH radical distribution and density gradients at 22 µs. Left: Experimentally
photographed PLIF. Right: Simulated OH molar concentrations.
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Figure 6.10: OH radical distribution and density gradients at 27 µs. Left: Experimentally
photographed PLIF. Right: Simulated OH molar concentrations.
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Figure 6.11: OH radical distribution and density gradients at 32 µs. Left: Experimentally
photographed PLIF. Right: Simulated OH molar concentrations.
Interpretation of instantaneous images of unsteady flow must be conducted with caution:
The layer of shock heated gas that reacts to form the OH cloud is wrapped around the jet’s
mixing layer and strongly affected by the turbulent flow as it begins to extinguish and move
downstream. Additionally, the initial position of the plasma kernel has some uncertainty due
to tunnel vibration moving the focusing apparatus, which has nonobvious effects on how the
kernel is processed by the reflected blast wave. Consequently the shape and trajectory of the
cloud of OH is expected to vary from test to test, even with perfectly reproduced ambient
conditions. Although there are noted differences in the trajectory of the primary OH cloud
compared with available experimental data, this work is concerned with investigating the
mechanics of the flame ignition and extinction only, both of which display agreement between
the simulation and experiments.
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6.6 Ignition Mechanics
The purpose of this section is to understand the physical mechanism linking the deposition
of energy from the laser to the formation of combustion products in the flow. We will trace
the gas dynamics from the instant of plasma formation (designated time t = 0.0) to the
end of the simulation, approximately 50 µs later when the relevant transient features have
been extinguished. In this regard the simulations provide detailed insight that is not easily
obtainable from experimental or lower-fidelity modeling. Consider the hypersonic jet-in-
crossflow shown in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Temperature map of two jet plane cross sections, showing 100 K to 2300 K
range.
Similar to the rest of the numerical data, the jet is shown in cross section, cut through the
midplane of the injector. The anatomy of the different layers upstream of the injector is
of interest, and so these have been labeled one through to four. Region one is formed by
injection of underexpanded hydrogen into the cross flow, producing high velocities and very
low temperatures as it expands. This region has a sharp boundary with region two where a
3D shockwave with a curved, teardrop shape equalizes the pressure with the surroundings.
For other jet-in-crossflow interactions, this recompression shock can terminate in a Mach
disc and is thus referred to as a barrel shock. The term is often used in the literature even
when the Mach disc is absent. Large amplitude disturbances in the jet’s shedding cycle
send waves through the shock structure, causing the pointed tip to oscillate periodically
and shed streams of heated fuel into the wake. Region two consists of mostly hydrogen,
heated and slowed by the teardrop shock to 200-300 K. Unlike the previous boundary, the
boundary between regions two and three is not a clean-cut structure, but consists of the
highly unsteady mixing layer between the fuel and incoming air. Parts of this layer have a
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distinct boundary, with a thin layer of mixed reactants created by molecular diffusion, but
in other places a vortex roll up has created a large zone of premixed flow without a sharp
boundary between fuel and oxidizer. As we shall see, these two types of boundary behave
differently when exposed to the flow induced by the laser. Region three consists mostly of
high-temperature air, preheated by the bow shock that bounds the outside of this region.
Although the gas mixture in this zone is fairly homogeneous, the temperature varies greatly
due to the unsteady jet plume deforming the bow shock into more or less normal orientations.
Zone 4 consists entirely of highly supersonic air, taken from the upstream simulation of the
facility nozzle and processed by the compression ramp to moderate temperatures.
Approximately 0.33µ s after the laser pulse, the flow has evolved into the configuration shown
in Fig. 6.13. Overlayed over the temperature map is a blue/red line representing the surface
of stoichiometrically mixed fuel, where blue represents the air side, red the fuel-rich side, and
large deviations from stoichiometric proportions are transparent. The kernel of dissociated
hydrogen is initially at extremely high pressure, but its expansion is constrained in the
radial direction by the presence of the injector tube walls. This causes more rapid jetting
upwards into the lower pressure in the jet plume, forming an asymmetric mushroom shaped
kernel. The expansion also drives a strong blast wave, visible as the raised temperature shell
surrounding the kernel, which carries away much of the deposited energy. On the timescale
of the propagation of this blast wave the turbulence is essentially frozen, so that as the wave
expands it is distorted mostly by colliding with the non-uniform structures already present,
rather than being directly deformed by turbulent straining.
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Figure 6.13: Jet symmetry plane cross section temperature map, overlayed with H and OH
radical mass fraction. Left: t=330 ns Right: t=800 ns
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Figure 6.14: Main ignition sequence showing
cross-section maps of temperature and mass
fractions for H and OH radical species.
At t=0.8µs the first evidence of ig-
nition appears (annotation A in fig-
ure 6.13), a half-ring of OH in front
of the injector and down close to the
wall. This OH production is caused by
high-velocity gas behind the blast wave
being stagnated against the wall, cre-
ating the locally elevated temperatures
needed for ignition. The second blob
of OH production (annotation B) is cre-
ated when a fragment of the plasma rem-
nant made from highly reactive atomic hy-
drogen (H) contacts an oxygen-rich vor-
tex forming on the front face of the jet
plume. Apart from minor chemical ac-
tivity of this nature, the radicals gener-
ated by the laser are confined to the in-
terior of the jet plume, unable to re-
act without the presence of any oxy-
gen.
The main ignition sequence is shown in
Fig. 6.14, a succession of images showing
the blast wave colliding and merging with
the bow-shock that separates the freestream
from the air side of the mixing layer. The
blast wave carries a significant proportion of
the deposited energy away from the laser fo-
cus, imparting momentum to the gas it pro-
cesses and dragging it along behind the shock
front. Although there is a minor temper-
ature rise behind the front, this feature is
short lived and does not seem to be power-
ful enough to cause ignition by itself. When
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the upstream wave merges with the injector bow shock, it deposits this momentum into the
gas, causing the bow shock to strengthen and move into a more normal orientation, which
increases the thermal energy deposited into the air passing through it. By this method,
the bow shock/blastwave interaction increases the temperature of the oxygen flowing into
the mixing layer, which reacts vigorously compared with the minor ignition events discussed
previously (see annotation C).
At t = 5.0µs the shock wave is starting to relax back into position, and the cloud of OH
radicals has started to flow upward and disperse (see Fig. 6.15). The peak mass fraction
of OH has also declined due to heat release reactions partially consuming it to form water,
and also two new spots of ignition have formed. At the 12 o’clock position (annotation D) a
pocket of partially premixed gas produced by turbulent roll up has contacted the middle part
of the dissociated hydrogen leftover from the laser kernel. Another section of the kernel, now
much cooler and partially recombined, has impacted on the jet wake (annotation E), which
has been altered significantly by the laser ignition. The downstream-traveling hemisphere of
the blast wave has obliterated most of the original structure present in the wake, because
there was no high-dynamic-pressure counterflow on this side to stop its progress. The initially
low-pressure environment in the wake region recovers quickly after the blast wave has passed,
and shortly after the final frame in Fig. 6.14 the radicals behind the jet disperse without any
significant heat release.
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Figure 6.15: Cross section temperature map at t=5.0µs, overlayed with H and OH radical
mass fraction.
Figure 6.16 shows two views of the flowfield after the main ignition event has completed. The
OH produced by the ignition seems to detach from the ignition zone and move downstream in
a coherent cloud. This means that combustion has been extinguished in the original ignition
area and also that there is insufficient pressure for the radical species to recombine into stable
reaction products before they are swept out of the domain. The other interesting feature of
the flowfield is a region of OH flat against the wall underneath the jet wake. This results
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from a separate ignition event caused by the leftover atomic hydrogen from the LIP, which
is spread out over the lower wall in low concentrations.
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Figure 6.16: Cross section temperature map at t=16.0µs, overlayed with H and OH radical
mass fraction.
By t=38µs only a small remnant of OH remains trapped in the recirculating flow behind the
jet, too cold and isolated to react in any noticeable quantity. Occasionally the unsteady flow
in this region tears a part of this off and it escapes up and over the face of the jet plume. We
conclude from this analysis that the primary mechanism of ignition seems to be blast-shock
interaction created by the laser, and when the high-momentum gas from the blast wave is
arrested by the cross-flow, the bow shock starts to relax back toward its original location and
the combustion is extinguished. This extinction is an important part of the experimentally
measured behavior that is successfully replicated in the computer model, and it is also a
critical performance parameter of a real ignition system, which would need to ignite the flow
for as long as possible. The next section explores this issue in more depth.
6.7 Discussion of Extinction
Flameholding in a supersonic flow is typically implemented by using a cavity or obstruction
to create a zone of recirculating subsonic flow that entrains unburnt gas as the combustion
products are convected away. For a scramjet designed for Mach 10 and beyond, this approach
is considered impractical due to large drag losses and high thermal loadingBillig [1992], mak-
ing stable combustion harder to achieve. Flameholding behind a jet plume has been studied
before (Fureby et al. [2012]), but in the condition considered here the pressure behind the jet
is too low for a flame to be stabilized in the recirculation region behind the plume. Instead
we observe ignition on the windward face of the jet, due to the blast wave’s strengthening of
the bow shock, which invites the question of whether this could be continued in a self-igniting
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stable manner and why this does not occur in these flow conditions. In order for the ignition
to continue after the blast wave has dissipated, the heat release from combustion would need
to directly heat fresh fuel-air mixture to its ignition point, which is challenging in a nonrecir-
culating supersonic flow. The flame may cease burning because the shock structure returns
to its initial position and autoignition conditions are no longer present, or combustion may be
quenched by the high strain rates in the mixing layer, which break the flame up and distribute
heat away from the well-mixed fuel. In either case, once holes begin to appear in the flame,
poor combustion conditions at the edges cause them to grow and global extinction follows.
In this section we investigate the physical processes that prevent flameholding in this flow,
aiming to discover if either of the two mechanisms introduced above is principally responsible.
The critical frame of data is shown in Fig. 6.17, which shows a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of the OH cloud formed over the jet, 5.0µs after the laser pulse. The isosurface is
generated for an OH mass fraction of 0.0025, which shows where combustion is occurring and
may be considered “the flame” in a simplistic sense. To orientate the reader in the picture, a
partially transparent temperature plot has been added, showing the centerplane jet structure
and the bow shock position. The OH contour surface has also been colored by the resolved
strain-rate magnitude, defined by:
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(6.6)
Notice that the flame holes that form seem to be located at areas of high strain, with
large values appearing to stain the edges of the sheet upstream of the hole boundaries. The
impression that the strain rate is eating holes in the cloud of burning gas is quite striking and
suggests that dissipation by fluid motion is responsible for hole formation, but a quantitative
investigation follows to confirm this.
To begin with we consider the transport equation for the filtered internal energy per unit
volume ρe˜. Taking a result from Martin et al. [2000] and adding the chemical energy source
term, the equation may be expressed using Cartesian Tensor notation as:
∂(ρe˜)
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρe˜u˜j) = τ˜ijS˜ij − pS˜kk − ∂q˜j
∂xj
− ∂d˜j
∂xj
+ ˜˙ωshfs (6.7)
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Figure 6.17: 3D plot of OH mass fraction contour, using 0.0025 levels to show flame holes at
t=5.0µs. Contours are coloured by strain rate magnitude (s−1), and the line used in figure
6.18 is also present.
where the s indices run over each species in the reaction mechanism and all other indices run
over the three directions of space. This equation introduces the heat flux vector qj, the energy
diffusion vector dj, the strain rate tensor Sij, the viscous stress tensor τij, the formation rate
of species s ˜˙ωs, and the heat of formation of species s hfs . The new terms are defined as:
S˜ij =
1
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(6.8)
Manipulating the derivatives in equation 6.7 using the product rule gives the time rate of
change of the specific internal energy.
ρ
∂(e˜)
∂t
+ ρu˜j
∂
∂xj
(e˜) + e˜
∂(ρ)
∂t
+ e˜
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = τ˜ijS˜ij − pS˜kk − ∂q˜j
∂xj
− ∂d˜j
∂xj
+ ˜˙ωshfs (6.9)
The new terms involving the density derivatives are simply the equations for conservation of
mass, which are zero and can be eliminated, leaving:
ρ
∂(e˜)
∂t
+ ρu˜j
∂
∂xj
(e˜) = τ˜ijS˜ij − pS˜kk − ∂q˜j
∂xj
− ∂d˜j
∂xj
+ ˜˙ωshfs (6.10)
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 6.10 control the time rate of change of the thermal
energy, and may be identified as the viscous dissipation, pressure dilatation, heat conduction,
energy diffusion, and chemical source terms. The left-hand side is the density ρ, multiplied
by the total derivative of internal energy, denoted De˜/Dt. This quantity represents the time
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rate of change of e˜ within a differential control mass moving with the fluid. As this quantity
decreases the temperature drops and reactivity drops too. If it increases or stays constant at
a high level a stable flame may be formed.
ρ
D(e˜)
Dt
= τ˜ijS˜ij − pS˜kk − ∂q˜j
∂xj
− ∂d˜j
∂xj
+ ˜˙ωshfs (6.11)
The question of how extinction happens may be answered by pitting the chemical source term
against the combined net value of the other terms, which represent the total effect of the fluid
mechanics on the thermal energy. If fluid dynamic effects are responsible for the extinction,
we should find that the net fluid effect is negative in the flame holes and much larger than
the chemical term when the gas was burning. If loss of autoignition conditions is responsible
for the extinction, then the heat release should dominate the mechanics of e˜ inside the flame
zone. We consider a line passing through the flame hole closest to the centerplane in Fig.
6.17, shown in cross section in Fig. 6.18 at t = 5.0µs. Figure 6.19 shows the different terms
in the internal energy transport equation, plotted along the line from A to B.
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Figure 6.18: Contours of heat release rate in the flame hole and line used in figure 6.19. Left:
Heat release rate ω˙ih
f
i . Right: OH Mass fraction YOH .
The left plot in figure 6.19 shows the value of each term along the line, the x−axis starting
from the lower-left point in the contour plot of figure 6.18. The signs are selected so that a
positive value on the graph means the temperature at that point is being increased by the
mechanism driving each line. The viscous work term is the least significant, but we note
that its influence is strictly positive as expected. Notice the single peak shape of the heat
release rate, which indicates that there is some recombination occurring at the top of the
hole, but no heat release inside it as expected. Actually, the peak visible in this plot is one
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Figure 6.19: Data across hole from figure 6.18 A→ B. Left: Plot of terms in internal energy
field equation 6.7. Right: Combined fluid terms vs chemistry source term.
of the strongest regions of heat release in the entire simulation at this point. Diffusion is
a significant component of the extinction mechanics, as molecules diffuse up concentration
gradients and deposit their energies into a new thermal distribution. Heat conduction is
not important in the region considered here, but the pressure dilatation is very significant,
larger than the other terms by approximately a factor of two. Importantly, it is the only
term with significant negative values, cooling the gas as internal energy is transformed into
kinetic energy by expansion. The negative section of the pressure dilatation is placed right
in the center of the flame hole, suggesting that it was responsible for extinguishing the gas
in this region. Note the magnitude is approximately double the maximum heat release in
the still burning region. Assuming the area where the hole formed was initially burning at
around the same intensity as the level in Fig. 6.19, the dilatation would have been capable
of overwhelming it and causing localized extinction. These results suggest that straining
associated with the expansion and roll-up of the jet is the dominant factor in extinguishing
the flame when the first holes begin to form, but some loss of reactivity due to the shock
wave returning to its original position occurs at the same time.
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6.8 Conclusions
A promising technique to control ignition behavior in scramjet engines is energy deposition
using lasers. In this work, a set of laser ignition experiments is investigated numerically using
high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics to explore the flow’s internal details. This study
has shown that the blast wave caused by the expanding LIP can strengthen the bow shock
over the fuel plume, resulting in higher air side temperatures and temporary ignition of the
fuel in this region. Second, this event does not produce a stable flame due to the adverse
conditions on the windward side of the jet. In brief, high strain rates in this region dissipate
heat into the surroundings as the gas expands and cools, and the temporary strengthening of
the bowshock is exhausted at around the same time, leading to complex chain of causes for
the extinction event. Finally, this study found that the radical species produced by the laser
were confined mostly to the inside of the fuel jet, where their reactive potential was wasted
until they entered the wake zone and encountered sufficient molecular oxygen. By this time
little combustion was possible due to the cooling and recombination of the plasma remnant,
and the low pressure conditions in this part of the flow.
Future laser-ignited scramjet flow studies could use numerical simulations to map out the
flame behavior over a range of inflow conditions, searching for a regime where a stable flame
can be formed behind the fuel jet. Because a real scramjet vehicle will also have hot walls
and regenerative cooling, numerical simulations that compare a flight configuration to a
ground-test equivalent will be very useful to assess the validity of LIP ignition tests that are
performed in a shock tunnel.
Ground test facilities could be used to study the interaction between the fuel-jet’s shedding
cycle and the OH trajectory, to determine how to aim the blastwave and radical clouds into
the flow structures that will best promote ignition. More experiments are also required to
investigate thermal nonequilibrium effects and the recombination of ionized species produced
in the plasma, both of which are critical physical processes with poorly quantified behavior
at hypersonic conditions. A better understanding of these phenomena will add to the menu
of scramjet design options, accelerating progress toward a future of safe and reliable high
speed flight.
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Summary and Conclusions
The title of this project, ”Simulation and Dynamics of Hypersonic Turbulent Combustion”,
suggests an approach that is fundamental, even generic. The pages of this document contain a
varied story, running through the history of combustion science; scramjets, real and simplified;
mixing layer flows and direct numerical simulation; and ignition experiments using laser-
induced plasma, but a number of underlying themes appear again and again that can be
used to tie the elements of the project together. This final chapter identifies these themes
and discusses the implications of some of the major findings for future work.
7.1 Summary
Part One (Chapter 2) of this document introduced the theory of high speed reacting flow and
laid out the problem of turbulence/chemistry interaction. A review of the field’s literature
showed that supersonic reacting LES is a relatively new discipline, with most published sim-
ulations appearing in the last decade. Of the combustion models that have been proposed to
deal with the problem, around 70% use a chemical kinetics formulation, and most of the rest
use a flamelet method of some description. Within each technique there is little consensus on
which models are to be preferred, and a review of comparisons to experimental data revealed
no obvious best or worst choice. Indeed many simulations assume that turbulent chemistry
effects are negligible (22% of those in the compiled dataset) and some of these have produced
impressively accurate results.
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In Part 2 (Chapter 3) a numerical simulation of a periodic model scramjet was conducted.
This model geometry was simple enough to be simulated with high fidelity Large Eddy Sim-
ulation (LES), but also included many physical elements present in real engines: such a
minimal compression inlet with inlet injection, a compression shocktrain, and shock/vortex
interactions at the combustor entrance. The numerical simulation produced a complex com-
bustion field with multiple ignition sources, but the most prominent was the injector-side
separation at the start of the combustor. This ignition source behaved like a radical farm,
sending streams of intermediate species into the rest of the flame and accelerating the down-
stream ignition. A flame index analysis found evidence for distinct layers of premixed and
nonpremixed flow in the first half of the engine, though the combustion transitioned to com-
pletely non-premixed in the rest of the flowpath, due to the depletion of the initially mixed
oxygen in the premixed layer.
The periodic domain simulation was also used to develop a method of combustion regime
analysis. The chapter examined a number of previous methods of estimated the two key pa-
rameters Dat and Ret; settling on use of a Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis for the chemical
timescale, and hybrid resolved/subgrid accounting of the turbulent dissipation. These meth-
ods were synthesized into an authoritative calculation of the turbulence combustion regimes,
which were then visualized using heatmaps, a new technique that helps identify a domi-
nant regime by aggregate numerical advantage. These heatmaps suggest that the dominant
combustion regime in the combustor involves fast combustion and relatively fast turbulence
that interacts strongly with the reaction sheets. Separate regimes could be determined for
the combustion and air chemistry. Though they had similar turbulent Reynolds numbers,
the combustion was higher on the diagram, indicating larger turbulent Damkohler number
Dat. Finally an LES regime diagram was computed using a special chemical length scale
designed specifically for supersonic combustion. These results indicated similar findings to
the traditional analysis, but additionally show that most of the combustion is embedded in
the subgrid scales of the turbulent cascade, making it unresolved on the current grid.
Part 3 (Chapter 4) began with a review of compressible reacting Direct Numerical Simulations
(DNS’s) with the goal of choosing a setup that could be used to directly compute the strength
of the turbulence/chemistry interaction in a hypersonic flow. A temporally evolving, high-
temperature mixing layer was chosen for this purpose. Two simulations of this situation were
performed, a high resolution DNS and a lower resolution IDDES simulation with the same
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technique as in the periodic model scramjet.
One-dimensional analysis of the mixing layer showed similar trends in the fluid mechanics,
indicating that the IDDES model is performing fairly well in modelling the turbulent trans-
port of mass and energy. Some differences were found however in the chemistry dynamics,
including faster ignition in the IDDES case. Extrapolating this result into the context of
a full engine suggests an error of ≈ centimeters in the ignition location. The DNS results
passed a number of quality checks, but the analysis noted a number of difficulties in inter-
preting how valid these tests are. The premixedness classification regime used in the engine
chapters was also tested on both the IDDES and DNS. This produced flame index results
that were similar to each other and also surprisingly similar to the engine flowpath results.
The two simulations also produced similar Regime diagrams, though with a slightly higher
radial distribution in the IDDES case. The regimes in the diagram were also similar to the
engine results, though with somewhat faster chemistry.
Part 4 (Chapter 5) considers a large IDDES of an experimentally studied domain, a model
scramjet used in a recent supersonic combustion visualization experiment. Attempting to
match the experimental data identified a problem with the IDDES methodology, where a
thick turbulent boundary layer upstream of an injector causes slower transition of the fuel
plume than expected. Nonetheless comparison of the simulation to the wall pressure traces
produced reasonably good agreement. The variation during the test time also agreed fairly
well in magnitude to the fluctuations computed from the LES, although for some sensors large
run-to-run variation was detected. The cause of this phenomenon is not well understood.
The flow features in the experimental domain also had a number of interesting differences
from the periodic one. These included faster ignition, more orderly combustion zones, and
less interaction of the combustion with the walls and other viscous features like separations.
Similar premixed and nonpremixed structures were found in the experimental domain, though
additional analysis determined that the nonpremixed combustion contributes the majority
of the overall heat release, by a factor of around 10 to 1. The cause of the premixed zones
were also inferred from a mixing rate analysis: they form due to the shock/vortex interaction
at the entrance to the combustor, which temporarily increases the mixing rate and produces
well mixed reactants faster than the combustion can consume them.
The heatmap based regime analysis of the experimental domain looked somewhat different
to the periodic domain, mostly because of the large increase in cells exhibiting slower air
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chemistry. The combustion-reacting points were in a similar position. Analyzing subsets
of the flow path showed that most of the reacting cells follow the 45 degree line separating
thin from thickened combustion in the parameter space. But the most reactive cells, those
1% contributing 70% of the total, were quite different, falling closer to the origin, near to
the laminar regime where TCI is weak and easily neglected. Interpreting the regime results
physically required different discussions for the premixed and nonpremixed points. The pre-
mixed points fell into an area of relatively fast combustion where the small turbulent scales
are able to get into the interior of the flame structure. The nonpremixed regime does not
have a clear physical interpretation, though the presence of some kind of distorted reaction
sheet structure seems likely.
In the final content chapter of this document (Chapter 6) the simulation tools were applied
to a practical problem with more complicated physical effects than considered so far: The
ignition of a fuel jet crossflow using a laser-induced plasma. Direct simulation of the plasma
formation process proved unnecessary, since the laser ionization happens in nanoseconds,
during which time the fluid flow is basically frozen. Comparison to simulation LIP detonations
found indirect evidence that very large amounts of energy are lost from the plasma via
radiative emission, around 60% to 70 % of the initially deposited value. These results were
also used to validate an analytical model of the formation process, which produced reasonably
accurate predictions of the plasma kernel size given the uncertainty in the measurements.
Ignition in the main LES simulation happened via an indirect two step process: The plasma
kernel first expands, driving a strong blast wave into the flow. This blast wave then merges
with the primary bow shock around the jet, strengthening it and increasing the tempera-
ture and pressure of the air flowing through it. This heated air then auto-ignites the fuel.
Experimentally obtained OH PLIF images showed similarly sized clouds of radical species
to the simulation, though the speed of travel was slightly different. This ignition was found
to be transient, similar to the experiments, as the high strain-rates around the jet quickly
extinguished the combustion in this area.
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Though there is no unified theory of turbulent combustion, the basic problem can be captured
in an inequality that was described in chapter 2:
ω˙(ρs, T ) 6= ω˙(ρs, T ) (7.1)
In words, this expression says that the average reaction rate in a turbulent flow is not equal
to the reaction rate computed using the average composition and temperature. Each part of
the project can be put into context by examining how it relates to this expression.
My first research question concerns the magnitude of this inequality in hypersonic flow:
How different are the two sides? The sample of the literature reviewed in Part One did
not reveal a clear answer. Experimental data are simply too noisy to provide an unequivocal
signal that can be identified as Turbulence/Chemistry Interaction, and theoretical approaches
are hampered by our present state of ignorance concerning the properties of turbulence
itself. This does not mean that the TCI is always negligible across all hypersonic conditions,
but it does circumscribe its importance alongside other sources of uncertainty in numerical
simulations, like choice of chemistry scheme, transition location, and experimental variation
in test flow.
The DNS of Part Three was an attempt to address the question of magnitude directly, by
comparing two very similar simulations, one with resolved TCI and one without. A notable
impact was found: The LES simulation with the unresolved TCI ignited earlier than the DNS
version where this was accounted for, and subsequently showed differences in the evolution of
the combustion process. The results are somewhat confounded by the addition of a turbulence
model to the coarser simulation; IDDES is not a perfect model of fully resolved turbulence,
and it is conceivable that this alone was responsible for the difference. However, the fluid
dynamic quantities in the simulations were much more similar than the chemical ones, and
this is the basis for arguing that the TCI itself is the main cause of the observed differences.
Extrapolating the ignition delay to an engine-like geometry suggested errors on the order of
a few 10’s of millimeters. This conclusion is concordant with the conclusions from the litera-
ture survey, but relies on some rather crude extrapolation, and additionally assumes that the
downstream combustion process would be merely delayed rather than affected non-linearly by
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the erroneous ignition length. Future DNS simulations should aim to more precisely emulate
scramjet combustion sequences to address these concerns, and perhaps include an explicit
filtering process to compare two DNS simulations directly without the confounding factor of
a fluid dynamic turbulence model.
The second research question of this project concerns the construction of models to close
inequality 7.1: How to reconstruct the left side given only the information on the right? This
question concerns the filtering operation denoted by the over-lines in the expression, and ties
into issues of turbulent statistics and regime identification. The regime analyses presented in
Part Two and Part Four found support for fast combustion and intense turbulence, pushing
the physical behaviour into a difficult-to-model part of the parameter space where the turbu-
lence interferes with the flame structure, creating geometrically complex combustion zones
that are tightly interwoven with the turbulence itself.
Of the two broad classes of models identified in the theory section, the fast combustion
finding supports the use of flamelet techniques, but the intense turbulence finding suggests
that finite rate kinetics are needed, to deal with the disruption of the orderly flame structure
that a flamelet model necessarily assumes. Perhaps both techniques have a place in future
modelling, but in either case significant modifications to their traditional, non-hypersonic
approaches will be required.
Among the specific models identified in the literature search, those based on Partially-Stirred
Reactor assumptions and those using the Linear Eddy Model framework both found some
support from the regime analysis, though with some reservations in each case. Unfortunately
the determination is significantly hampered by our confusion about the nature of nonpremixed
supersonic turbulent combustion. It is simply not clear what such a flow looks like, and
further DNS and experimental imaging is the only path forward.
Ultimately, the finding that hypersonic turbulent combustion is intimately tied to the turbu-
lent cascade may require significant new modelling efforts in brand new directions, incorpo-
rating results from the cutting edge of turbulence research and further discoveries about the
structure of supersonic combustion. Such models will continue reducing the uncertainty in
predictive simulations, and accelerate progress in the overall goal of high speed flight.
The final research question of this project concerns the effects of the chemical production
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terms on the flow as a whole: How either side of inequality 7.1 shapes the flow dynamics
and combustion behaviour in the broader context of a coupled physical system. This might
seem like a change of theme from the previous two questions, but in fact it is a natural
extension of the overall goal of the research. High speed aircraft engines use combustion
to generate thrust, and all the discussions of models and regimes and turbulence/chemistry
interaction would be left hanging in abstract space without a connection to this underlying
goal. The simulations in this document are replete with information about ignition dynamics
and combustion behaviour, and it is natural to include an analysis of these in the scope of
the project.
The flow simulations in Part Two and Part Four contained a rich system of combustion pro-
cesses in spite of their apparently geometric simplicity, including multiple ignition sources,
complex fields of intermediate species, and a shifting tug-of-war between mixing and combus-
tion that created separate regions of premixed and nonpremixed combustion in different parts
of the combustor. Many of these features were also found in the Supersonic Mixing Layer of
Part Three, although this was not an intentional goal of the setup. Future scrutiny of more
realistic and complicated engine designs should be undertaken to see if they also contain
these features, to ensure that the results in this document can be applied more broadly.
In the final chapter, Part Five, the combustion dynamics were moved into the spotlight, and
the computational tools assembled in this project were used to study a complex, unsteady,
transient problem — a hydrogen jet in crossflow, ignited by a laser-induced plasma. Inter-
estingly the mechanism of ignition turned out to be fluid dynamic, rather than chemical, the
strengthening of the jet bow shock as it merged with the expanding blast wave driven by the
plasma kernel. The hot gas left over by the laser, though containing a large concentration of
highly reactive hydrogen radicals, was trapped inside the fuel plume and contributed little
to the ignition process. The result is a good example of using numerical simulation to illu-
minate the causal factors at work in a complex physical system, and future simulations of
laser-induced ignition should use this insight to move toward the goal of stable laser-induced
combustion.
No single individual could hope to solve a problem like turbulent combustion, even with a
lifetime of work. This document has no such pretensions. It is, at best, a tiny fragment of a
grand undertaking shared by all of humanity, the continued unravelling of nature’s deepest
mysteries. To a single researcher puzzling over a familiar dataset, any single discovery in
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this process may seem insignificant in comparison to the enormity of the problem. But the
progress so far is proof that the accumulation of tiny but directed threads of discovery can be
woven together into great leaps of understanding. Even if not a single result in this work ends
up part of the frameworks of turbulence modelling that will exist in the future, it has been
a privilege to be apart of such a quest, and I am excited to witness the future developments
that no doubt await us.
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FILE Year Code Name Chemistry TCI Geometry Comparison
Desjardin and Frankel [1998] 1998 ??? Flamelet (1) Dynamic Assumed PDF (0) Planar Jet Okay
Desjardin and Frankel [1998] 1998 ??? Kinetics (3,1) Dynamic Scale Similarity (0) Planar Jet Good
Genin et al. [2003] 2003 ??? Kinetics (4,2) LEM (???) DLR Mixed
Berglund and Fureby [2007] 2007 OpenFoam Flamelet (1) Assumed PDF (0) DLR Good
Berglund and Fureby [2007] 2007 OpenFoam Flamelet (2) Fractal Flame Wrinkling (0) DLR Good
Fureby [2007] 2007 OpenFoam Flamelet FLTP (2) Flame Wrinkling Model (0) Backward Step Mixed
Fureby [2007] 2007 OpenFoam Kinetics (5,2) Dynamic Assumed PDF/PaSR (0) Backward Step Mixed
Fureby [2009] 2009 OpenFoam Kinetics (7,3) EDC (0) DLRish (ONERA) Good
Fureby [2009] 2009 OpenFoam Kinetics (7,3) TFM(+Flame Fractal) (0/0) DLRish (ONERA) Good
Genin and Menon [2009] 2009 ??? Kinetics (6,7) None DLR Good
Miki et al. [2009] 2009 ??? Kinetics (16,74) EDU (0) Backward Step Good
Peterson et al. [2009] 2009 US3D Kinetics (7,8) None SCHOLAR Okay
Berglund et al. [2010] 2010 OpenFoam Kinetics (6,7) PaSR (0) DLRish (ONERA) Good
Choi et al. [2010] 2010 ??? Kinetics (4,5) LEM (???) Planar Cavity N/A
Ingenito et al. [2010] 2010 ShearT Kinetics (8,37) None HyShot II N/A
Ingenito and Bruno [2010] 2010 Fluent Kinetics (3,1) None SCHOLAR Questionable
Koo et al. [2011] 2010 ??? Kinetics (9,19) DQMOM (ns*ne) Annular Jet Mixed
Won et al. [2010] 2010 ??? Kinetics (8,25) None JISCF Good
Cecere et al. [2011] 2011 ??? Kinetics (9,38) PaSR (0) HyShot II Okay
Fureby et al. [2011] 2011 OpenFoam Kinetics (7,8) PaSR (0) HyShot II Good
Ghodke et al. [2011] 2011 ??? Kinetics (6,4) LEM (???) Planar Cavity Good
Ghodke et al. [2011] 2011 ??? Kinetics (6,4) TANN (???) Planar Cavity Good
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Peterson et al. [2011] 2011 US3D Kinetics (7,8) None SCHOLAR Mixed
Wang et al. [2011] 2011 ??? Kinetics (9,19) Dynamic Assumed PDF Cheng (Annular) Mixed
Edwards et al. [2012] 2012 REACTMB Kinetics (7,7) Dynamic Scale Similarity (0) Burrows Good
Fan et al. [2012] 2012 ??? Flamelet Z (1) SS Assumed PDF in Z (0) DLR Good
Fureby et al. [2012] 2012 OpenFoam Kinetics (6,7) PaSR (0) UM Cavity N/A
Karaca et al. [2012] 2012 ??? Kinetics (7,7) None Annular Jet N/A
Gehre et al. [2012b] 2012 US3D Kinetics (7,8) None JISCF Good
Ferroro [2013] 2013 US3D Kinetics (5,3) FMDF SSL Good
Ingenito et al. [2013] 2013 ??? Kinetics (9,38) PaSR (0) HyShot II Okay
Potturi and Edwards [2013] 2013 REACTMB Kinetics (9,19) Various PaSR (0/9) DLR Questionable
Potturi and Edwards [2013] 2013 REACTMB Kinetics (13,33) Various PaSR (0/9) Uva SCF Good
Potturi and Edwards [2014a] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (9,19) Various PaSR (0) DLR Okay
Potturi and Edwards [2014b] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (9,19) PaSR (0) DLR Okay
Fulton et al. [2014b] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (9,21) None Uva SCF Good
Fulton et al. [2013] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (9,19) None Uva SCF Mixed
Fulton et al. [2014a] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (9,19) Various PaSR (0) Uva SCF Good
Gehre [2014] 2014 US3D Kinetics (13,33) None Inlet Injected SCR N/A
Potturi and Edwards [2014c] 2014 REACTMB Kinetics (22, ??) None Uva SCF Good
Changmin et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam CFPV (2) APDF (2) DLR Questionable
Fureby et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (7,8) Extended PaSR (7) DLRish (ONERA) Good
Bates et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (6,7) PaSR (0) HyShot II Good
Gibbons et al. [2015] 2015 US3D Kinetics (13,33) None JISCF Okay
Huang et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (9,27) PaSR (0) DLR Okay
Qin et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (9,27) PaSR (0) DLR Mixed
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Saghafian et al. [2015] 2015 ??? CFPV (3) Assumed PDF (0) JISCF Okay
Sagahafian et al. [2015] 2015 ??? CFPV (3) Assumed PDF (0) HiFIre 2 Good
Wang et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (9,19) APDF (2) Planar Cavity Good
Yao et al. [2015] 2015 OpenFoam Kinetics (39/153) PaSR (0) Planar Cavity Okay
Wang et al. [2016] 2016 OpenFoam Kinetics (7,7) PaSR (0) Planar Cavity Okay
Huang et al. [2017] 2017 OpenFOAM Kinetics (9,27) PaSR (0) DLR N/A
Li and Wang [2017] 2017 OpenFoam Kinetics (9,19) Extended PaSR (9) DLR Okay
Shin and Sung [2015] 2017 ??? Flamelet (1) None DLR Questionable
Yao et al. [2018] 2017 OpenFoam Kinetics (28,92) PaSR (0) CAS N/A
Zhao et al. [2017] 2017 OpenFOAM Kinetics (9,19) PaSR (0) JISCF Okay
Ladeinde and Lou [2018] 2018 AEROFLO SLF/OJF Flamelet (2) Dynamic Assumed PDF (0) Annular Jet Questionable
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Appendix 2: Cartesian Tensor Notation
In many places in this thesis, considerable ink is saved by using cartesian tensor notation to
denote vectors, matricies and other collections of numbers. Tensors are higher order general-
isation of these objects that obey certain transformation rules. Readers who are unfamiliar
with the notation might suspect this is a lazy saving of keystrokes by the author, perhaps
thinking that under deadline pressure I could be forgiven for sacrificing some readability for
brevity’s sake. In fact, this notation (attributed mostly to Albert Einstein) is an elegant and
self-consistent mathematical device that allows us to glide rapidly over mathematical terrain,
avoiding the plodding task of writing out terms in equation after equation when each one has
the same underlying form. The notation also has some benefits over matrix notation, since it
implicitly contains the summations and derivitives that can be hidden in matrix operators.
A vector is typically typeset with a bold font and consists of table of numbers, say the velocity
in 3D space:
u = [u, v, w] (7.2)
Where u, v, and w are the components of the vector in the x,y, and z direction. To pick out
a specific component of vector we could also use a subscript, say u2 = v, or to pick out an
arbtirary component ui. Since the subscript identifies the object as containing a number of
components, it is possible to drop the bold font. Occasionally other symbols in this work
use subscripts to differentiate themselves as symbols instead of as indices, which is a source
of potential confusion, but I have tried to mitigate this by announcing the domain that a
subscript can be said to run over whenever it is first used. For example, i,j,k usually refer
to the three dimensions of space, and s is reserved for composition vectors that run over the
chemical species in a reaction mechanism.
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In addition to representing vector equations where an index says ‘do this for each thing
in this vector’, the Einstein summation convention allows them to indicate a sum over the
components of two or more vectors. Consider the equation for the specific kinetic energy:
k =
1
2
(u2 + v2 + w2) =
3∑
i=1
1
2
uiui (7.3)
During his 10 years developing General Relativity, Einstein encountered equations such as
this over and over, finding that in many differential geometry and physics problems, a pair
of identical indices could be found inside a summation sign. Eventually he began to omit the
summation signs entirely, leaving it to the reader to notice that the left side of the equation
has no i index in it, so the pair of i’s in the uiui term must require a summation over all of the
components. This insight was so useful for saving ink and time that it was adopted by many
other fields including turbulence modellers, where it passed eventually to me. Occasionally
the reader may have seen summations like this: uiu
i, where a raised index and a lowered index
are distinguished. Typically the lowered index indicates a covariant component of u, and a
raised index is said to be the contravariant component of u. The distinction matters because
in differential geometry there are two genuinely different ways to define the components of
a vector, and General Relativity uses curved spaces to represent the effects of gravity on
objects. In flat space, such as the non-relativistic fluid dynamics of this work, the two types
of components have the same value, and so subscript indices are used throughout. Cantesian
tensor notation can be put to use in complex examples like these:
∇ · u = ∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
=
∂ui
∂xi
(7.4)
A matrix can be represented as follows:
A =
a b
c d
 = Aij (7.5)
Where i specifies the row and j specifies the column, i.e. A12 = b. Matrix multiplication can
then be enacted like this:
Au =
a b
c d
u
v
 =
au+ vb
cu+ dv
 = Aijuj (7.6)
Occsionally a perplexing case is found, for example the vector equation 2.16, reproduced
below:
ω˙s = Ms
d[Xs]
dt
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In this case there are two s indices on the right hand side, indicating that each species has
its molar mass multiplied by the time derivative of its concentration. Instead of summation
however, the results of this computation are to put into a new vector, the density source
terms ω˙s. The lack of summation can be deduced by noticing the presence of the s index on
both sides of the equation, and realising the indentical index symbol mandates matching the
components of ω˙s with the ones on the other side.
I have also used the special symbol δij known as the Kronecker delta. It is defined as being
1 whenever i and j are the same, and zero otherwise. It is useful for inserting terms into an
equation that only appear diagonally:
B =
a+ q b
c d+ q
 = Bij = Aij + qδij (7.7)
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